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.their
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sea,

to be

the intelligence and benevo-

of angels, if we

did

not

know

that

er than the angels, and whose care extends

He

has made water sufliciently volatile to evaporate in just the proper quantities to afford
refreshing showers, without occasioning a
deluge, and sufficiently soluble to render

m

the earth suitable for vegetation,
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ybars of our history
“Behold the man !” says the infamous
Such, wonderful perfection of design, as of town, good prairie with timber, water
' Why, the very necessities of his position Never before might we as a, people so ferjudge, “Ecce Homo!
Holy kiegs sprung

STAR.
BY

without

converting it into an uninhabitable bog.

By

the’ evaporation from the earth's surface in
summer, the atmosphere is prevented from
reaching an unendurable point of heat, and

particular to give
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by the freezing of water in winter; heat is
given off in such quantities as to keep the
temperature compatible with the life of
animals and vegetables. By agitation of
the water during storms, the atmosphere is
deprived of its impurities. In winter the
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water, in the

form

of

snow,

is made

to

yield a mantle of protection to the earth,
in those climates where this is needed. The

freezing point of water is such that
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*
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Q’er this little stone has passed,

sued, had

combustible as

which we observe, almost without a thought

‘of the wisdom
and goodness of Him of
whom it speaks so piainly
to those who
will lend an attentive ear... When we reflect “how ignorant of this substance the
human family remained for more than five

l—

The study of nature is so inexhaustible
that a lifetime devoted to’

a single branch, only serves to give a faint
conception of the possibilities of that mysterious field of knowledge which remains
unexplored beyond the limit of invegtigation, and overwhelms man’s understafiding

and

been

ical interest, from the time of the flood. to
the present. The mind can scarcely conceive of the utility of this every day element,

Water.

the infinite perfection

water

could endure its falling showers and live.
. Of the beauties of water in its varied
forms much might be said, or of its histor-

Us, upon our sea of life;
Thus we breast the surging billows;
And the struggle and the strife,
Only bring us near, and nearer
To that calm and boundless shore,
‘Where therdepths are never sounded ;
For “the sea shall be.no more.”
Mrs. James Neale.

with

the

’l is one of its elements hydrogen, or had its
weightbeen like that of lead, so that nothing

Thus, perchance, the waves pass over

in its revelations

of

ed ; nothing being overlooked, nothing designed imperfectly.
Think of the disas- trous consequences which would have en-

on the shore at last,
depths, and thro’ the hollows,
safely borne to land;
held the beating waters
hollow of his hand.”

rsa

the
it is

ed to fulfil the offices for which it is design-

.

But I found it, round and polished,
Resting
Thro’ the
It was
For God
“ In the

when

service. The insipidity of water adapts it
to the use of all as a beverage, and prevents
it from becoming disgusting by long use.
In short, it is ir every way precisely adapt-

Many an ocean wave and billow

%

at just the season

needed, not too soon, nor too late, to be

Agate.

—
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EN

thousand years,.and that only
it begun to be understood,

recently has
may we not

conceive that its future discoveries shall rival in importance those already made? Atthe
present stage of science he who should pre-

dict

that from water

day derive

wisdom

men

would

one

fuel, would receive less opposi-

tion than would have met the prophet, who,

which ‘must characterize the author of a
system
of such wonderful harmony.
The most careful examination of every

two hundred years ago, -should have foretold the future of steam. During his opti-

part of the created universe, from the count-

cal researches, Sir Isaac Newton is suppos-

ed to have predicted that water or an element of it would one day be proved to be
combustible. The discovery of its compo-

less worlds which move majestically through
the realms of space, to the minutost insect
on the earth, or in the sea, ever shows
traces

of

wisdom,

beneficence

and

sition, since that time, has proved him to be

skill,

worthy of a Creator possessing the attributes assigned to him by revealed reli-

gion.

:

:

Less than two hundred years ago, Joseph
Addison expressed the popular estimation
-. of the natural sciences, by saying, ¢ We
know water sufficiently when we know
how to freeze, how to evaporate, how to
make it fresh, how to make it run or spout
outin what quantity and direction we please,
without knowing what water is.”
Since
thattime the discovery of the composition
of water, has laid the foundation for the
science of modern Chemistry, and the
wondrous powers of steam have wrought
a revolution in the civilized world.
Until about the commencement of the
present century,

water

was considered

sn

elementary substance by most of the philosophers, none knowing its composition.
The ancient philosophy of’ the ‘renowned
Thales, assigned water
a place. as the
“ First and fontal element of all material
things.” Near the close of the eighteenth
century, Von Helmont was led to question

the elementary character. of water, by observing thata tree, transferred from earth
to water, continued to grow and derive
sustenance from that finid,
Experiments
from this time forward flnally led to the
discovery that water consistyofgpe part, by
weight, of hydrogen, to fight of oxygen.

This discovery was madeflmost simultaneously by James Watt tHe inventor of the
steam engine, by Cavendish and Lavoisier.
In nature water never occurs perfectly pure,
containing a varying proportion of. mineral
and vegetable substances, which, however,
do not' impair itas a beverage, unless in
unusual quantity. The purest natural water is rain water, next in order of purity
comes

river

water,

next,

the

waters

of

lakes and ponds, next, ordinary spring water, then

mineral springs,

arms of the sea,

the body of the ocean, atid last of all, lakes

having no outlét,

as the Dead Sea, and

Great Salt Lake. . Only

very stagnant or

fermented water, contains any miscroscopic
animals, those not being foundin ordinary

drinking water,
The important part taken in nature by
water, may be conceived when we reflect

that it constitutes more

than two-thirds of

the human body, as well as of the surface og

the earth, to an unknown depth.
dispensable to the existence
mal and vegetable,

and

It is in.

of every ani-

directly

furnishes

correct. While our country is annually exhausting its supply of fuel, a practical

method

of burning water,

would

be a

gost valuable discovery, and, indeed, could
our modern scholars exercise that tireless
patience,

and perseverance,

which

charac-

terized the early inventors, perhaps this
might not-be-émpossible. Stoves for burning illuminating gas are already in use.
E. D. G.

Nebraska Correspondence.
Sm st

Asour American people are such restless,
migratory beings, they will, many of them,
move somewhere, especially from the East
westward. As Ilgve had an opportunity
of seeing the West in different places for
the last four years, I wish to give the readers of the Star the benefit of my experience
and observation. There are no doubt hundreds of your readers who would make this
part of the country their home if they really
knew its advantages. Hoping to help the

inquiring
who might be benefited by coming
here, and who might benefit others, is my
motive in writing this.
I will just say,I went with my family from
Pennsylvania,

to Minnesota,

four

years

ago, for health considerations.
The long,
cold winters did not suit us, nor the
style of farming, as wheat-raising is the

Ecce Homo!

can now be

land

can be bought at reasonable rates.
The health of the country thus far since I
have been here, will compare favorably with
any place where I have ever lived. In-some

of all nations, the

good

for

a new

tion of all people?

country.

During the war, all this country bordering
on Mo., was overrun with ruffians, but they
have disappeared, and the country is fast
settling with a very good class of people,
There are quite a number of F. W. Baptists

Itis

plated organizinga church soon. It is very
important that Christians seeking n home in

to

you

yourselves,

my

brethren.

Fasten

ties of the Christian life sometimes exhaust

enjoyment and usefulness.
=~
7
There is a great field open here for laborers, both temporal and spiritual. I believe
there are multitudes who could be spared
from old New England and the Middle
States, who, if they would start out, praying
God to guide

them to some

your weakness, if yousay in secret that virtueis not so austere as we proclaim it, behold your answer! See whether you have
yet resisted unto blood ; study in that image
the measure of your duties; it is a man like
you who stands as your example, and he is
made man only for you. Ecce Homo!
Behold the man! But behold your work and
the consummation of your iniquity and ingratitude if you are sinners; behold the
barbarous act which you repeat whenever
you consent to crime; behold the Body
whieh you dishonor whenever you defile
your own; behold the noble. brow which
you crown with thorns whenever scenes of

field of labor,

would find this way open to them, and thus
they might not only bless others with their
influence,
but find themselves greatly blessed.

Any one realizing this who

would like fur-

ther information about the country, can address Dea. F. A. Tisdel, F. P. Davis, or the
writer, at Salem, Richardson Co., Neb.

Freedmen’s Mission.
a to
_ The following is a letter from one of the

white citizens of Martinsburg, West VirginA.

I.

Morrell.

Coming

from

such a source, it will doubtless be read with
great interest.

Bro. Morrell writes that the

author is a true and worthy

friend

of our

mission, and an old resident of Martinsburg,

with whom he had many pleasant interviews, ard from whom he received in his
work from time to time, words of encouragement. Being a southern man, his testi
mony in behalf of our mission among the
lowly is especially valuable :
I wish to say something about the improvements of our town, but am at a loss for

The new pastor of Park
ton, is making

work that has heen done. When I go back
in thoughtto where we were less than three
years ago, I am really unable to understand
how so great a work could be accomplished

No house wastobe had,

that was fit to occupy for school or worship.
It was concluded by those in the work to use
what could be ghen got for that purpose—an

now have within full view two churches,—
one a

Methodist, the other a Free

Baptist,

and both of them in a flourishing condition.
It has cost somethingto do all this work;
and that is the very reason why the work is
go great. No matter what the cost! Tt is
worth every cent, as

we areready

to

say

when we consider the influence over the
morals of the people. I do not know what
it cost to build the Free Baptist church, dut
I am sure of this, that we are better off with

it than we should be without it, had it cost
double the amount it did. If we only had
more of this spirit, how much better it
would be for the people here ! Think of the
influence that has gone out from here, and
is still spreading. Five young men from
this place are now at school, preparing to
go out as preachers and teachers, and how
shall we estimate it? The amount of good
that has been accomplished apart from “this,
is beyond calculation. So far we have escaped rioting and bloodshed.
Is not thisthe
result of good moral training? I feel sure
that the thorough training of -the people
here, has had much to

do

with

the peace

land,

the north who have been so liberal, may yet

blessing

of God,

will accomplish

thése who have given will

not

regretit,

so

if

they canonly know how great a change
has been made. Rather than have us go
back to where we started, they would give
more.
I do hope
that those good people at

wild grass.
‘
But little attention has been paid to fruitgrowing. What has been done has been

thanks, to those who have been so

very satisfactory.

and

A peach orchard, of four

years’ growth, occupying, less than two
acres, produced last season 200 bushels,
which

were

sold

for

$2,00

per

bushel.

us in giving of their means;

kind

to

and if any

of

those who have given had just been here,
seen

the

bright

countenances,

and

heard the “God bless you, honey,” they
would have thought themselves fully paid
back with interest.
:
A.

Wild fruit of various kinds is abundant.

Corn is the great staple, and yields in
good seasons from 50 to 80 bushels per acre.

the means of supportto innumerable fishes,
Notwithstanding the countless numbep -of | -It-is a good._.wheat country, but that does
plants and animals upon the surface of the not pay as well generally as corn, except 6h
earth cannot exist without a due supply of i
land. - Unimproved land is held in this

A fooling of just dignity sometimes makes
ud refuse a benefit, but. there are

those

refuse because they have too narrow
to pledge themselves to be grateful,

all

numerical.

of any science

mathematics,

of mathematics

and

only.

That,

save of
nothing

number

as

incidental merely to

of votes

I regard

it,

the main, work

is

in

hand. We seek rather to instruct ignorance,
remove prejudice, quicken conscience, interpret economic laws to the masses, and, by
arming the moral sense of the nation
against the traffic, eventually
We may notlive
from the land.
lid opinion

by

side

seller shall stand

slave-driver.

law,

the

and before

banish
to sec

when

but the day will surely come

his

mark

a

St. church Bos-

side

it
it,

in pubthe

rum-

with the

The keeper of the dvim-shop

in the

and

more

main

and

in it;
work.
at

pain me. But

yery instinct of their

trade

more

nation,

until

I

euemies to

those

loins

are

black with the horrid circle; who feed and
fill themselves upon the best blood of her

industry, dropping
off or torn—away
tobe quickly replaced-by obs 5
that the future glooms darkS Vii
Where,.

I ask myself,

only
(rs)
er.

as T remember the

law of cause and effect, is all this to

end?

Is it credible that a government resting
solely on the ballot can long endure when
intelligence is pervertéd, self-restraint banished, and morality gone?
p

who

hearts

tion, is impatient and arrogant. Like all else

which is evil it despises delay, and’ like a
hawk swoops with set wings and talons
spread upon the innocent object of its desires.
Conscious of its strength, it successfully defies every law of the goverment touching
the collection of the revenue. That gauges
both its boldness and its power. The makers
and dealersin whisky are the only ‘men, as
a class,

Every

who

other

defy

the

business

laws

pays

of the

by

to them off to

must

do

this

freeing

the

slaves one by

year our society shippéd four
fifty slaves to Africa!” And
two hundred thousand childinto bondage !
IN PUBLIC LIFE.

argument, that no representative form of
government can long survive the loss of public morality.

Virtue, or ‘lack of virtue; on

the part of the masses is what - decides the

question of empire.

land.

lonest and

onerous tribute to the government.
This
traffic alone has the shameful prominence of

Remember

that those

in authority never rise higherthan those
who put them there. The stream can never
rise beyond the level of the ocean bythe inflowing pressure of which it is lifted. Drunken voters mean drunken office holders. An
insane crew will have a crazy pilot. = This
is the rule of history,

virtue and religion; when I think of him
ad one member of a vast organization knit
together by an evil Free-masonry of opinion
and interest, whose temple can only rise
on the ruins of legitmate trade; when I
think of him as only one amid thousands
who like leaches fasten themselves upon the
loins of the

who

Upon this formula Iam content to rest my

fix my eyes upon a rumseller, and think
that he is only one of a vast army banded
together for mutual protection and made by
the

South,

Slavery must not be done away with

once, but

* EXAMPLES

or

when

the

private individuals

one. Why,last
hundred and
that very year
ren were born

striking points in the address.
"NATURE OF THE EVIL,
I do not fear one grog-shop or rum-seller.
The sight of one drunkard does not alarm

although it may

at

Liberia; who arose and said: ¢ This is not
a political matter. The nation cannot move

less readers will question the wisdom aud
taste of putting ome points in so direct a
way, and of making so free-a use of the
examples found among our public men.
But they are plain and brave words which
he speaks, and well worthy of being circulated and pondered; and for this reason
we reproduce some of the

slave-owners

ship every fifth child born

modern

Athens. If he lacks the glowing rhetoric
of his immediate predecessor, he is fully
his equal in bold directness of speech,
and he believes with not less confidence in
applying the principles of the gospel to the
conduct of life and the condemnation of
offenders against the public conscience and
welfare. He has recently delivered an
address on Temperance, which, by request,
was repeated on a Sabbath evening in
Music Hall, and is fully reported in the
daily papers. Itis a fresh, thoughtful and
able production. There may be a little
exaggeration here and there,

few

eased their consciences by giving bonds to

THE RUM ORGANIZATION.
It is see in greater abundance the fruit of their
The organization, which" with literal dean excellent graff country, yielding from giving. Ata meeting of the colored people
1-2 ‘to 2 tons per acre of a good qualityof Sunday evening, I spoke about a vote of seriptiveness I have called the rum organiza-

and an whundupee df good limestone.

meaning, but its

He knows nothing

ormation

¢

words to express what I think of the great

in so short a time.

or

in-

‘Be

shall have no other brotherhood in history
than with the keeper of the slave-pen.
It is astonishing that men will not undervoluptuousness, reviewed with pleasure,
stand the length and breadth, the hight and
trace dangerous impressions on your mind ;
depth, of this reform. The analogy bebehold the scoffs which you repeat when
tween the treatment which this subject is reyou ridicule the piety of the Righteous!
ceiving and that which the suhject of slavBehold the Sacred Flesh which you pierce
ery received at the hands of thenation is
when yoa destroy the reputation of your
close. It would seem as if history is
very
bréthren
; in one word,
behold your confond of repeating itself, and that each gendemnation and your work! -Behold
- the
eration must make its progress through the
man! Zcce Homo! Can this sight leave
The same excuses
you insensible? Must he ascend Calvary same weary processes.
of duty; the same. shitking of
evasions
and
again? Will youjoin your voice to those
responsiblility ; the same
methods of deof the faithless Jews, and demand that He
fense urged forthe one are now urged for
be erucified afresh?”
J
the other. In reference to slavery, the
Colonization Society was
made up of
Temperance—Strong Words.
a few humanitarians at the North and

P. HALL.

ia, to Rev.

value

every

ome;

lence. Never before have we had sach need
to ask ourselves,where shall all this end,and
how much more can the nation endure?

But what, after ail, is the debauchery at the
Capitol but a reflection of the debauchery
among the people; a mirage profected into
the national sky which types and measures
This reeling
the mad carnival beneath.
of Tennesent
embodim
the
but
President is

see drunkenness and brawling before the
war. W. H. Seward introducing the Presi-

dent in incoherent drivelling, ambrotypes
the tipsy diplomacy of the day, only in his °
case it was on the platform of a rail-car, and

not in the privacy of a clab-room; in the
count the most.
{ presence of men fresh from the fields and
PHILOSOPHY OF THE TEMPERANCE REFORM. pot before those tipsy as himself. Poor
The philosophy of the temperance re- Dick Yates, tha noblest man by nature that
form, so faras I'have ever joinedinit, is Illinois ever sent to the councils of the nathis: To emancipate society from this dire tion, assisted from the Senate chamber by
system of evil, the husiness of the country his fellow senators and consigned to the
from this unfair competion, and the politics care of his weeping wife; is the legitimate
of the nation from this evil and overshadow- result of the social customs ef his State, in
ing influence. The great work which the which no politician for years stood any
temperance men of this generation and chance of office unless he could make a
aring stump-speech and drink the crowd
those who shall follow us, when we have
on whiskey. These unfortunate or
fallen on sleep, is not to effect personal ref iL~

Ecce

afflicts you, will ye dare to murmur ?

spirit of

In his eyes a vote has

but how to make a given

a new country, should look to their re)ig- your eyes on Jesus Christ, thus cruelly beatBehold the man?
ious interests, as well as sécular, and lo- en and slain for you.
cate where they can unite with those of Ecce Homo! If calumny defames you, hear
If the dutheir own faith, as it will add much to their the impostures charged on Him!

much.
Let the work go on, no matter at
what cost of money ! Other blessings are
worth more than mopey.
I am sure that

watered,

men

Homo! Behold the man! Behold your
consolation if you are of the number of his
disciples. In the afflictions wherewith God

here, but as yet they have had no organization, for want of a minister.
It is contem-

the

the State, well

no

:

ignoring

of Scripture save

things to all men.”

upon them and upon their children. We
wish to point you to other spectators still,

here last summer to examine for myself.
Traveling by private conveyance, I passed
through Icwa and a corner of Missouri, This
South-east corner of the statdsuited me the
best of any place seen. The soil is very
rich-—mostly rolling prairies and near the
streams considerable flat land, generally
tillable., We have a fair supply of timberin

entreats, and threatens

junction

demapd as a favor that his Blood should be

in anyone's report of this country, but came

the best

fulfill

famous

the

is of mud or marble is of little account to
him. For this he buys and sells, ‘is ‘bought
and sold. For this he schemes and panders,

Do you recognize Him

in this shameful guise ?
“But let us leave these

fruit-growing are more in accordance with
my taste in farnjing. I had not confidence

Stock-raising and

the

called, and

ambitious rivalfy absolutely forbid that he
should consider but one. thing—success.
What he wants is a throne, and whether it

ment of your Worship, the Hope .of your
just men, the Consolation of the Synagogue,
the Glory of Israel, the Light of the Salva-

and quiet that we enjoy. This is a place
where nothing of any importance can be
accomplished without money; and I am
glad that we are so far advanced in civilization, thatthe plentiful use of money, through

leading business there.

obligation as it is

of all the

world, the Truth of your types,

seasons, and some localities, fever and ague

is very

expectation

vently invoke of history the charity of its si-

prevent him from looking more than twelve
months ahead. Personal reputation, party

Judea was to give to the world—the desire

istjuite common. This is mostly confined
to bottom lands near the large streams, or
where the west or south winds blow from
these streams; and to wet seasons. The
society

ei oeerd

from the loins of David ! Inspired prophets
predicted him
to men ! Is this
He
whom ye so ardently desired to behold—the
Redeemer promised to your fathers so many
ages gince? Is thisthe great Prophet whom

had for $10,00 per acre, but will not probably remain long at that rateas they are be-

ing taken up quite fast. Improved

2

We shall not form an

exception. This isghe exhortation and the
menace, both which God holds continually
over nations, This is the premium Provi-

gottish men at the Capitol are effects not
causes ; the result of popular views and cus-

i4

tion is higher than that of those who elected

4

the people.

that it is because their

us, remember

them, not because their nature or habits are
If you wish to correct this abuse,
worse.
prevent the disgrace, avert this danger,
To take miyou must begin at the source.

asma from the atmosphere

you must chan-

nel and drain the marsk, and lift its oovzy

level. No current of popular indignation,
I care not how strong, will ever cleanse the
air while the source of the contamination re-

mains untouched.

Events of the Week.
THE NEW ADMINISTRATION
may now be said to be fully inaugurated.
The new Secretaries have all taken the oath
of office and entered upon their duties.
Mr. Fish, the last to make his appearance
in Washington, relieved Mr, Washburne on

Wednesday last, and there is manifestly an
increasing satisfaction with the selections.
The fact that Massachusetts has two members of the cabinet may have ocgasioned
dissatisfaction in some quarters, but the appointment of two cabinet officers {rom the
same state is not without precedent. And as
Gen. Grant seems to be of the opinion that

Judge Hoar is as good a man as can be obtained for Attorney General, he will proba-

bly retain him. The Presidentand the new
cabinet are now besieged on all sides by office seekers who seem tobe as hungry as
wolves.

We trust, however, that

Senaté,

The existence of the

there

is

virtue enough in the new administration to
Gen. Grant has
withstand the pressure.
thus far sent only a few nominations to the TENURE-OF- OFFICE ACT
is said to stand in his way, and he is. evidently waiting for its repeal. The House
has, on its part, already removed this obstruction, and the subject has given rise to
a very protracted and interesting debate in
the Senate,

There seems to be a disposigjon

on the part of many Senators to suspend the
act for a time, but there is strong opposition
Senator Edmunds,
to its absolute repeal.
of Vt., whois, we believe, the author of the
act, and Mr. Carpenter, the new Senator
elaborate
made
have
Wisconsin,
from

speeches against the repeal.
ton, of Indiana, favorSit.

Senator Mor-

The vote will be

close, and the result is uncertain. Apart
from the discussion of this question, Cons
dence offers to moral effort.
Now, when
has accomplished but comparatively
gress
you consider that vice and crime instinctiveThe Standing Committee has been
little.
ly seek concealment; that they practice evein the House, and the assignannounced
ry art of secrecy and cloak themselves in
forthe most part seem wise and juments
every disguise ; when you reflect, moreover,
dicious. The bill to strengthen the public,
that the very construction of society in our
credit has been passed by both Houses and
day, the attitude of the press and a kind of
become a law. It was the first bill signed
national vanity, all conspire to shield the
by the new President. This wag certainly
habits of public men from exposure, you will,
a good beginning. ITe has also signed the
considering all these things in common with
bills striking the word ‘‘white” from the
myself, be forced to confess that drunkeness
charters and laws of Washington and
in high places and public men is alarmingly
Georgetown.
A portion of the
prevalent. If, in spite of every art and faMILITARY
CHANGES
cility of concealment, so much comes to the
surface, what must there be beneath? and which have taken place, have already been
how many years can a government endure, announced. Owing probably to Gen, Sherithe personnel of which are openly and noto-" dan’s unwillingness to return to New Orriously drunken? In this, the most heroic leans, he has been sent to St. Louis, and the
age of the republic, we have seen an admin- department of Louisiana has been filled by
This is
istration which, whether you judge it by its the appointment of Gen. Howard.
President, Cabinet, or two Houses of Cona selection which.will be hailed with joy
gress, has made more indecent and bumilia- by the uwion men of that section, Gen.
ing exhibitions of itself than any of its pred- Geo. H. Thomas takes Gen. Halleck’s re€Cessors.
cent place as commander of the military diRecall the shameful scene at the inangura- vision of the Pacific.
ENGLAND.
tion in 1865, when the eyes of all nations,
through their representatives, were on us to
The Irish church question was again before
observe and report the effect of free institu- the British House of Commons on Thurstions upon mind and manners, and when day evening, and Mr. Disraeli made a long

you and I were represented by a man, whom
we had elected to the second place of honor

in our government, too drunk to perform
even his slight part in the ceremohy! The
later scandal when with his tipsy retinue he
reeled round the circle ; the spectacle of even
idiotic intoxication not unfrequent in the
Senate when senators, unable to sit in their
chairs even,bave been borne outby the pages

to friends in waiting, and the not uncommon
manifestations in the Lower house, boisterous

}

posi-

toms among

Ifthey disgrace

speech in opposition to the bill, which was

in turn supported by Mr. Gregory, a member from Galway County,
consistencies

of Mr.

Ireland.

Disraeli were

The inshown

up by him; but it is sumewhat signficant

that the first speaker on the Ministerial side

declared that he was not pleased with the
proposed scheme of distribution, but. pro-.
ferred an equitable division of the Church

property among the three prominent churekes of Ireland.
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Communications.
days came John the Baptist,

preaching- in

the

wilderness of Judea,

and saying, Repent yo: for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand.” For this is he
that was spoken of by the prophet Esaias,

. saying: The voice of one crying in the
wilderness,

Prepare

ye

the

way

of

the

the

make his paths straight.»

Mediterranean;

when

Matt, 3:1—

the dead

ness of the desert was startled

still-

by the stern

voice of one crying, ‘“ Repentye; for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
Allusion is here made to the custom which
prevailed among the eastern monarchs of
sending a herald before to announce their
approach. This was necessary not only on
account of the dignity of the person who
was coming, but also on account of the

condition of the highways.

But little ef-

fort was ever made in the east to have
the public roads in suitable condition for
travel. A bridle path for the accommodaion of a donkey, or a camel, was all that
it was deemed necessary to provide. When,
therefore, a king was to pass through a
' given tract of country, it became necessary to prepare the way for his approach.
John came in’ this character, to call the

attention of the people to the coming kingdom of heaven, and most effectually did

he

arouse the nation.
The testimony of John is important
in determiking the nature of Christ's kingdom and the time of its establishment.
1. Its nature.
The kingdom . which
John

heralds,

is-such

a kingdom,

that

repentance
is a necessary qualification
*for the enjoyment of its advantages.
This
excludes atthe qutset the notion of a tem-

pe

Ls

:

.
for, however advantageous

poral kingdom;

While his - astor ‘was speaking, the old

man’s mind felt the confidence of hope and

the repose of faith; but directly the same
“haunting horror came over him again,
’

At last when he was already past eighty,
the

pastor called

upon him

one day and

found him sufferin
m a slight cold.
‘Not much,” said he, * nothing but what I
shall probably wear . off in a few

But I wan

:

eath

ing.

The fear

to which I have ‘gone in bondage

all my days has left me.

Icould lie-down

and die this moment with as little dread as
I should close my eyes to sleep. I know

no reason for ity but I am free at last.”

The pastor
home.
¢¢ Mr,Y. Herbert. .
their hearts, and the little,quiet room where who know their calling and do_theduty,
ir . “with not live went
long,”
aid
he
who
know
their places and are satisfied to ¢ ‘Dying grace’ has been given tohimhis wife.
we meet is often a Bethel. They often:
and he

| shall obey them.” Isa. 11: 14.
} workers with God in the conversion, and
and purification” of the Souls of
TT That is; there shall be foes in that Tature | Tenewal,
war who shall come upon them, in the men, shall survive the gold and honors of
More than four hundred years had now
passed, since the voice of the last inspired spirit and power of Philistia, Edom, Moab, earth, the pons and plaidits of time, and
remain a source of blessing and joy through:
pot
prophet had died away along the sheres of and Ammon:
Lord,

24,

arise, deliver, restore, and govern the Jews enduring work; for its. results are imper- this year at Gurbata, where the schools were others, whose consciences are as steady as
in the spirit and power of David, the text ishable. Temple, tower, statue, the beau- brought, was charming. There, under the the needle to the pole, ever guided by the
will have all the fulfillment that it requires. tiful creations of art; story, form, criticism, grand old trees, we sat day after day exam- Spirit of God, who will stand by the right,
This much has firm foundation on which to the elaborate works of genius and skill; ining the schools. A great improvement ¢ though the heavens fall,” who will tell the
monument, trophy, honor, the coveted re- ‘was plainly to be seen, among which were | truth under any circumstances, whether it
rest, all beyond is sand.
After the restoration, there arises a war ward of prowess and heroism; the earth clean clothes and combed hair. Wé are affects their trade or business, or not, who
with the surrounding nations, Three proph- and all that it inherits shall dissolve and per- going again next week. My Sunday pray- never aimto be seen of men only in doing |
ets, or more, speak of this same event. ish and pass away; but God's image re- er meeting at three o'clock has been regu- good, never putting themselves forward exSays one, ‘‘But they shall fly upon the newed in human souls, saintly and holy larly kept up, and it is the swectest hour’ of cept in saving souls, never seeking applause
shoulders of the Philistines toward the character matured and ripened in the cul- the whole week to me. Only those who of men, but the smiles of €oTT—Chostiang
west; they shall spoil them of the east to- ture of life, shall abide for ever,as the great are seeking
Christ are
invi e
ey are who do not boast of their great deeds, but
gether; they shall lay their hand upon Edom spiritual temple, the eternal trophy and (invited to tell their feelings freely which of a great Saviour, in whom the zeal of an
and Moab; and the children
of Ammen {form of God. And the rewards of all co- they do. Itis plain that the Spirit works in everlasting life runs still, deep, and strong,

The Herald.
«In those

MORNING STAR: MARCH

work wherever the Master bids, and who do

show a depth of thought and feeling which
surprises me ; and their simple,humble pray-

is ready for death.”

:

:

i

not live for show or display,but for eternity.
The next day he went again to see Mr.
ers go right to the heart. Dharma said last This is what I think the present age wants Herbert and found him not ill, in no pain, in
yet weaker and feebler. , The
A century or more later Ezekiel has out the measureless round of eternal years. Sunday something like this— Before I more than anything else: true representa-. no anxiety,
occasion to allude to the same event; but “They that be wise shall shine as the came from the jungles I knew nothing. My tives of their Master who always went about.| ‘mext day and the next it was the same until
the old man did not leave his bed.

during these intervening years there had
arisen a new race of foes. Asia had been
overrun with hordes. of Soythians, known
as Gog and Magog. ' Also Persia, Ethiopia
Lybia, and Togarnah, had become house-

brightness of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness,as the stars forever and ever.”—T. G.
:

mind was dark as midnight.

true

doing good, lived for others, and died to

I was Satan’s

servant, but now I have come

‘‘ He has no disease—not a particle.

The times demanda higher, broader type
of Christianity. The world is filled up with

true light, only I want more and more of it
in my heart.” Thomas Perkins, a fing, intel-

the skillful physician who was called.

The pastor went in several times in each

high-sounding professions, but it needs men
consecrated, body, soul, talnts, property,

ligent youth said, ¢* There is a great fightA Father’s Letters. No. 8.
hold words of terror-to all the inhabitants.
ing going on in my heart; when I say, Now
Hence their names are introduced instead
‘My DEAR Sox:—I address you at this E will go away alone and pray to God, all
of the old familiar names employed by time supposing that you have accepted the at once a fight begins. Satan says, No, no,
Isaiah. The foes of Israel shall come in [call of a church, and are about commenc- you must not go now—lie down and sleep
the spirit and power. of Gog and Magog, ing, or have commenced your public labors a little ;—where is God or whois God?
It
Mesbeck and Tubal, Persia, Ethiopia, and | as a pastor. Your most important public is nothing that you can see orknow,” &o.
Lybia. Ezek. 38, 39.
labor is preaching Christ to your people. David said, ‘‘When my temper gets hot
The Revelator follows in the track of ¢ For it has pleased God through the fool- and
I am falling into Satan's arms, then I
Ezekiel, quoting from him just enough to | ishness of preaching, to save them that be- run away-and pray, and my hot mind gets
show that he has in mind the same events|lieve.”
And this is to be the great effort of cool and straight.”
Ram Sing, one of
that are more fully foretold by his prede- | your life, to bring souls:to Christ.
You
the Santal boys who are church members,
cessor. (Rev..20:8.).
.
8 ire to bring out of the Scriptures, things always comes to these meetings and helps
~
new and old. You have a large field of much. He has a thinking, growing mind.
thought to explore; a wide range of sub- He said, ‘* My mind is full of sorrow and
The Highest Work of Man.
jects from which to select your tliemes. perplexity, when I see all these great worldBY
In seeking an honorable and worthy call- The preparation of your sermons, must not ly people, whose hands are full of gold,
ing,the Christian ministry is often passed by be neglected. The selection’ of your text and who have every thing beautiful and
You may costly around them—and when I think that
as scarcely demanding consideration. In may sometimes be difficult.
have
a
subject
which
you
feel
that
you must it all stops with them,—that they livd in it
estimating the usefulness and value of hunot
withhold,
but
it
may
not
be
easy
to de- and die in it, and that the heathen allaround
man work, but slight regard is paid to‘ the
toil which seeks the conversion of souls to cide which of several texts, will afford you them are dying in their darkness,—I ask in
the best opportunity to illustrate and enforce my mind, How is this? and why is it? Does
God, and the culture and growth of the
the truth you wish to present.. Select that God or Satan rule in this world?” Poor
graces
of
character
and
life.
To
enact
| mise Jaws: to gain. riitiant victories ote! which will most readily suggest your | young man! all this has
puzzled wiser heads |
kJ
.
on
3
i
theme:
Sometimes
you
will
| the field of battle:to be the architect
be
burdened
|
than
his.
of |“ CH®"
|
;
:
;
Na
:
:

all, to the great work of saving souls.
:

!

day and

always found Mr.

ly worn

out, but the

Herbert a little

weaker, the body of flesh a little more nearand cheerful.

May

God give us such Christians as these.

Ev-

ery organ is sound, but he will die,” said

save lost men.

to. the

spirit calm and

clear

So it continued till the last

—not many days—and then the old man
fell asleep so gently that his attendants had
need to watch closely to know when the
spark went out.
Such was the beautiful ending of the life
that had been embittered by dread of the

S.

Chips.

hour that,

when it came, was the most Jjoy-

so much,

but somethine in the far fature—

——When skies are "clear, the heavens
are all aglow with thousantls of glittering
stars; but a slight change in the atmos-

ful of all.
And this man did not suffer these useless
pangs alone. Many and many of ug dread
not Perhaps the coming hour of our death

stars are seen.

something

phere, and skies become hazy, and but few

So, with thereligious world ;

the Spirit is poured out upon the church,and
large is the number of witnesses for Je-

city of light.

But

:

Round Him in calmest music rolls

vens,—and but few witnesses,
like solitary
to

Pa

Know well, my soul, God’s hand controls
‘Whate’er thou fearest;

—love becomes ‘a little told, and the vapory influences of earth obscure the heathe wayfarer

eA

burden, when we come

to lift it, we may find to be wings instead of

weights.

sus; but a slight change in the atmosphere,

stars, are left to point

whoge

Whate’er thou hearest ;

the

and so leave

all with

el

Him

putting’ the

whole heart into the present duty of the
present hour.—Advance.

——A conscience void of offense toward

God and man, is worth more to its possessor than all the honors of the world.

EY

Baca.

x

——He e who
who 1 loses th the approbation
bati
of f hi his
NE
i
it may be to any nation,to have the people all | magnificent structures; to chisel the life-| With so many important subjects
oo
you will ii ome of the Soholars Somermes gat # | own conscience to gain the commendations
nl Baca, Rev. (J mee De Normandie,
heavenly minded, such never was, and | ike statue; to paint the eloquent canvas ; to | 23rdly know which to present
first. -Con- | little money, and they always,
of his fellows, sells a more precious birth- | © op
oy visited
it, writes :
never can be deemed an essential pre- write novels, poetry, history, books of trav- sider what your people most need, and give selves, come and give one-tenth of tothemthe right
After riding through some
valleys of
than Esau’s, for less value than

requisite

to

citizenship

in

any

earthly

kingdom.
2: The time

of

establishing the kingdom

of heaven is worthy of a moment's reflection.

Did Christ establish his kingdom at or

them that,

el; to be professor of all the sciences; to
be distinguished in classical and scholastic
attainments; to be learned in technical the-

ology and even in Biblical and ecclesiastical
story;

in short,

to

win laurels in war,

or select the

subject

in

in

ifest

in

the

theme

you

are

discussing.

governnient, in literature, in science, in Study your subjects, and arrange them in
have been a thousfind times told, is he yet art,is considered to achieve the highest hon- that order in which they will most naturally
to establish the predicted kingdom?
each other, present a connect
In ‘or and gain the most illustrious name which succeed
ed chain of thought,and let each sermon pre~answerto this question, John unqualifiedly itis open to mortals to seek.
But to be blessannounces the approach of the kingdom of ed of -Heaven
In such
in moving men towards God pare the way for the succeeding.
heaven.
an arrangement, your most intelligent hear“The kingdom..of heaven is at atid winning souls to Christ;
to be useful
ers will be greatly interested, and yourself
hand.” It would require great violence to in starting the germs of holy character,
in
make the phrase ‘at hand” extend to the setting men upon seeking the loftiest
aims gr sally benefited. 1
sometimes be of
present time. Oar Advent@hethren would and the chief end of being; to use all the great advantage to you,willto arrange
and deGod-give
n
powers
of
our
nature
in
enforce
liver
a
course
hardly concent to be understood with so
of Theological discourses,
ing God's message of salvation upon hi discussing the
fundamental doctrines of the
much latitude, when they announce the
immediate personal appearance of Christ. man acceptance and regard, is thought. to| gasp olin
their maura} order, Tis will
As, therefore,
the herald announces the near present few attractions to the highest or-|8'V® YOU
an
opportunity to To¢xamine your
approach of the kingdom it is the most der of mind, and to be scarcely worthy the theology, and enlarge your views of the
Should you adopt
reasonable interpretation that we can give of ambition of men who desire enduring and scheme of salvation.
his language to suppose that he believed that splendid renown. This is the judgment of Such 5 course, snd Preach: swice on {he
the coming king was to establish his authox- a blind and perverse world; and it is en- Sabbath, as a rule, give only one of your
ity at that time. What must have been the dorsed sometimes by a dim-visioned and series on a day, and reserve the other service for practical seffhons, or such topics
confusion of Mr. Miller on ascending into unspiritual charck.
;
heaven, and meeting John the Baptist,to . To work for God in the endeavor to in- as current events may suggest.
Thus you
be assured that the kingdom for which
fluence character and to save souls from will be provided with a variety of matter.
he looked in vain, had been established death, is surely the greatest and noblest In this way you may use the ten commandmore than sixty generations!
g
work in which man can possibly engage. ments with much profit to your hearers.
But Christ's testimony to the charac. It affords scope for all the gifts of genius and Sometimes a particular text may bear with
ter of John is very importantas furnishing all the records of culture and: learning. It great weight upon your nif, and you will
a Scriptural rule for the interpretation of is a field for the exercise of the finest en- feel that it must be examined.
Study
numerous other texts of Scripture.
¢ And dowments of intellect and the most mighty it thoroughly ; and you will be richly rewardhis disciples asked him saying, Why then energies of will. It specially needs keen ed for all your labor. You may then exsay the scribes that Elias must first come? penetration of mind, glowing enthusiasm pect divine aid in * digging out” the truth.
And Jesus answered and said unto them, of spirit, untiring patience of effort, and in- At such times, give full scope to your
. Elias truly shall first come, and restore all exhaustible love to God and the souls of thoughts till you strike the miné and secure
things. But I say unto you, That Elias is men; and it is specially promoted by the the prize.’ Do not select great texts, and
think you will of course preach great
come already, and they knew him not, but grace of God sanctifying
sermons. Greatsermons grow from simple
have dope.unto him whatsoever they ‘listed.
"
* Wit and wor and Nol
texts well developed.
Then the disciples understood that he spake
Do not choose texts that are odd, and
ee
Power
.
blood,”
men’s
stir
To
unto them of John the Baptist. Matt. 17:
near the time of*his

© 10—13.

first advent;

or, as we

Elsewhere itis said of John,

calculated to awaken curiosity, to see what

* He

shall go before the Lord in the spirit
and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of
the fathers

to

the

obedient to the
1:

children,

wisdom

and

the

dis:

of the just.” Luke

17.

--

By comparing these two portions
of
Scripture, we are able to deduce a Bible
rule. When one person comes in the spirit
and power of another, he may be said to be
that person. We will now adduce a few
pasages of Scripture, where this rule may
be applied.
1.

Rev.20:

4. “And

I saw thrones, and

unto them; and I saw the souls of them
that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus,

word

of

God, and which

had

not worshiped the beast, neither his image,

neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and

reigned with Christ a thousand years.” By
applying our rule, we are led to conclude

that there shall at length arrive a time when
men, possessed of the spirit and power of
the martyrs, shall possess the thrones so

long held by men adverse to the cause for
which they were beheaded. The text
has more in it than this; it doubtdoubtless
less unveils in a measure the happy state of
the righteous dead, and it symbolizes the tri,

it!

speaking

the

mankind

new

life

in

of the

world

of the restoration of

righteousness and of the myercy of God,and | work seems to commend itself to all, and all

sacrifice, and without an image,and without
an ephod,and without teraphim. Afterward

Man, the Lord of Glory, lived and died, pour- | ting higher-~a-new class of

of

Israel

return,

Nay, more; it was in this work that the Sonof|
ed out his soul in the tenderness of tears on
Mount Olivet, and in the agony of his pas-|
sion on the cross. It isGod's greatest work,
grander than the creation and upholding of

and

the Lord their God, and David their
seek
king ; and shall fear the Lord and his goodnessin the latter days.”

Hos. 3: 4, 5.

Two erroneous explanations hive been

the material universe.

It is the

end

and

hand

My dear Santal school is gradually getscholars

have

[been coming in to ask for admission.
Strong, intelligent young men. from good
| families, come for a two years’ course,
| begin at the alphabet, and plod on (patient|ly—living on their three pice a day.

This

goal of all things. By his Providence, by | began when we returned from our journeys
by his Spirit, God is ever seeking in the Santal jungles last year. The main Jer, 80: 9, Eze. 34: 23, 24, and 87: | his word,
24, 25. The one requires that David shall | to turn men from wickedness, to draw them | jority of the people had never seen a white
be raised from the dead, and rule over the | to fellowship with himself,to restore in them | woman before,and, as I entertained thém in
given to this, and

similar

passages found

people; the other asserts that Jesus Christ | his own image, to develop and mature

i
;
3

in saving men, we must tell them

the Lord.”

Choice of Duties.
Some duties

are ‘in

harmony

constitutional desires, others

|

with them.
Constitutional sympathy

with our

are in conflict

for the afflicted

|

just such

desire to relieve the suffering is gratified
as a constitutional

desire, even

if the con-

scienceis not comforted by the approval of
the religious precept. It is, therefore, very

|

pleasant for the

Christian philanthropist,

—thus constituted—to perform the tasks
of Christian benevolence assigned him by
the gospel.
Again, to one favored with a large share of

self-reliance

and confidence

before

men-

the duty of speaking for Christ in the public assembly brings him in no conflict with
the cross, while another, of opposite disposition, must summon all the energies of
his soul to aid him in rising to testify for
the Saviour he loves.
Also, when the propensity to gain is excessive and sympathy small, and the demands of Christian benevolence are to be
met,

then

denial.

comes

cross-bearing “and

In feeling,

it really

costs

self-

a similar

amount

for

do not obey at all.

holy | the tent, and made myself as agreeable

as

Christians

a great

ie

of the present

¢ Christians,”—Christians

who

age

are not

is
for

sale, who are such from center, to circumference

wherever you find them,

in whatever

they may be engaged, whether in the shop,

store, street, family, at the ballot-box, or in

the prayer meeting; whichever side is in
front, or whichever way you read them.

They are like an Anagram which

reads
is meant. ‘There is no guarantee in Scrip- | character, which the pains of dissolution | possible among them; it seemed to make a backward and forward
ture for either of these modes of interpreta- | shall not mar, nor the fires of the last con-| good impression. I mention this to explain tians who will condemn the same ;—Chriswrong in friend or
tion. If some one shall, inthe coming ages, | flagration destroy. Tt is after all the only | in part the change in the school. Oar visit foe, and in themselves much
sooner than in
0

a nest for herself,

'O Lord

of hosts?

even thine

Blessed

is the

space, where

another valley

meets the one

we are in at right-angles. Two high peaks
stand fronting each other at its entrance,
and the plain made by their confluence is

the parcel of ground Jacob bought; and,

although the gurgling streams are near,
he could not trust the strange and hostile

Canaanites, and so duga well for his own

flocks. A rude heap of stones marks the
spot
of the well, now filled up within ten
or twelve feet of the surface.
Thereis
hardly a doubt that this is the very place
commemorated by the conversation with
the woman of Samaria; and reverently we
sat down by it; for here was the birth-place
of the absolute and everlasting religion.

IfI were to build a world-temple where the

discords of Christendom might be stilled,
it should not be at Jerusalem, with its
mass of tradition, and its
d templeworship ; nor at Bethlehem, with its Jogi

ning o! the faith; nor at Nazareth,

its

quiet and untold life; nor yet by Galilee's
murmuring
waves, with their story of the
miracles ; but at Jacob's well, still uncover-

——Though caustic may be the best rem-

edy for cancers, it may not be proper
apply it to every infirmity.

swallow

man whose strength is in Thee, who, passing through the valley of Baca, makes ita
well. They go from strength to strength,
every one of them in Zion appeareth before
God. A day in Thy courts is better than a
thousand.” At last we came to an open

ed to the bending sky of love, still

to

the

spirit-worship,

could find the

for

where

en spring of ever

men

life, and, by the toil of duty and Jrovhecy
of love, scatter the questionings of selfishness and the shadow of mortality.

J. HAYDEN,

Selections.

Refining ‘the Silver.
Dying

Grace.

—

Sometime ago a few ladies were reading
the third chapter of Malachi, ‘Behold

will send my messenger, and he shall pre-

are the way before me,” etc. One of the
adies gave it as her opinion, that the fuller's soap and the refiner’s silver were only
the same im e, intended to convey the
same view of the santifying influence of
the grace of God. “No,” said another,
‘‘they are not the same image, there is some-

thing remarkable in the expressidnin the

verse. He shall sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver.” They all said that possibly it might be so. This lady was Soing
into town and she promised to see a
silversmith, and report what he said on the sub-

ject. She went, and without telling the
object of her errand be,
to know the
| process of refining
silver which he full

ao
| «
MO feos

to Hing “But

do you

adam,

sit ry ith mY Te

1 muss

sit, pwr

| silver remain too long it is sure to be injured.” She at

“ But, my dearsir, what Jou dread is not |
death ; it is only falling asleep for you, a |
Christian. I on imagine that we might, if |
we knew nothing holt it, have as great a |

Wanted.

improvement.

great. want

Its

once saw the beauty, and
comfort, too, of the expression, ** He shall

through all my life and putting a sting in | git ag a refiner and purifier of silver.”
every pleasant thing,

Not long since I noticed in a little advertising sheet an article headed, ‘“ Men wanted.” ‘The great want of the present age
is men.” It seemed to methat substituting
the word * Christians,” for ¢ Men,” would
The

rest.

ghe may lay her young,

altars,

charitable

a

be

retreats,

some

A. H. MORRELL.

Phillips, Nov, 1869.

suggest-

shady

of sweetest

where

we cannot enter the kingdom of God.
——While we may be disposed to laugh
at those who are weaker than ourselves, let
us remember that our superiors may likewise hold us in derision. It is unwise in
those who have superiors to deride their
inferiors.
Until we have no faults to be forgiven,
| no weaknesses to be pitied, no imperfections to be mourned, merciful feelings toward the erring will be more befitting us
than harsh reproaches.

men i great deal more than others to con-

tribute

to one

ive

house, and the

truths as the Holy Spirit is telling them,
to wit; that they are great sinners and can
be saved only through the atoning blood,
and a present, perfect and everlasting submission to Christ.
——Heathen idols are termed gods, while
Christian idols bear no such honored appellation ; but which of the two receives the
most devoted heart-worship is a matter of
:
doubt. ~~
——1If there is aught in heaven or on

and the needy, isin harmony with the de- | earth, animate or inanimate, which we love
more than God we are idolaters,and as such,
mands of Christian benevolence; and the

their lives ; it was the mission of Enoch, of | is the Lord’s doings, not ours; for none of

king, and without a prince, and without a
children

£3

spent|them in her own palace-like dwelling. This

they cried in the name of the Lord, * Re- | have a kind word and often a helping
turn unto me and I will return unto you.”| for us.’

the

smile, * For

oppressive heat, ‘'we came

——We preach to poor sinners -and dear its rills trickling like tear-drops from the
sinners and good sinners. We meet some dark shadowing rocks; its caves, the lurking-places of Bedouins; its sacred memothat are so good that we “tell them that if ries, make it a place for dreamiest meditathey would only just make a profession, it tion. Iuvis supposed to have suggested the
would be enough.
Wefind others so bad eighty-fourth Psalm, the favorite hymn of
that we pass them by as though there was the mystics and pietists and perfectionists.
* How amiable are thy tabernacles, O Lord .
no hope for them ; and tus we lose sight of of hosts! My soul longeth, yea, even
the glories of the cross.
fainteth, for the courts of the Lord; my
——If we would be co-workers with God heart and my flesh crieth out for the living
God.
Yea, the sparrow hath found an

Dear child! He would put to shame many
a home Christian.
S. PB.

Noah, of Jonah, and of the great seers of| us go out of our way at all in order to culIsrael ; they, one and all, were preachers of | tivate the friendship of the great. But our

the Jews, has the following: * The children
of Israel shall abide many days without a

shall

sweet, modest

ends.

Missionary Correspondence.

It is the work in which prophets toiled | the orphans of our mission, and entertained

and the early fathers

‘umph of Christ's kingdom on earth also.
+2. 4losea,

service,

his

a mess

:

of pottage.

A white-haired
:
man sat talking to his
Some say, it is too crossing for them to pastor, with tears in his eyes.
—
Be.
Christ Jesus. There is no work more diffi“1 cannot help it,” said he. “ The
| converse with others on the importance of
MipNAPORE, Dec. 29, 1868.
cult in itself than the work of moving men
their salvation, and so excuse themselves. dread of death has been like a horror of
to do right, to love God, to seek his glory
Another Report is due.
kept up Julia Some cannot—as they think—pray in meet- feat darkness over my soul all my life.
cannot reason or pray it away.”
in all things. All the selfishness and sin of | P's zenanas one month of this quarter, and ing, but they
can talk. Some can talk and
¢¢ Cannot you just leave it with the Lord ?”
human nature are dead against us; the then she came back and took charge of them pray in meeting, but
e pastor.
‘God has surely
imagine they can do returned
world, the flesh, and the devil combine | herself, and I had more time to attend to
been very tender in his care of you up to
neither in their families.
their forces to thwart us in our aim. Even|my own work, namely, the Santal school.
Taking the years, day OF
ay,
It is not wise, nor safe, nor innocent to this time.
ou will see that although sometimes trou
the wisdom of the wisest is baffled by the | Mrs. Reynclds, the Magistrate's wife, goes consul! our own preferences,
in these things.
e
seems
to be uppermost in our lives, yet
subtle deceptions of the human heart, and | with me once a week to visit the Moham- Weare to do all duty.
What should we, we have had more glad than sad hours.
the intricate labyrinthine approaches to|medan ladies. She can speak Hindustanee, as parents, think of the obedience of
the Then cannot ;you trust in your death the
the better side of the nature of man. No | which is their language, and I cannot; and child, who should be requested to play
that hoi has A been so perpetual and so true
:
the care
mortal son of earth would ever undertake | she takes maps to show them,and tries hard piano but first assist mother in the
in
your
life?
kitchen,
** I can with the head but not with the
such work but by the grace of God and in | to instruct them and do them good. She if she should resolutely refuse the service
heart,” replied the old man, sorrowfully.
the faith that greater is He that is in us than | does not weary of the work, and even some- of the kitchen, while with delight, “even, *¢ After I have thought and prayed
it over
he that is in the world.
times she has set aside worldly engagements she should occupy her place at the instru- and brought my mind intoa state of resigThere is no work more honorable in its |to go with me.
Would there be any real obedience nation and faith, of a sudden it is all gone
This is a wonderful thing, ment?
n and I am as bad as éver. This dread,
associations. How utterly unworthy are |indeed! 1 have heard nothing like it. to parental will? We must not elect our
of itsell, isa body of death to me; running
duties,
from
mere preference, otherwise we
any of us poor, sinful mento take part in| This lady also got up a Christmas tree for
to repentance, to faith, to

they sat upon them, and judgment was given
and for the

The imagination of the poet, the wisdom
you can do with so singular a text. It may
of the sage, the learning of the professor, give
you a chance to display your ingenuithe eloquence of the orator, the courage of
ty, but it will seldom benefit your hearers.
the soldier, the accuracy of the man of sciEnough has been said on this subject; and
ence, the taste of the artist, the accomplishI
close, leaving further remarks on the
ments of the philosopher, the knowledge
preparation of your sermon
for another
and address of thie man of the world, are
letter.
R, NN.
all capable of being pressed into
and are all needed in summoning

Lord. The first Santal boys and a few
others, have agreed to’ support one Santal
school with tithes. At the last convention,
they selected
the teacher
and make
him a special subject of prayer. I paid a
dollar a month to a boy: forringing the bell.
This privilege was decided monthly by lot.
John Sinclair got two rupees which I keep
for him. The other day he came to ask for
two shillings to buy presents for the Christmas tree. After I had handed it to him he
wentaway a few steps and reckoned, and
then came and put one-tenth of what he
had received into my hands—saying, . with

which

your own mind is most deeply interested;
for the interest, your hearers will feel, will
depend very much on the interest you man-

horror of the natural sleep.

Christ sees it néedful to

put his children

into the furnace; but he is seated by the
side of it. His eve is steadily intent on
the work of purifying, and his wisdom and
hig Jove are both engaged to do all in the

We have learn- | host manner for them. Their trials do’ not
ed about this, however, by the experience
| oome at random;
hairs of their
of ages, and knowing that at the end of a heads are numbere the very
d.
As the lad
day’s labor the body needs the rest of slee
:
ahi
and will rise fron it renewed, we wel- Turning to
friends
heard, just tell
as her
she sho
she
had
turned what
from the
i

oly aud Withomk dread. the nat. | 99°F: os silver smith celled her back an

ural state at the end of life, if sin had

not sald he had forgotten to mention
come into the world. Thus, in the highest
OY new PE
sense, Shefu ould

cepting

have been ny ges ¢ lito | Silver.

for sin;and when the night of life |:

came, our worn out bodies would

pain or regret quietly cease to exist, leaving
the soul to awake to a new life. So it is
sin and sin alone that is the sting of death ;
and if for us Christ has died, then we shall
not die ; but when the body, which is only
made to outlast a certain number of years,

has run through its time we shall merely
sleep, with full confidence

that the waking

shall be-pleasant. Do you notice that Jesus
calls this wearing out of the body sleep, not

death P"

2

When Christ sees his image in his

.

without’ plis le

that he

}

Nis Werk

ol putiiying. Js seven

:

A POOR SCOTCHMAN pu a crown pieceinto * the plate” in an Edinburg Church, on a
late Sunday morning, by mistake for & pen-

ny, and asked to have it back, but

was

re-

fused, In once, in forever. * Aweel, aweel,”

grunted ho, *“ I'll get credit forit in heaven.”
Na, na,” said the doorkeeper,

‘ ye'lLget credit only for the

ment to gi’,”

»

i

.

penny ye

.

i

1

{

THE
Better.

.

side!
It Forever
tints the atfarour
horizon

_.,Tseperkies

on thiotide.

:

|

us, when perfectly scanned, the work of | furnace of my Lord Jesus!

Too narrow is for rest;

Leap forth to seek the Best.

wrought up out of finished particles.

The feet, of the Immortal

chill;

shaped the atoms of the world.
where is God. He nowhere

despises small things.

Worship

Home speeds them every gale.
Swathed

hill we trod;

:

The bramble and the clod.
The bitterness we tasted
Was Truth’s most wholesome leaven :

I asked,

.| maintaining that thereby criminal sin
perpetuated. As Abel had not been
ried, they took their name from him.
the name of Abelites was also taken in the

‘that

wondering at it and thinking it a very self-

or Instruction.

confident remark. She was so sure. ‘I
shall have them all, she would say; ‘1 shall
say to Christ at the Judgment, Here am }14
and the class thou hast given me.”
+t And were they all converted ?” I asked.
“Yes, she did not live to see it; but my
eyes have seen it—the last of the sixteen
gathered into the fold.”
.

‘Uncovers larger stars;
And grafts of glory burgeon
From earthly blights und scars.
And now the mists are lifilng—

'

Here

.
|,

this ; but then preaching was a prime necessity, as in no other way could the good
news be spread and couverts made ; But

in our day this function of preaching is necessarily at -an end.
The warrior’s sword

Sermons,
to preach, he.

wrote out a few of his sermons, until he bad

may carve out a new country, but other
arts must be called in to foster national
growth and prosperity. So at the outset of
hristianity. the standard bearers of the cross
were, in the nature of things, Boanerges—
men of unflinching courage and rugged eloquence ; butin civilized, Christian commu-

Young

Preachers.

Apprentices at any business are not preferred to journeymen or experienced craftsmen, A young physician, with his fresh
diploma marking him an M. D., is desired
by few families to minister to their diseased
bodies. Cases in court, involving property,
reputation or life, are not intrusted to pettifogger boys. And yet pulpits and pastorates, involving

the care

of

souls,

are too

often clamorous for incumbents without experience, fresh from the schools, with a
half dozen sermons manufactured from
class essays or compositions. All must be
young before they can have the dignity of
years; all must practice before they can be

enough of other writing to correct his
style. Since then he has never written out
a discourse in full. He has an idea all the _ nities new conditions have arisen in which adepts in their vocation; all therefore are
week as to what subject he will treat on the two-edged sword of the preacher has to _entitled to a chance to acquire experience.
Sunday. Still, thereis no definite planin give place to other agencies. As a teacher But let them be allowed to grow before puthis office has been superseded by the press, ting them at tasks to which they are unhis mind until the time arrives.
Usually,
he does not touch pen to paper before Sun- secular and religious. Sermons, consequent- equal. Let the older foster and encourage
day morning ahd Sunday afternoon. Then ly, have degenerated into didactive Jectures them ; and let them not be unduly anxious
he sometimes gets 80 many sermons under and essays on moral or theological topics— to displace and supersede the older. Let
way that the one he intends to prepare is and occasionally, it must-be confessed, into all work together without envy, and Wwithneglected until the first bell rings, where- violent political harangues—and ave valued out jealovsy. Let the old never forget that
upon he throws aside the incomplete work, or otherwise just in proportion as they tickle they were once young, and the young anand, blocking out a discourse, he hastens to .the intellectual palate.or send the auditors ticipate the period when they too may be
pulpit.

= Generally,

he

writes

to sleep.

what

Few

ministers possess in any em-

geste

ca

wold muke a quarter of a sermon, embrac- inent degree the pSwer of thoroughly arousing the leading points to be presented. In ing and interesting a large congregation,
preparing a sermon he first ** blocks it out,” and even they preach too much, as such exand lays the foundation with a part of the pressions as ‘ He was.nat quite as good as
framework.
At the proper place he cuts the usual to-day,” or ‘‘scarcely himself this
windows, through’ which the audiences may morning” indicate. Two long essays a week,
see the beauties of the gospel, The win- all the year round, must soon exhaust the
dows are designated by the letters ‘ IIL.” most prolific brain and end in twaddle and
’
inclosed in a line thus (Ill), showing that platitudes,
The remedy for this is simple. Abolish
an illustrationis to come in at that particular point.
None of the illustrations are the notion that churchies- are but lectureever written out beforehand or with the ser- rooms. and that sermon-hearing, however
mon, but they are given as they occur at + edifying,” is in any sense an. act of worship. Make religious ediflces, in fact as in
thé time-when they are needed.
“Often, when in the pulpit, he finds the nanie, houses of prayer, places of worship,
windows in the wrong place, He always Let the services be short, hearty, attrac
hasa variety of new sermors-on hand, to tive, congregational, subjective rather than
be used on special occasions, He said that objective. Let the sermons, too, be shorter,
in old times the housewife kept a batch of and raise their standard by diminishing
dough in the pantry,

and

when

bread was

their number.
Garrick relates of the inimitable Whitefield, whose power was such that

required, all she bad to do was to go to the
tray and cut off enough for baking. So it he could move a congregation to laughter or
is with his sermons.
He never preaches tears, “iRply by his pronuciation of the word
the same one twice, though he frequently «« Mpsop@tamia,” that his sermons never atuses

the

same

text,

but it

is alwaysin

a

different manner.
In reply to the question as to whether he
selected the text first, or the subject, apply-

ing such a text as would suit, he said that a

text may

be compared to a gate opening inrd's garden ; many ministers, instead of unlatching thé gate and leading

to

the

their hearers in to pluck the fruit and flowers, content themselves by getting upon it

~~

:

Some one inquired it he studied his prayers.
¢ Never," said he ; ** I carrya feeling with
me such as a mother would have for her

children were they lost in a great forest. I
feel that on every side my people are in danger,

and that many of them, are like babes,

weak and helpless. My heart goes out in
sorrow and in anxiety toward them, and at
times I seem to carry all their burdens. I
find that when one’s heart
is wrapped
and twined around
the hearts of others, it is not difficult to pray,”
J
Another warted to know if it would not
be better for Mr. Beecher to travel about
the country, that the pé
arious sections might be benefiv
“No,” said he ; what wo

Artic regions be good for'if it were carried
from place to place? . Besides, more people
come to hear me than I could reach should
Igo after them. It is far better for the United States to go through my church

than

for

me to go through United States.”"—Packard’s
Monthly.

Christ's Care of the
——

Humble,

Wo

Beautiful and suggestive
from Dr, Bushnell :

is this

extract

Notwithstanding the vast stretch and
compass of the work of redemption, itis a

work of the most humble detail in its
of execution,
The Saviour could
preached a sermon on the mount
Horping, Eachnight He could have
the sea

style
have
every
stilled

before His astonished disciples,

and

the conscious

ace under His feet.

waves

lulling into

He could have trans-

have made visible ascensions in the noon of
every day, and revealed His form standing
in the sun, like the angel of the Apocalypse.
But this was not His mind. The incidents
of which His work is principally made up,

are, humanly speaking, very humble and

Things

Worth

liveth.

(Job

believed,

and

I xNOow that my Redeemer

earth was

shaking wit

inward amazement, He himself was remem.
bering his mother, and discharging the filial
cares of a'goed son. "And when He buist

thisfolly,

aid the

exam-

ple is wrong, at least so far as its inflacnce
is injurious, But for one to, wear broadcloths,

silks

and

velvets,

or the like,

aud

with

those who are

able to live

comfortably

and

respectably,

am

whom I have

persuaded that Heis able to keep that

which I have committed

unto

Him

against

that day.
(2 Tim. 1:12.)
Ye KkNow—that he was manifested to take
away our sins. (1John 3:5.)
°.
We KNOw—that all things work together
for good to them that love God.
(Rem. 8.

28.)

We kNow—that if
this tabernacle were
building of God, a
hands eternal in the

1,

our earthly house of
dissolved, we have a
house not made with
heavens.
(2 Cor. 5:

Ave KNOw—that when

He

shall

appear,

we shali be like Him ; for we shall

as Heis.

(1John3:2)

Teach

see

Him

:

Jesus.

leaves

of a new

copy

of the

Bible: handed me by a friend the other day.

My first thought,
was of the beautiful simplicity,of Bible language. Then the Spirit said.
Sunday-school teacher, here is a lesson for
you. Every lesson you take to your class,
failing to teach Jesus, i3 like this negligence on the part of his disciples. Without bread, so aptly called ‘ the Staff of
Life,”

who

would

not feel

and also with

the

meal

was

wanting, whatever else might be on the
table. Jesus is himself the great storemand to us is ‘Feed my lambs;” and he
means that we should teach Jesus, simply
and plainly Jesus; and no matter whatever

else

beauty we

of

may

instruction,

classes,if we fail

have

or interest,

or

to bring before our

to show them

Jesus

so

cannot help seeing him,
essential. Dear fellowone of your scholars go
‘ Mamma, my teacher

‘didn’t tell me anvthing about Jesus to-day.”

Don’t let the Master say of you,
disciple forgot to take bread.”

*‘ That

Balm for Affliction.

ble-sing.

.In describing his own trials he says, "*‘ My

witness is in heaven that I would not exchange my chains and bonds for Christ's
sake, and my sighs for ten world's glory.

burning

offensive

nauseates;

when

swallowed,

-

-

-
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$18
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Sewing
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It makes the

sold,

ex-

3m40

and to let.

1861.

in

These

have

nature

cultivation, ete., to ail desirons, Or orders may be
addressed to Nelson Chase, Montpelier P, O., who is
an equal partoer in the busicess with Prof. Wilson,

souls,

and will furnish books, seed, &c., on

same

terms.
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WHITESTOWN

fanded.

Dinner Coffee, which

warrantto

of the Holy

Spirit,

Nos. 31 and 38 Vesey St.
Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

Anniversary,

Juve
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Complete

Courses

of

Whitestown,
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1st, 1869.
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Sewing
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READY

lar, Flue and

MADE

Lards, with

Sample

dil.

sent

pamphlet

a descriptive

“RAIL

genuine

eighty, speaks pleasantly of the passing
away of the ** old school gentlemen,” Says
he: I ¢ was born at the wrong time.”
When I was a young man, young men were

package of which bears our
ROAD” Colors, every
full name, in addition to our copy-righted "title,

of noaccount.Now, I am old, I find
men are of no account.

which for economy and durability
For sale by ALL
the market.

old

his mother

recently : ** What do folks mean by being
born again?” ¢ Why do you ask such a
question, my dear?” ‘Cause, if I am

going to be born again I want to be a girl
next time,” the little fellow replied; ‘* and
then,
it I should be born a third time,I should

know whether I want to be-a boy ora girl.”
Children have queer reasons for their questions, as well as queer questions.

M. pe PrREsSeNsE says: ‘‘ The empty
tomb of Christ hus been the cradle of the
Church ; "and if in this foundation of her
faith the Church has been mistaken, she

must needs lay herself down by the side of
I say, not of a man, but

of a religion.” A prettily poetic way of
saying what Paul long ago uttered none
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A popular treatise

N. B.—*'How Shall we Paint.”

Portable

Painting. Cloth, 84 pages. 10 cents, Either
above sent free by mail on receipt of price.
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A SURE

CURE FOR

Catarrh

Remedy.

NORTH COHASSET,
J. DEMERITT & CO.,~—

Dec. 2, 1868.

last ten years I have been a great

receive.

We

warrant

manent relief as can

have used it.
package.

Scld

he

by

it

to

give immediate and per-

attested by
all

thousands who

Druggists.

Price $1.26 a

D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors.
Tested free at thélr office, 117 Hanover St,, Boston.
Send for Circular.
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M, 8, Burr & Co., G. C.
Goodwin & Co.

being Fire

and

Water

& PINKHAM.

1213

proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one

body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
ears to

come.

Warranted

A

Cough, Cold,
Throat

or

Sore

6m3]

DANIEL

BIDWELL, 254

THE

CoL0%4

USED

WITH

ALWAYS

GOOD

BUCCESS,

taken before Binging or Speaking, snd relieving the
throat after an unusus) exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended
and prescribed
by
Physicians, and have bad testimonials rom eminent
men throughout the country. Being an article of
true ment, and having proved their efficacy by a test
of many years, each year finds
them in new Jocalities
and the Troches are
in various parte of the wo
univereally pjonounced betier than other articles.
SORTAIN only
** Brown's Bronchial Troches.) and
do

not

take

»

any

of

the worthless

SOLD EVERYWHRAR,

HAIR,

You Must Cultivate it
GRAY HAIR
Is a certain indication

imitations

that

¢ $m40

Change.

¥mportant

Style.

A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
i
Combined in One Bottle,

MRS. S. A. ALLEN’S
HAIR

©

RESULT,

SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
will find TROCHES ugeful in clearing the. voice when

may be offered.

Pearl St., New York.

Nature's Crown.

New

Having
a ‘direct influence to the
parts,
give immediate relief.
Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive andl
.
Throat Diseases.
ARE

None

of decayfat the roots.

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

FNL Re)

cases as above.—

BEAUTIFUL

r

Irritation of the Lungs, a permanent Throat Affection, or
an
Incurable Lung
Disease
18 OFTEN

in all

nd for Circular which gives full particulars.

of a Sewing Machine first putin
the market. Fully
licensed,at a comparatively
low
price, equal in fin.
ish, Spetaion, and
appliances, to any of the high
priced
machines. To be sold with a full warrant,
Tc
patties having a good team preference will be given
ress
CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE QO.,
t36
BosTON, Mass,

TROCHES

ONLY

8. M.PETTENGILL & ay

Engines
Lathes,

To work in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, to
whom exclnsive territorywill be
given, tor the sale

MANUFACTURERS,

BUY

1,72
1,20

Good Canvassing Agents wanted

New, York City.

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL,

© 1,40
13,92
29
2,88
371.

Church Member's Book,

&@-Sold in Doverby. LOTHROP

T0 CONTINUS,

vl

1,88
18,62

single,
1,20
20
dozen, 11,52
2,40
single,
25
,04
dozen, 240
48
eingle,
A602

do
do
Life of Marks,

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
“SHOULD BE CHECKED,
IP ALLOWED

/

9,14

,—
3,26

enuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
ineral Paint.
Per-ons can order the Paint and remit the money on Fockint of the goods. - Adress

"VAN BUREN LOCKROW,M. D.,

PROVIDENCE
R.I.

12,52
,03

96

Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for

of the
8t4

Baker & Randall,
ORGANANDMELODEON

1,96
: ,08

PAs
for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well put on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 or 15 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer.
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Ves-els and
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

CAN BE CURED,

No. 86 Great Jones stret,

on the same.

Price. Postage. Total.

every. description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mil
*
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
ti51)
Gas Works, °

Those having friends afllicted are earnestly solic:
ted to send for a circular letter of references and tes.
timonials, which will convince the most skeptical of
the curallility of the disease,
Address

i"

Barlow’s

; Quinn’s

Steam

L

EPILEPSY

Boilers ;

Shafting, Turning

on the art of House Painting, &e¢., by John W. MasCloth.216 pages. $1,50. Also, Hints on House
ury.

Bian

a

111 FULTON ST., N. Y.

Painters’ Fine Colors.

8m2)

inclosed the venerable tree with a suitable
wall.
There have been ornaments, desks,

is the best in
DEALERS
PAINT

throughout the country, or MASURY & WHITON

it in" 1. Cor, 15: 17, |

the Abbott of the Russian monastery, at
Jerusalem, has lately purchased the site and

None

COLORS,”
“ RAILROAD PAINTS AND RAILROAD
are reliable which do not bear these marks.

Proprietors

OF

AND

Be sure you get the

is the most

such earnestly recommend it to all.
ISAAC H. LAMBERT.
This testimonial is a sample of what we daily

N. H.

STATIONARY

AND

paints require only to be thinned with Raw
These
The list
Linseed Bil to make them ready for use.
shades and tints, comprising all the
forty
includes
In durability
colors suitable for exterior ‘painting.
and permanency of color they will be found snperior

free’ bgp

Cylinder

Boiler Tubes

FOR PAINTING

OF COUNTRY

. AGENT,

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Paint our Houses?
COLOsS

CITY HOUSES

us much.

—

who is between seventy and

aged onk near Hebron, said to have been
flourishing in the times of Abraham, has
suffered ro much from the depredations that

Abbott

It is a new book, with

sufferer from Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease.
When I commenced
usin
it, I was partially deaf and had lost
all sense of smell.
1 can now hear as well as ever I could, and my sense
of smell is completely restored to mes
I consider it
the hest remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

z

EXTERIORS

.

NEW-MARKET,

MANUFACTURERS

St., Boston,

in every respect to pure White Lead, while they cost
(considering the quantity required) only about half

‘Varieties.

" Piagrivs IN Palestine are so eager to
bring reties trom that sacred land that the

world.

of Freewill Baptist Books,

Gents, —For the

Company.

PAUL,

SOUTH

filled

How shall we

work

the best book

by the dozen ; also Postage

Messrs. D.

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

& WILDER,

59 Broomfield

Machine

are

Machines

A new

Itis

DEMERITT’S

SWAMSCOT

MACHINES. Menntturing.

give themselves up to the one ‘thing of seeking to glorify God in the conversion of sinners, thattheir prayers and efforts will not
be in vain.

Read

the

North American

every variety
Sewing - and

[rdaptd to
lof
Family

for “Napo-

ABBOTT.

merit.

CATARRH.

RENOWNED”

4&35-These

HOWE

ELIAS

down the chimney, and just find their hearts

asked

to canvass

8. C.

rare

447

Prices

2t10

A. 8. BARNES, & CO, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

or into the gallery of some church, and look

ONE oF our little boys

no ridiculous tints;

Address B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Corn-

~~

WOOD'S BOTANY.

but who,

It does seem’ to me, if Christians every-.

DYE.

2

By JoHN

Single and

dozen.

Th¢ Buildings are new and commodious. the facilities
equal to any in the state, and terms moderate.
send for catalogue.
:
J. 8. GARDNER. Sec.

the ther-

where would but pray in earnest for the
presence and power of the Holy Spirit, and

York.

IIL”

A

study in Eogli<h, Scientific, Commercial and Classie«l Departments under ten
cxperienced
teachers.

found

their eyes
0

street, New

Choralist,
‘
da o
Minutes of General Confer:
. ence,

SEMINARY.

he Spring and Summer term will open March 23,
and continue fourteen weeks, closing with the

beat, go away to the house-top,

are as cold as ever, and
with smoke beside.

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

0
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist,
do

OOMPANY,

TEA

AMERICAN

GREAT

MAN

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and propérlyapplied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond

do

80c., 85c.
give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground),
36¢c., 30c., 33c.

£20

10

of heat, yet

time, where

HAIR

best 460. per Ib, GREEN (Unroasted),
do
do
o
dozen,
:
Sa
—
Siry of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,
November number of the Journal of PLarmaey at best 85¢. per 1b.
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
0
do
dozed,
Philadelphia.
tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at Lessons for every Sunday in
Prof. Wilson of Monkton, will furnish seed, and
rethe Year, (Ques. Book) single,
supply a book, giving all needful instructions as to our expense, within thirty days, and have the money

Not afew of the

They

BATCHELOR’S

do
do

20c., 25¢., 30c., 35c., best 40c. per Ib.—
GrouxD Corrxx,
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
and

H.L

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-

Psalmody, 18me,
in Sheep,

GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.

per pound,

CLUSTER,

hill, Boston.

MIXED, (Green and Black,) 70c, 80c, 80c, best
perlb.
8 GLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 706, 80c, $0c,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
IMPERIAL (Green), T0¢, 80¢, 90¢, $1,00, $1,10,
best $2,25 get 1b.
Youie HYSON (Green), 100, 80c, 900, $1,00,
1,10,
best $1,25
per
1b.
S$ NCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,81, 81,10, best $1,25 per b

we sell at the low price of 30c,

Address Wm.

fascinating writer in America.

1

by using our French Breakfast and

&c.

spicuous person in

Supplied.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

new Toma-

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mass.
w.

no competition.

oP RICE LIST-OF TEAS.
OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80¢c, 90c, best §1 per Ib.

a

I’)1

for agents in the market, because the gubject is continually before the people. Napoleon is the most con-

PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly

is

Geranium;

MAMMOTH

of great beauty and

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,

CARGO

ommendations,

leon

COMPANY

AT

PLANTS,

Dr. D. Rice, says: “Everybody should have it.”—
For illustrated circular, containing description, rec.

WANTED,—AGENTS

GREAT AMERICAN
TEA

Pollock’

1 to,the ZL VM.AN

$18

bought,

of Machines

kinds

and

actual eost.
I am also introducing to the Public my

6m29

L. M. MASURY & CO,
210 Washington Street, Boston.

and repaired,

SEEDS.

t
colored from nature. In it will be found, designs for
arrapgng the flower garden; together with full directions for Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &c. This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and-to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the

ple, and not easy to get out of order. We warrant.
and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.
ated in every town and Sonny: Address, with
8.=~All

of

«Mrs.

“ELASTIC LOCK STITCH” that will not rip or break
Itis durable, very simit every third stitch is cut.

stamp,

Catalogue

now
published, containing descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants. It is splendidly illustrated with about thiriy elegant wood engravnEs and two beautiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated

instantly

largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale
This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCKEpQUILT. CorD, BRAID, BIND and Em-

BROIDER in the most superior manuer.

Wm. H JLYUHAN"S
1869.
Illustrated Floral Guide

is so

~ °

the Morning

MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

1869.

=- Philadelphia.

BOSTON NOTION

is laid around

Catalogues gratis to all. JAMES J. H. GREGORY.

allays

EVERYWHERE,

Box 701 Dover, N, H,

Davement

6t7

matter,

heat in Catarrh;

ESTABLISHED

form him he has msde a fair stand aud has inaagurated producing Opium in the United States, opening
a fine business. The attention of f.rmers and all
tillers of the soil, is invited to this enterprise as one
that will bear 1ovestigation. The Opium manufactured by Prof. Wilson has been thoroughly tested by
a chemist and the result of the test published in the

when it comes, instead of gladly coming
near where hearts are made to glow with

the less forcibly.
18.

of

COOPER, WILSON & CO.,

P.

poppies
net the

the
will

men.

scientific

and

physiclans

the best

mometer is down to zero, he will not be any
warmer for his clear perception of the nature of caloric. Sothere are many people

the mortal remains,

the

Proprietors,

changed

owner from $1,600 to $3 500 per acre. For the last
six years Professor Wilsorrhas had his mind upon
this subject, and has had the assistance and advice of

those under deep conviction.

rr

the head

partially awakened,

hear lectures about the

JUDGE ——,

frees

& Embroidering Machine.
AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH
MALE
AND FE.
MALE—to sell the improved
BOSTON
NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the

300 to 400

From

pounds of Opium can be realized from
grown on an acre of good land, which

that earnest labor in the Lord’s work was
the best way to cause a healthful and spiritual growth of grace. A man may read or

house, to which we may ever have access.
He is the **Bread of Life,” aud his com-

and all Disorders

gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
1s the best Voice Tonic in the world! TrY IT!
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free. Address

in

commanding

world.

inthe

8s anywhere

fully

this important fact years ago, and thisis one

life and

never

price snd has never heretofore been made in
hign
Prof. W. C. Wilson has by actual experi.
ie
ment demonstrated that poppies can be grown for
Opium in this country, and in this climate, as success-

are, In a measure,

was sown in their hearts.”

baptism

and

4w10

Opiuny is an article “of commerce

of immediate conversation

if he is, at the same

friends, strifes

New Discovery in Making Money!

ministers and Christians in Dablin, learned
secret of the

on, the

by all uruggists.

I have thought much of late of that verse:
+ But when they bave heard; Satan cometh
immediately and taketh away the word that

the

“Now the disciples had forgotten to take
bread.”
These words caught my attention, as I
the

lost, for the want

and prayer with those

soothes

icg nature with just the agent and assistance required to heal and reform the diseased longs.
A. B.
Sold
WILBOR, NO. 166 Court St., Boston, proprietor.

the Ameriwith

do.,

as

- NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES.
Having been the original irtroducer of th¢ HUBBARD SQUASH, MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH CABBAGE,
IN
and many other new vegetables, I continue to make
.the raising.of the seed of new and rare varieties a
specialty. I raise also, on my three seed farms, over
.| one hundred varieties of seed of all the standard
kings and import many choice kinds from England
and
France.

mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively
p=" CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING ! &1
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,

larity in New Eogland, The Cod Liver Oil is in this
combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and is
rendered doubly effective in" béing coupled &vith the
Lime, which is itself a restorative principle, supply-

consists in content

dealing

it;

and

ex-

The frieads of persons who have been restored from
confirmed consumption by the use of this original
reparation, and the grateful
parties them-elves,
ave, by regommending it and acknowledging its
wonder ful efficacy, given to the article a vast popu-

I am more and more convinced that what
is personal

Loosens

Wilbor's Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.

—

and that many sermons

ness,

8 Roi.

THE

When will peo-

opinions, remarks in a letter to
can Presbyterian :

mE

Boston.

resulting from COLLS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS,
This Remdy does not “Dry uw
a Catarrh, but

Adberfisements. ;

Immediate Results.
ey

Sireet,

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deaf:

duels, petty and capital crime, demoralizing literature, evil tempers, reckless journalism, basty legislation, ungodly and dishstrous statesmanship—who can deny that
all these are often the effects of the drinking that is deemed ‘* moderate ?”

in the world, who but read and speak about

—te—

turned

ple learn that happiness

Weater

H. F. Snow & Co.,

Agent,

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A, DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,

litigations, disorderly conduct,street brawls,
indecent behaviour, enervating festivities,
violations of the seventh commandment,

within their means,

reckoned among the middle classes and are

between

PATENTED SEPTEMBER 1, 1868,
State, County and Town Rights for sale by

' JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF

neighborhoods, feuds in families, difficulties
in churches, sins of the tongue, needless

treme case, but we believe this wide-spread

family discord, even

55

than a well-known minister in another sec-

ALIENATIONS

TYPE,

E. ROGERS,

Carriage Ways;

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,
vy
:
Coal Sheds, &oc,

4% The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
tf8
’

tion made a while ago, when,on looking into what he supposed to be his satchel for
his sermons, he found instead thereof a
bottle of brandy!

to be, is either thoughtless folly or downright dishonesty. We have taken an exand forego luxuries or conveniences which
they ure unable to purchase, to be one ofthe
most prolific sources of unfappiness and

in

somebody

JOB

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach;

recently,

with

AND

JOHN

way, and on arriving at his preaching place,
instead of his two sermons he found -himself in possession of eighty thousand dollars. That was a little better exchange

put on jewelry and costly ornaments, who is

unwillingness to live

bag

Shop Floors,

Address orders to

;

in Illinois

| Side-Walks, Street Orossings;

NEWSPAPER FACES.

changing with another minister, exchanged

not able to pay for them, and never expects

is needed

19:25)
I kNOW—in

minister

his traveling

Rev. E. P. Hammond, whose success in
revival work gives special, weight to his

Knowing.

unpretending,
The most faithful pastor in
Says Rev. T. L. Cuylerin
a late newsthe world was neverable, in any degree, to
approach the Saviour, in the lowliness of paper article:
Rutherford was a man of sorrow in his
His manner and His attention to humble
His : teachings were in retired: earthly lot. About the year 1636, he was
ngs.
in Aberdeen for Chris's cause
laces, and His illustrations drawn from or- imprisoned
inary affuirs, If the finger of faith touched and covenant, and used to date his letters
* Christ's palace in Aberdeen.” His
Him in the crowd, He knew the touch and from.
knew also the faith. +e reprbved the am- wife and ggveral of his children were laid
by him in the grave. He wasjonce at.
bitious housewifery of an humble woman.
After he had healed a poor being, blind from death’s door with a fever, and was banishhis birth—a work transcending
all but Di- ed from his dear flock in Anworth by a perwords of
vine power—He returned ois. Folin him secuting hierarchy, Some of his
out, as the most humble Sunday-school comfort to the afflicted are unsurpassed in
* teacher might have done ; and when He had the English tongue. Id writing to one in:
trouble he says, ** Faint not; the miles to
found him, cast out and persecuted by men,
are few and short. There are
He taught him privately the highest secrets heaven
many heads lying in Christ's bosom, but
of His Messiahship.
When
the world
there is room for yours amony the rest.”
ground bung darkened in sympathy wit
- His cross, and the

for a person of abundant

to commit

ment, rather than in having as fine things,
and making as much show, as their neighbors P—Congregationalist.
:

preparation of fresh essays could be advantageously employed in giving increased activity and energy to all parochial organizations.

A

THE BEST PAVEMENT FOR

:

And lately for its unrivafled

-

PATENT.

.And its large varieties of

BOOK

with God, and do not fee! easy in his presence.”
The remark was somewhat quaint,

congregation against extravagance in dress.
means

S,

¢* MY BRETHREN,” said a Methodist brother not long since at a love-feast, ** I feel a
hesitancy in arising to speak, for though I
have been a professor of religion for some
years, I have never got really acquainted

——
One of the pastors in this city lately uttered a solemn and timely warning to his
It is bad enough

. ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

our thought

but very suggestive.

;

{-———HARD-AND-TOUGH-METAL,

BD

or desire, in the world to come.”

Christian Dress.

in our large cities by judicious interchange
of pulpits, and the time thus saved from the

striving after perfection might be facilitated

plainly that they
we fail in the great
gured Himself before Pilate and the aston- teacher, don’t let
and say,
ished multitudes of the temple. He could. home

shown

i a

though not extfivagantly.

best sermons on stormy days ; for then those.
who were in attendance say to their friends,

me,” said he, laughingly.

ered
Ul) Ql

tained their highest excellence uatil he had
repeated them forty times.
This method of

and swinging to and fro.
:
He always makes it a point to preach his

“You don’t know how much you have missed by not being present, though it was a
stormy day.”
3
He well remembered the time when on
nearly every Sabbath during the winter, it
snowed or rained ; *“ for it came near killing

old.

compensated, beyond

:

FOUNDRY, COMPOSITION PAVEMBAT,
TYPE ON
BOST

than infidelity and selfishness,shall be abun-

o

aul, it is true, spent his whole life in doing

:

The tides are rushing in—
NE
Tis sunrise on the mountains !—
I
Lol! life is yet to win!
:
Z
* w= Lucy Larcom.

the

was
marThe |
10th

OOMMENOEDIN 1817,

the
honesty and candor of Abel.
;
THE LATE Dexter Clapp said that ¢ salvation implies not only an upright life, a
pure heart, and daily virtue ; but a spiritual |
‘exaltation of: being, to answer and satisfy
our present aspirations and longings and
hopes. It implies that sacrifice and fidelity,
which never have their deserts or full reward in this world, and often fare no better
dantly

SNOW & DAVIS

First Letter Foundry in New England.
:

| denounced matrimony as a service of Satan,

child in the Sabbath school in the old coun-

is an opinion from the Round Table :
A little reflection will convince any unprejudiced mind that the mere proclamation
| of the gospel has long become a subordinate
part of the office of the Christian ministry.

And now the deeper midnight

When he first commenced

Jou think,”

whole of the Mount of Olives, out of

ABELITES is the name of a sect of Christians who appeared in the 4th century, and

Such every- try,” she continued, “my faithful teacher
overlooks or -used to say: ‘ L have prayed too much for
my class for one of them to be lost.’ : I was
a thoughtless girlat the time, and remember

much criticised sermons of the day.

The friends that left us lonely
Are opening doors in heaven,

Beecher’s

“Do

ceive instruction, or for both? An -intelligent answer to this three-headed question
might help to a better judgment ‘of the

*Twas hard and common climbing,

Pegs

a

!

of Gethsemane to
5
i

which to have constructed them:

Grace tried is

Keep on Praying.

Do we go to church to worship or to re-

purple

not the

|.

mind nor hand was eqtial to, but. that which

Our vessels seem to sail:
The eternal breath o’ertakes them;

gold and

and dis-

Cle

’

lory in small things, to fill and adorn every | Lord wili let me see, in this life, the salniury-b: y-the-members-of- B
/
$i
aman comtepn 0-88-10. make. it-Di- vation of the souls for whom T
pray?" 1% whose professed object was to cultivate
vine,~sthis was a‘ work of skill which no
“1 cannot say as to that. When I was a

‘What burlest thou, gay childhood?
Swift youth, what fled with thee?
Laugh’st at our losses, Sorrow,
AB in some
like glee?
Away, away
forever

The filmy

Now

have been comparatively an easy thing for
Him, but to cover Himself with beauty and

The soul of sweet i Aw 4
Faints out in mystery still.
,

made of the olivetrees
have requ
X

more than grace; it is glory in its infancy.

a life of great and prodigious exploits would

O beauty, trailing
sadness!
Despair, hope’s loftiest birth !
‘With tears and. aspirations
Have ye bedewed the earth.
EAT]
frost may

He hath skill to cut the right vein; and that

he hath taken
the whole ordering

=

canes, etc., enough reported to have been

| that, in the greatest things,
He had a
posing of my sufferings On’ jow much
: purpose alo coneering hs smallest. And
owe to the file and the hammer and to the
Chrlst’s redemption,
like the created universe, is seen to be a vast orb of glory,

Untimely

I believe that when Christ draweth blood

the bars of death, its first and final *Conqueror, he folded the linen clothes and the napkin, and laid them in order apart, showing

:

That haunting dream of Better,
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the rule of life.

Junior Editor...

r
WW ©

Lg

should

while perfection is the END to be attained.
' We need a rule,a standard, or guide to
our way safely over the

dangerous ground upon which we are compelled to tread. We are assailed on every
hand, tempted, perfilexed, discouraged ; and

Bible

to

A distinguished translator of the

when asked the secret of his success,

So it
is no

anxious nation.

Christian.

If there

Is itto be supposed

that a wise,

beneficent Deity would place us in this wilderness world, without any means of hope
or of escape? Would it not’ rather be expected that by some rule of experience and
action, or by some

mode of development or

progress, the high aspirations of the immortal mind might be realized? It cannot be
that God has created within us capacities
for apprehending the beautfiul, the’ good,
the true, the perfect, and implanted in us
a correfponding desire for the attainment,
merely to mock our helplessness and to aggravate our hopelessness. By no means.
The aspirations lie deep in the necessities
of our being, not to be lost upon impofi" bilities, but to be realized fn feasible ends.
‘An end to be attained is ‘not the means
or rule of attainment, so that perfection

ev-

erywhere held out before us as the ultimate
object of pursuit, is not the means

of attuinment, but the end.

or

rule

We should

be

careful and make the distinction. The rule
of attainmentis growth—progress.

There is always something more to be
learned—something, more

to” be

done

this life; so

makes

absolute

that

he

who

perfection
his standard, and

imagines

in
that

he has reached it, deceives himself, and
fails to secure the stimulus to action ;,which

he needs. He substitutes the effect for the
.cause—theend for the means.
Conscious
that he has not really obtained the * pure
gold tried in the fire,”—that to which noth-

ing can be added or subtracted

to improve

it, he satisfies himself with a

gross

amal-

gamation, which is simply a. substitute

for

the pure coin, and not the. means of attain

ing it. If he is satistied with what he hag,
he will not be very likely“to make strenu”
ous-efforts for more. Bat if he takes growth
for his rule of life, he will

continually

find

a motive for action and improvement.
Whatever may be his degree of advancement, his rule still applies. The farther he
may be advanced, the greater are his fa<ilities and his hopes of success. The rule

aever becomes inoperative.
This is the scriptural doctrine. To be
sure we have the commands ¢* Be ye holy,
_ for Lam holy;”
¢ Be ye therefore perfect
even as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect,” hut this is the end to be attained,
while the means to be employed is suggested in the context,—a course of labor and
discipline, demanding the exercisg of the
most exalted Christian virtues; ¢¢ Love your
enemies, bless them that curse you, do good

to them that hate you, and pray for them
which despitefully use you, and persecute
you.”

-

3

If we goon in the practice of such virtues wé shall show ourselves to be the children of God, and our character will become

more and more assimilated,

to the

ter

"embodiment

of our

Master,—the

characof

"all perfection.
Hence the Bible urges us to make continual progress in the divine life. ¢¢ Strive,”
“ run,” *¢ fight,” « work,” ‘ wrestle,” ‘“en-

: yet, in-addition to the well chosen and fitly
spoken words contained in hisinaugural, he
Lost Opportunities.
has selected his cabinet and indicated by
various acts something of whatis to be the
Certain points; conditions, or relations of
character of his administration. So plain
life stand out plainly before us, as of supeand unmistakable has been the course purrior magnitude and influence. They are cen- sued, and for the most part so satisfactory,

and many .other

tral

points

abdtit

whicli the

rest

of our

deleterious.

tion,

rule of life, and perfection the end

sought,

minded,—¢* Let us walk by the

same

let us mind the same things.”

rule,

Thus we are

to follow Paul as he followed Christ.
Progress is the great’ law of nature, animate and

inanimate, and, from

gies everywhere around

us,

the

we

may

analo-

find

These crises of human life de-

until the majestic river lies beforeus. The
little germ
by the law of growth becomes
the sturdy oak. ‘* First,we have the blade,
then the ear, after that the full ‘corn in the
ear.” By the same principle of growth the
calf

the

the ox and the babe, the man,

igi

‘becomes learned, and the poor,

rich. So, babes in Christ should ‘become

menin him. They
calves of the stall.

should grow up as
They should sit as

at thersfeet of Jesus and accumu
learne

late the true riches.

i

Thus Natuée teaches us that progress is

‘After

Grant,

What?” far

more

Close Communion.

-

the Unitarians.

But

one motive for their remaining with it has,

Ta

it in'the interests of a higher faith.
courage and

With

devotion let the Christian en-

tion, as a whole, hag wandered so far from

ter anew
upon the great work of the
world’s moral redemption.
When Christianity becomes the real life of men, then
we shall see the establishment of the true
kingdom
of God.
Christianity, with its

the truth that

generous

Christianity.

If, however,

the

its salvation

denomina-

is impossible,

the better course to be pursued is for such

The more we love our Close. Baptist
brethren, the more we regret the dark blot
which disfigures their fair visage. “Such

good to be so bad ; too generous to be so ungenerous ; too brotherly to be so unbrotherly.

Their

logic

of

exclusion

in-

annuls

the

tion of the order of the ordinances. It is
gt

notions than six months ago.

enough that the Master

Indeed. the

It is manifestly the aim of the new

mand prompt and decisive action. To be
a litle too late and undecided is to fail of
the right result. The opportune occasion
passes never to be recalled. Unless we
sternly lay hold of the golden moment and

ident to make his administration
practical.

A

man

of deeds

Pres-

eminently

rather

than

enough

that

he

munes with him ; not

is

a

Christian; not

accepts

enough

and com-

that

he

has

obeyed every precept and ordinance. of the
gospel which has been revealed to his mind;
he is rejected.
They feel bound, moreover, to refuse ail

words, he has called around him men for recognition of other Christian churches, “as
service. Had he chosen his. constitutional such. They are treated as irregular bod
advisers from a mere political stand-point, ies of disorderly Christians, but not as truly
or in view of their-reputation, it is probable Christian churches.
Hence, if one of their
that but few of those whose names are now membads desires to unite with one of these
upon the list would have been chosen. In churches, they refuse a letter, and follow
connegtion with its practical character, there the act by exclusion. That is a sad bondwill doubtless be integrity in the adminis- age of conscience, which forces Christians

make it subservient to our interests, it will
elude our grasp forever, and result in our

disappointment and failure. Of such favorable opportunities we should carefully avail
ourselves, and make them fruitfulin happy
consequences. If we consider how easily
and imperceptibly they glide away, we
shall see the necessity of watching with the

tration.

These are in fact twin

sisters, and

‘to refuse the courtesy-of, a letter commend-

usually go hand in hand. The words of ing a Christian brotherto the fellowship of
Gen. Grant in his Inlugural, favoring a other Christians. That is acute intolerance
closest” scrutiny, and of acting with the
speedy return .of specie payment advocat- which excludes a brother for thus changing
strictest promptness, that they
may not
ing the discharge of the firiancial obligations his church relation. That is extreme *promake their escape, and be inevitably lost.
of the’ government to the fullest extent,
The opportunities of childhood and yeuth" and denouncing repudiation in all its foros, scription, which is so careful to withhold a
are especially favorable for the acquisition were a benediction to the honest and loyal simple act of courtesy, lest it possibly be
interpreted as a recognition of these bodies
of knowledge.
The mind is then in its
men of the nation; and when words were
formative state, easily to be molded, the followed by deeds, in the appointment of as Christian churches.
Another offensive outgrowth of close
means of education are abundantly
accessisuch men as Washburne, Stewact, Boutwell, communion is the quite general practice of
ble, and the relation to the parental roof is
Hoar and Cresswell to the chief positions-ot receiving members from other churches,
such as to invite and encourage to studious
responvsibility, all felt that they really meant which grant letters, without the courtesy of a
application, and thus to insure success. To
something.
Indeed, we have reason to be- letter. No right-minded person will leave a
neglect these opportunities is to lose them,
lieve that thieves ahd spendthrifts have. al-'
church which grants letters to other Chrisand to experience the sad effect. They can- ready taken warning. .
tian churches, without asking for one. It
not be recalled; they mever can be fully
It is also the evident intention of the
remedied.
Fature life will feel it: its influ- new President to be true to the great na- is unmannerly, if nothing more, to do so.
And itis not honorable and tair,for one sect
ence will be transmitted to other lives; and
tional issue upon which he waselected. In
to receive members from others, in a covert,
all its baneful consequences eternity alone
order for him to state his position in refer:
will reveal,
sly, thievish munners® It is too late in the
ence to this, it was not necessary for him to
There are also favorabledimes for securing review the events of the last eight years. day. There is too much light and Chrisemolumentand reputation,—*‘a good name For him to give his unqualified endorse- tian culture now, to justify such conduct.
church will demand that
is rather to be chosen than great riches.” mént tothe crowning work of that period was An honorable
These are both desirable instrumentalities quite sufficient. We believe that Gen. Grant’ apolicants from another church, shall at
for doing good. They are the feward of will be the last man to go back upon the least ask for a letter, unless it is the
close application, industry and thrift. A principles, the struggle concerning which known rule of such church, not to grant
character for-honesty and integrity is to be: has thrown him upon the top of the wave one. Bat clpse communionists - feel forced
fortired
by availing ourselves of the oppor- and placed him in the White House. Our by their principles to ignore the courtesy
| tunities within our reach, and making them assurance of this is stronger from the con- due to other churches, and hence receive
subservient to our purpose. However great siderations, that the radical element in his members from them as if they came from
“may beour talents, it requires opportunity cabinet largely preponderates, that he ap- the world, as if they sustained previously
to develop them and bring them out into pointed Sheridan to the command at New no church relations, or obligations. It is
to state this fact; we
pract#al utility. Gen. Grant, before the Orleans, that he has rewarded signal loyal- no pleasure to us
war, possessed the same native talents ty by the appointment of Miss Van Lew to grieve that itis a fact that they feel justified
that he does now, but, if it had not been for be Post-mistress at Richmond, and that the in such discourtesy. . It is one of the bad
the opportunities, improved instead of lost, general tenor of his acts has been such as fruits which spring logically from the bitter
he would have lived and died in obscurity. to warrant this conclusion. But while he root of close communion.
It not only leads to these regretful acts,
On the other hand, Johnson had one of the will be true to the cause of liberty, he
best opportunities possible for& man of or- counsels mutual forbearance, and will seek but proscribes church independence and
dinary abilities to secure a desirable immor- to encourage loyalty in all parts of the land. liberty of conscience. A Baptist, who dares
-tality, and a large place in the affections of From one point of view the appointment of to obey his Master's command, and receives
a grateful people; but he lost it, and retir- ‘Gen. Longstreet to a government office in the Supper at the hands of any man except
ed from the highest office in the country, New Orleans may be condemned; but the a Close Baptist, or in any place except a
receiving the opprobium of an indignant question may be asked, If Gen Longstreet, close Baptist-church, is cast out of the fold,
people. How many others might be men- or any other offi cer who served in the rebel and * treated as a heathen mfn and a sin.
tioned who have thrown away opportunities army, is to-day truly repentent and loyal, ner.” Hehas no liberty of/.conscience in
for usefulness and renown and sunk. into and at the same time competant, why not, the Baptist church on this subject, he must
merited disgrace ‘and oblivion! ==
_| in some way, recognize the fact, and thus proscribe others or be proscribed himself.
A Baptist church which fails to exclude
There is a certain time when the Spirit of encourage others to imitate his example?
all
other Christians, all Pedo Baptists, and
Without pausing to express in definite
God touches the sinner’s heart and warms it
all
Baptists,
who dare to commune with those
terms
our
approbation
of
the
Indian
and
into feeling, impressing the truth upon it,
convincing it of sin, and bringing it to the foreign policies of the new President, we with whom Christ communes, is proscribed
point of surrender to God. This is a favor- hasten to speak of“his recognition of the and refused fellowship. Close Baptists will
able opportunity for securing a change of moral and Christian element in thé coun- not permit church independence. Every
heart, and a heavenly inheritance. Batif it try and his own need of divine assistance. church must wear the yoke of close comis not promptly improved, itis irrecovera- It is stated on good authority that he invit ‘munion,or be cast out and forever ignored.
So (one false principle leads to swarms of
bly lost.
He may have other opportunities ed Mr. George H. Stuart to become Sec-

—not the same—not so good as that. He will

retary of the Treasury, because

be harder, less impressible, and

to have a representative Christian, gentleman as one of his counselors, And the
concluding sentence of his Inauguralymust
have caused many a Christian heart to leap
for joy. ¢I ask the prayers of the nation
to Almighty God,” are words such as have
seldom fallen from the lips of a Chief Mag-

to

all

hu-

he

wished

istrate on such an occasion, and we earnest-

ly hope that their utterance may

mark

the

beginning of a new era to the nation.
Gen. Grant has perhaps made mistakes,
and will doubtless make more; but as long
as we have the assurance

that

his purpose

is correct and his aim is the good of the
nation, we will not complain.” If two
weeks of the new President are a just indication of what,is to come, we may well reGod has
We knew a poor hoy who came to one of joice in view of the prospect.
our cities exgeedingly green and uncultivat- granted us a great deliverance. % 2
ed, and apprenticed himself to a carpenter.
When

opportunity

presented,

he

made

profession of religion, and though

a

inary, and thus he became que of the

self for

usefulness

and

to do

have made a sad failure.

good,

The

awk-

ward and timid, he possessed latent powers
of mind of no ordinary character.
He
turned his attention to learning, the way
opened to prepare for college, to go through
college, and‘to enter the Theological semmost

‘ample illustration of the principle suggest- able and promising young men of our couned. The broad river is but the result of try. There have been many other young
this law of augmentation.
The living men of far greater early advantages than
spring upon the mountain constantly, sends he possessed, who have lost better opporforth its little rill, gurgling, sporting, and tunities than he improved to qualify himleaping down its brow, which is augmented

ficient, working urder as soon as possible,
that no more time be lost.
-

telligently and in accordance with his own
new President has already received his endorsement.

like expressions,

surely we should not think strange that
they are made ours in the same order precisely. Itis evident that we have no right
to transpose them. Fetus, as many a3 be
perfectly instructed in these thingsbe thus

of

and get into ef- doubtless, been a desire to save the great
mass of the denomination to the cause of

ter, organize immediately

logic of love; in their zeal to enforce a ritual order, they violate the spiritual life.
If the purest, most useful, and self-denying,devoted saint on earth, asks to receive the
that even Wendell Phillips with all his sa- Bord’s Suppef* “at their hafids, they refuse
gacity would be able to answer the ques- him, unless he has complied with their -no-

man appearance, less likely to secure the
prize. .
.s
:
are key-notes of unmistakable import. On
- For every benevolent heart yearning to
these hang suspended, through grace, the
do good in the world, there is no difficulty
secret of all Christian attainment. Paul dein finding times and places for the exercise
velops the rule when he says, ¢ Not. as of his talents to their utmost capacity. The
though I had already attained, either were’ opportunities for good deeds are strown
already perfect, but I follow after. «wo TS
thickly in the pathway of every one, and
one thing I do; forgetting those things which
yet how few improve them! Those who do,
are behind, and reaching forth unto those faithfully, become the benefactors of their
things which are before, I press towards the
race. They
areready to labor in that sphere
mark,” &c.
in which ProMidence directs them. whether
If Paul could not say that he was perfect,
it be as laymen or as ministers of the gosbut simply that he was reaching forth and pel. If the latter, the way will be open bepressing towards the mark which he had
fore them ; and it remains for them to throw
not already attained,—if progress was his
themselves into the work.
dure,”

wing

men to save themselves and rescue all with-

in their power.

It may be that the sifting

m

purposes, is she world's

best hope.

To

| stroy it would be to strike the sun from

de-

the "-

universe.
Let us have no half faith, but
believe in it with the whole heart, mind,

soul,

time is close at hand.

and

strength,

for

upon

the

commandmentsof Jesus hang

It has now been but a lit- & conscientious and excellent people, ought

) 4

rule of

life—

the radical

great

not only the

meets | 1ow and the prophets, but the best welfare of
day without some progress, he will com- tlo-more-than-two-weeks-sinee-Gen-—Grant rot tobe eld in bondage vo Tale 101C,; | |——HARVARD-COLLEGE—AtaTevent
ing
of
the
Overseers
of
this
Institution,
the the individual and the highest progress of
| plete his work and ‘attain the giprions end.
the race.
hk
assumed his new duties and responsibilities; nor bigoted proscription.
They are too

Jo

something guaranteeing our safety and suc-

many others will follow their example.
Let all who have suspended during the win-

step of his was whtched with the closest scrutiny. The interest deepened asthe day of his
inauguration approached, and it culminated

replied:‘‘ No day without a verse.”

other; but if misimproved, they are more

cess?

:

will be with the

helping hand

some

of General-Grant.

only when what had beento him alone a
secret, was revealed to an expectant and

transitory life, without some
us—without

Weeks

Qs

We should run the
daily progress to.

of this

how can we expect to resist the temptation,
endure the affliction, perform the labor, and

lead

7?

24, 1869.

faith

lives seem
%o cluster; or points on which
our weal or woe,. prosperity or adversity depend and turn.
They are opportunities
more favorable, if Tightly improved, for the
accomplishment of some good end than any

pass safely through the mutations

Two

prose-

add

A

Growthis the great rule of Christian life,

-

3-1.
knowledg

the end.

Christian Progress.

.

Every journcy—every en-

virtue, knowledge, &e.
Christian race, making

+ Editor,

All communications designed for publication should
-. be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money, &ec., should be addressed to
the Agent.
a
es

assistius in making
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cute it until it is accomplished.
For months previous to his inauguration,
. The Bible nses many of these illustrations’ Gen, Grant was a special object of public
to teach us that we should grow in. grace ‘interest.
The eyes of the people were
ang

1

MORNING

terprise demands that we begin and

MAR@H 24, 1869.

" GEORGE T. DAY, .
_~J. M. BREWSTER: . . . .

ro

-

and

Even superior

Myrtle.

pi

talents have been thrown away and become
worse than useless, and life has proved a ment of the paper. We hope that this will
complete failure merely on the account of ‘have a prompt response that we may know
lost opportunities.
how large a number to issue,
Beware then, reader, how you trifle with
Last year we published twenty-five thousthe golden moments which may become and--an increase of several thousand over
‘the precious stepping-stones upward to a the preceding year. Let the number this

higher life, a higher usefulness, and a higher reward! Seize vigorously hold of them
and

make

them

yours,

nay,

and

work

out

carefully

and persevering-

ly your destiny.

TE
2.

re

create them,

al
Ue

conscience, and church

year be

thirty-five thousand

appoint.a new officer—the probable name
seems to be Regent, and the Salary $4000

editor and proprietor, discusses the old
subject of the relation existing-between
church and ‘state in a direct and s ibht-

The plan is to

—who shall be one of the instructors,

nominated for the Presidency.

—Tue INAUGURATION BALL.

It was-the

general desire of the Christian public that
the usual ball should not take place in connection with the inauguration of General

Grant.

At one time it was thought that

of rectitude,

leads

to

poverty nor

the things of this world not as an .end, but
simply as a means, giving as the
prospered us.
18 THE BETTER

Lord

COURSE?

has

Ibis

stated that Rev. Dr. Bellows is greatly dissatisfied with the free religious

tendencies

of the Unitarians,and talks of leaving them.

extending An exchange expresses the .wish that

he
may take this course, and says that there
about it. We are glad to learn that our are scores who will follow him.” We have
Winter schools have greatly increased in long supposed that such men as Dr. Bellows
number, and we hope that in, the future had but few sympathies in common with
through the year, and we shall all foel well

sentiment, and through

of our leaders; and

this the

sentiments

this not on

the lower

plane of econ~mies and policies, but on the

a

consequence

of

this

last extravagance,

some 2000 coats ard bat*were thrown

indis-

criminately into a huge mass, requiring all
of them to be examined before any 'pariicular one could

be

found;

with

the

result

that it would often take a quarter of -an
hour to attend to the case of a single individual, with the further necessary. result that
many hundreds went home barehea led and
overcoatless ; which, as it was arough, cold
night, with a bitter March wind, was scarce-

ly-so agreeable a finale as had been
pated. The next day was spent by
in'a not always successful endeavor
these garment confusions straight.
is life; mote particularly going to a

anticimany
to get
Such
ball.”

21

Spirit of the
IS DANCING

RIGHT?

the

Jews

it was

conse-

crated to the more exultant exercises of
religion. We should interpose no objection it our women, wishing, in honest
simplicity and
in fervent devotion,
to
¢ praise God in the dance,” should imitate:

So the

associated

dance

with

has

not only

come

to

DEFINITION OF CHRISTIANITY.

Congregationalist

and Recorder con-

tains a eritique on the first of the series of
articles in the Atlantic Monthly, by Rev.
Dr.

James

Freemin

Clarke,

entitled

* A

Chapter of New Evidences.” ~ After acknowledging the utility of the service which
it is possible for Dr. Clarke to fenderto the
cause of Christianity by the prosecution of
bis undertaking, the Congregationalist proceeds:

‘

The value of the argument depends upon
how this undertaking shall be completed.
Waiting to pass judgment when that has
been done, we are compelled to suggest,
after reading this specimen, that

the

fewer

‘« original” views Dr. Clarke propounds, the
less harm will be done.
Thus, itis a somewhat important question, what this Christianity is, the truth of
which is to be shown.
The broadest re-

ligionists will confess Dr. Clarkes notion of
Christianity to be original. He includes
under this name Judaism, Mohammedan-

ism,

which

The Watchman & Reflector answers this
question, which is quite frequently asked,
especially by the young, thus:
:
We readily concede that there is no harm
in the simple act,—indeed, that it might be,
under proper conditions, a pleasant and
healthful
- recreation. We concede, moreover, that among

The

Romani-m,

Lutheranism, Calvinism,

Methodism, Swedenborgianism, Rational
ism—a curious felicity of designation, in

4

Press.

A NEW
£3

be

what is unchristian or im-

Pantheists, Atheists, and Unitarians;

seem to be.the only persons left out in the
cold. In many ways it is evident that Rationalism of the extremest type is to find
nothing harmful, but as much as
ible
helpful, in the new chapter of evidences.
It is treated as a part of Christianity; for
aught that appears it may be ** the flower
of it,” ‘its. best aroma,”

as Brahmanism is

said to be of the Hindu race.
This definition

z

of Christianity, as includ-

ing Rationalism and making
Islamism
‘* only an heretical Christian sect—a school:
masterto bring men to Christ,” illustrates a
tendency of Dr. Clarke's mind, which would

disqualify any

other man

fluence as a religious

less in dropping

from

having in-

teacher.

He is care~

statements which

scarcely intend to have taken as true,

he can
with-.

out important qualifications.
His language would justify the inference that he
re
the heathen idolatries were as truly
revealed from God as Christianity ; that the
doctrines of heathen religions were not corrupt, nor their worship a debasing supersti-

°

tion. He censures John Locke for declaring
that at the coming of Christ vice and superstition

filled

the

world,

while

he

admits

that *‘ infidel no less than heathen writers”
have so represented the state of things.
We have asked ourselves whether the nexus between premise and conclusion in his
mental processes does not-differ from that in
reasoners of ordinary logic. He produces
the effect of incoherency. While missing
such conclusions as we expect, we find unexpected deductions, or remarks which follow, if they do

not in & loose

and

flexible

way cohere to, his primary statements. A
great deal that he says in this paper we
kept np a large part of the night, and that accept as truth; butit is because we were
tvo,especially through the winter,and young | reviously so firmly convinced of it that

riches.” The truth is we are simply God's
stewards, and we should seek to obtain

——Wiicu

Rev. Cram-

the land evident through the prevalence of
Christian principles in the halls of legislation, and in the administration of the laws.
The church must control and direct public

a large pecuniary income to the eriterprising
getters up, who, it is said, sold 2000 tickets
at 810 each, paid nothing for the hall, very
little for decorations,
less for supper-—which
is stated to have been as mean asitwould be
possible for a lively imagination fo conceive
of—and nothing at all for management.
As

and vicious.

fe

neither

3

Union, of which

the refusal of the Senate to grant the use of
higher of justice, righteousness, and obedithe Rotunda for this purpose, had defeated ence to the Supreme Ruler overall.
the whole affuir. But the worshipers - of
This should not be Jeft to stand as a mere
fashion were determined to have it other- pleasant theory of the relations between the
:
wise, and the use of a portion of the Treas- gchurch gud the state.
The church has live“interests at stake,
ury Building was granted by Seggetary Me- and a work to do in the state which must
Culloch. It was accordingly holafand, says not be lost sight of in its calculations, and
\
the Congregationalist and Recorder, *¢ with in the obligations of its members,

Dancing

is, almost always

——THE TENDENCY OF WEALTH.
‘‘A rich
ladies pass out into the chill ‘air, often to
man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of. ride
in it for" miles, thinly clad, the pores
heaven.” So said our Saviour, and so does open, and the whole system reduced to its
experience and observation teach us. Al- lowest degree of resistance. This alone is
though: wealth is considered desirable, yet sufficientto condemn utterly our modern
fts pursuit and possession are unfavorable dancing, but the sacrifice of life is the
least of jt. The dancing can be
kept up so
to piety. Lewis Tappan, Esq., has recently’ many hours only by the stimulus of spepublished a pamphlet in which he express- cial excitement, and this is supplied partly
es some very decided and pertinent views from within and partly from without; the
on the subject. He puts the case substan- former drawing on the reserved. vital forces
of the system, and the latter being furnish-.
tially thus: ‘¢ Eagerness to become rich ed by wine or some stronger liquor. Now
generally robs a man and his family of the laws of physiology and ‘human nature
much rational enjoyment, destroys calm- make it as certain in theory as the facts do
ness of mind and sound judgment, tempts in practice, that the sexes cannot be brought

prayer, * Give me

Church

thoroughly religious men into power.
We
must make the presence of the church in

moral, with ball-rooms, lewd dance-houses,

er

CHURCH AND STATE.
The

and forward manner. After showing that it is
a member of the faculty, to preside at its not the correct theory for either the church
meetings in the President's absence, and be to rule the state or the state the church, it
responsible for official correspondence, and Sys:
other duties of detail, now required of the
The church may infuse the
principles
President. In addition to the other advan- of its faith into the hearts of individuals, and
tages of this plan, it is suggested that it through them, as actuated by holy purposes,
opens the way to satisfy vanity and good may infuse its spirit into the government
sense at the same time. Tlie mén who are and all the institutions of the land.
is the only method consistent with
to fill these positions have not yet been ap- ‘theThisnature
of religion.
We must, as the
pointed, though: Prof. C. W. Eliot has been church of Christ, look to the elevation of

and immodest exhibitions on the stage, but
ithas a direct tendency to what is harmful

. Current Topics.

together under
such circumstances,
and
with the gross familiatities of the modern

dance,
all this,
are

without moral exposure. Besides
the excitements of the ball-room

a moral

intoxication,

say the least, of
pression.

CHRISTIANITY

all

destructive,

right religious

NOT

A

to

im-

FAILURE.

is method of ‘¢ showing”

it to be true, has

not succeeded in disturbing
our faith.

. Denominational News and Notes.
The Theological School.
Mr. Editor: The. frequent expressions
of opinion concerning the proposed location

of our-Theological Seminary are encouraging. Hasty conclusions are less likely to
usurp the place of a wise decision when every side of the question gets a candid hearing, and the views of all are charitably
considered.
We need a Seminary which
shall be, for the present at least of and for
the whole denomination,
Whether it shall
be so or not'should depend very little upon
where it is; Hut very much upon what kind
of an institution it may be.

The Christian Register, in refuting
the doctrine of the Free Religionists
In answering the first of these questions,
makes the following noble defense of Chrs- it need not be forgotten that the local bentianity «
“efits to any region where the seminary
We do not believe that Christianity, is maybe located, will neither be small nor
a failure, or that the world will outgrow its uncertain, But this will be made an entirevital truth and spirit, or let go its distinctive
characteristics. Wherever free religion is ly subordinate consideration by any church
destroy | or Yearly-Meeting which possesses enough
preached, it is more powerful to
thanto build up. The religion which Je- of the denominational or missionary spirit
sus taught has founded a church, inspired to make it a worthy home for the seminary.
great moral movements, influenced art, Any church or Yearly meeting that has the
literature, philosophy, and social life. It
has, in fact, created a Christendom with its

ability and the disposition td'do more than

devout prayers,noble, heroic self-sacrifice,
and benevolent institutions, It has still
sublimer triumphs to achieve over sin, sor-

others to build

idea of Jesus, and makes His prayer a fact

still better claim can be made in behalf of

by what is called free religion, the Christian

number of worthy candidates for the min. .,
Istry, as students for the Seminary.

row,and error before it realizes the sublime
among

men.

Instead

will absorb all that

a
»

fh

independence.—G.

H. B.

men front the paths

schools. Let the packages be doubled ind
the list multiplied,
and neither the Establishment nor the subscribers will have reason to regret the enlargement and improve-

mond Kennedy has. récently become both

necessity of his- position.

their Israclitish sisters, who went out by
themselves, with timbrels, and dances, and
sacred song, after Miriam the prophetess,
the sister of Aaron.
:
3
. Few questions, however, in practical morals,
have their solution in themselves alone.
We must look at them from their related
points. Is it right to eat meat offered to
idols? Yes; an idol is nothing. No; it
may lead a weak brother back to idolatry.
Is it rightto drink wine? = Yes; Jesus did.
Nojitis the first of a series of steps, leading through gin, whiskey, ram, brandy, to
false conclusions. This error touching the beggary, moral degradation, the gutter,
relationof rites leads to a violation of the delirium tremens, the drunkard's grave and
~~
law. of love, Christian courtesy, liberty of a drunkard’s eternal doom.

As a new volume of the Myrtle will com- neglect of domestic, social and neighborly
mence on the first of April, it is the appro- obligations, neglect of prayer, and health
priate time for subscriptionsto commence. of body and soul, and that such men are
Let every Sabbath school go to work at once seldom spiritual Christians, It is the man
and not only renew, but increase their sub- of moderate views who makes the best
scription list. Be sure that every family husband, father, citizen and church memExtreme poverty. also
may be
connected with the school has a copy. A ber.”
little effort on the part of individuals will be quite as unfavorable to pietyas great
thus increase our lists of subscribers, and at wealth ; hence we see the propriety of the
the same time greatly benefit our Sunday

perplexing question of the Presidency was
somewhat simplified by taking measures to
relieve the President of the burden of petty details which have become the modern

>
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of

being

absorbed

is vital in this, and use

and

endow

the

seminary

may set up a claim for this local advantuge
which is not to be lightly disregarded. A
that region

which

farnishes the

largest’

schools are not confined to Protestant chuiches.
will really meet the acknowledged want— All praise to God.”
In the, Catholic churches of Paris -and Rome the
and our young men, with the coGperation
children are taught the great doctrines of
CorniSuviLLE,
ME.
I
have
justreturned
at
be
it
whether
it,
find
will
of the churches,
religion and the Church more thoroughly than in
Concord, Providence, Harris- from a short visit to Cornishville, where for! any-of-our-sectst-andLewiston,
Professor Folinson; of the |
|
with
and
ness
“weak
much
in
years”
TIAny
|
“{iigtian
such
Hig, OF Chicago. But until
Episcopal Theological Seminary in New York,
tution is in operation, our young men, many discouragements I labored for the lately said that when his Sunday school scholI was very glad to ars came in contact with those of the Romish
such of them as obtain a Theological train- cause of the Redeemer.
find
that
my
much
esteemed
friend, Bro. Church, he found that the latter were better postbe scattered, and many of them,—

ing, will
from the West, as well as

Burlingame, has already won the love and
confidence of the brethren and sisters, and
the respect’and esteem ofall. He is work-

East,—seem

the

in Maine

as likely to be found at Bangor
as anywhere.

ing hard

The objection to New Hampton, as a lo-

the edification ‘of the

cation for the Theological seminary, is not

with some success.

chiefly the length or the indirectness of
the route by which it must be reached. It

of a Theological sem-

literary,

Commercial,

social and
of a}

and activities,

Several have been con-

nearly four weeks, closing on the 10th inst.
Rev. A. Lord, the resident minister, la-

and labor to reach a General Conference in
Vermont than it will cost yourself to reach

Green was with us a few days. - About
twenty were converted and reclaimed. I
had the privilege of being with them, and
of preaching twenty-eight discourses.

bored

cessor in the office of the Star more time
T's

and

benevolent,

"The
cently
to
was a

stimylants

of opinion, all the
ances for

and

spirituai

appli-

and

mental

the length

and

index,

be the
circui-

or

Southern Ohio Items.

Rev. N. A. Jackson and wife would gratefully
acknowledge the receipt of donations, from
‘their friends at Sugartown, Humphrey Centre,
Chapelburg, amounting to $103,60, received since
Dec. 28.
v
:

Winter is upon us again with unusual
rigor, notwithstanding the many flattering
indications which we had of its departure
:
for the season.

W.

Qur churches in this place, the seat of

friends of

united),

about

nine

feeling that they cannot sustain a growing

the Little Miami R. R., fifty-one miles from
Cincinnati and has a population of about
1500.
There are no
cept Methodists

other Christians there exand Quakers, and some of

the citizens seem quite anxious to have the
Freewill Baptists establish a church there.
I am informed that they have indicated a

willingnessto assist liberally in building

a church edifice.

are makOur brethren

ing very great racrifices for the purpose of
richly
They
planting a church there.
deserve success, and are fully worthy of

the sympathy and aid of the Q. M.,to which
they belong.
The Beech Grove and the second Creek
churches have enjoyed some mercy drops
- during the last few weeks under the ad:

ministration of their pastor, Rev. J. Hisey,

Five have been addedto the former

church

and eight to the latter.
PLEASANT

PLAIN.

Qur new church edifice atthis place was
dedicated to God on Sunday, Feb. 21. . The
sermon and dedicatory prayer were by
Prof. R. Dunn,

of Hillsdale College, Mich.

His discourse was. founded on Luke 7:5.
It was one of the Professor's most masterly

efforts,

containing the

logic with

most

the most melting

convincing
pathos.

edifice is of brick, and is 85 by 50 feet.

The

It

has a half Gotkic roof and arched windows,

is finished in plain modern style, and is well
furnished. The whole cost is about 83;500,00,

including the lot.
The Trustees owed
$860,00, but the audience pledged on the
day of dedication more than enough to
liquidate the.debts.

+ Ten rejoicing converts followed their Lord
in the beautiful and impressive ordinance of
baptism on the, 24th of Feb.

———

term with

attended.
well

The meting 6n the Sabbath wus very

attended.

The

following

delegates

were

chosen: Rev. N. F. Weymbuth, to the Montville

. M., Rev. W. Andrews, to ProspectQ. M., Rev.
. M.
Whereas the wants
. Young, to Exeter
of the Maine Central Institute were so pressing,
and the necessigreat,
so
imperiled
the interests
ty ot prompt effort that will save payment of interest and expences ot agents, is so pressing,
therefore
efbest
we pledge our
That
Resolved,
forts to pay the balance of the $1200, which the
@ M. acknowledged, us its share of the $10,000
Pledged by the Y. M. on, or before, the first of
pt. 1869.
.
There has been some over $700 paid towards
obligation to that institution,
our
discharging
Shall we not put forth the effort and prove

ourselves

‘We give you this timely notice so that none will
excuse themselves for want of information. “The

June term will be held with the Dixmont & -

the
not
Will
June 4-6.
church,
mouth
Clerks in this Q. M. be particularin making up
also
And
their statistics for the register of 1870?
your five cent tax; for there are bills to pay?
’
BeNJ. FoGa, Clerk.

,

with the church in Smithfield, Feb. 26—28.
The
was small on account of a severe
attendance
storm, yet the presence of the Lord was with
us, an the season was very precious to the

children of God.

BLANCHESTER,

The last session of the Warren and Clinton Q. M. was held at this place on Feb. 26
~28. It was an interesting session.
On Sabbath, the 28th Bro. A. M. Simonton
was set apart to the work®of the ministry
according to the usages of the F. B, denomination. He is a studious and devoted broth-

er and is sound in doctrine and thoroughly
denominational. Any church desiring his
services as pastor can address him at Lavel,
Ohio.
OBSERVATOR.

4

The New York Tribune, in a recent article,
gives a very interesting and comprehensive account of the State Inebriate Asylum at Binghampton, under the care of Dr. Albert Day.
The building, situated on a hill about two miles
from the city, is of Onondaga limestone, and cost
$500,000. The patients, between eighty and ninety at the present time, are not confined save by
They
regulations that are manifestly reasonable.
are‘not allowed to visit the city without a pass,

Mich.,

Arbor,

At Ann

8. BOWDEN, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

received iuto the
twenty-seven persons were
Congregational church in Columbus; seventeen,
on profession.——Seventeen persons were added
to the Congregational church at Rensselaer Falls,
Sixty conver.
N. Y., at the last communion.
gions are reported from Rev. W. O. Baldwin's
church at West Groton.——In North Adams,
Mich., (Congrégational,) more than 60 converts
are reported ; and 150. among the Methodists of
Rochester,

Minn.——Mr.

Avery’s

labors in con

nection with the churches in Marietta and Harmar, Ohio, have been blessed with 150 converts,
including nearly all the students in the upper
classes’of the Marietta College.~—A Baptist
church in Salem, N. Y., has received 140 by baptism.——In

cohol opens a series of cells in the brain which
never again wholly collapse. Thus there can be
no certain and permanent cure for drunkenness.

literature.”

entertaining

of its varied, sound, and

West Groton. N.

success, but it is conceded that it would be a fail-

Y., (Congregation-

al,) 60 conversions are reported,

The Rev. Samuel Osgood, D. D., states in a recent number of the Liberal Christian,thatat the
recent exercises in honor of the Roman god Mercury in the Fifth Avenue, the pageant was both

the Rev. divine entered the

apartments’ set apart for the rites of the evening,
a young usher, robed in some style which the

Rev. Dr. Osgood does not mention, asked him to

“dip his hund in a vase of water, and to be
crowned with a wreath of flowers, and to wear a
golden harp upon the breast. Such was the or-

and the rooms were

nearly

full of guests thus adorned. There were generals, sdmirals, poets, editors, lawyers, merchants,

divines, illin thatstrange rig.”

The

Treasurer.

C. UO: LIBBY,

Pa. Free Baptist Missionary Society.
BY O C HILLS.

RECEIVED

CASH

5,00
7,10
5,00
4,00
10,00

Mrs Almira Prince
Col Gibson Q M
Rv D Green
v-J W Hills
2
George Baker
Miss 3 R Baker, T A Chase, Francis Page, Rev
A Lord, N D Aplington. H Hawkins, G Ww
Mrs Poebe Dimorier
Landers, £ Cass and
each L,Ww
J C Titus and wife
Others
Mrs Z B Hills,

or,

9,00
1,75
50
27,00
69,35

:

Notices.

mpecial
BOSTON

RAILROAD.

MAINE

AND

Arrangements.

—.. Summer

June 22, 1868,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M

of the people, whether of townor country.”
Hugo’s new

romance, “The Man who Laughs,”

orig-

Microscopical ExA POPULAR DENTIFRICE.
aminations by H. I. Bowditch, of the matter deposited on the teeth, have proved that those only
who used soap as a dentifrice were free from accumulations of animal and vegetable parasites
The addition of Camupon the teeth and gums.

Dr. Hughes Bennett,

say

that

consumption

of the

Notice.

L. RICE, Clerk,

rites con-

sisted in tthe singing procession of priests, the
Justration, sacrifice, unveiling of the statue,
speeches, poems, banquets, libations, sentiments,
recitations,” &e.. “Two of our preachers,” adds

In this city, Feb.30,by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr. Henry
C. Farnham and Miss Lizzie 8. Merrill, voth of this
In this city, Jan, 18,by Rev.J. Meader, Mr, Markus

The bridal pair
Jordue and
Miss ‘Martha Olsen,
were late from Norway, but now residents of Dover.

The guests were entertained with gingjng in both
English and Norwegian,
In Center Sandwich, 13th inst., by Rev. G. W.

Holderness. and” Mrs.

M. Addie Watson of Moultonborough. Also, name
date, Mr. Frank H. Vittum of Laconia und Miss Flora
L.
Merrill of Alton.
In Norwich, N. Y., Feb, 17, by Rev. D. J. Whiting,

by Rev.

J, Fullonton,

Mr,

eleven

new

geribers

; algo sama ay

Mr.

George

and

$875,00,

and
we

Adapted

to churches
"Letters

JOHN G. PEASLEY & Co.

Organs,

Aromatic

Tapestries,

Three-plys,

Su.

To
rIVHE

Vegetable

combined

for

Las
1y15

Consumptives.

Advertiser, having been restored

to health in

of cure.

it, he will send a copy of the preTo all who desife
seription used (free ot charge), with the directions fox
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION,

118, ete.

ASTHMA,

[}

BRONCHI-

The object of the advertiser in sending

the

Prescription is to benefit’ the afflicted, and spread

intormation which he conceives to be invaluable; and,

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.
will please address
. Parties wishing the prescription,
REV; EDWARD A. WILSON,
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.
13t6
E

MOTH

PATCHES,

FRECKLES,

0 REMOV
AND
Tue Tan from the face, use PERRY’ss. MOTH
Prepared
FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggist
6m10
X
only by Dr. B. C. Perry.
WORMS,

AND

ES ON

PI

THE

BLACK
FACE, use PERRY'S ( OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
B, C.\Perry, 49 Hond
REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. re.
he trade sup
St.. New York. Sold everywhe
6m10
plied by Wholesale Druggists.
OR

Jigs

A M Amsden—M Atwood—A P Allen—W § Alger—T I’

8 Curtis—T Cousens—T
Brier—R W Brvani—1 H Butts—S
Cook—H Coddingto.—J H
B Colhy—A B Chase—Betsey E
Chatterton—C. Camps

Soap,

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means

[

Barber—C H Burnam—A P Brewster—J Bartiebt—G W
Rean—Annie Baker—N Brooks—J J Butler—J Beebe—S A

CO'S

&

wi‘h Glycerine, is recommended
:
Enfants.
dies and

and large vestries..

C Cook—H
Cook—Uriah Chase—
béll--A H Chase—d L Cotton—8 Carsley—F

people supplied at low prices

COLGATE

one of
willgive

Recelved.

per

:

:

fifty new sub-

Price $240,00.

*

St.,

4t11.

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, ig Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and’Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
(Transportation to be paid by the receiver, )

|

G—In conse.
£3-GREAT SALR OF CARPRTN
block we occupy, by
the

n

wid

Hanover

Dikeman—dJ

€ Klsbree
Davis—F W Duon—H F Dickey—J M Eiliot—A
French—E C Flans
—W F Eston—E W Fox=d I ¥Foss—8
Goodnow—U A Gay

Jonathan

M, Web

bundred

cents

perfines; Kiddermin-ters, Oil-cloths, Mattivgs, &c.
at-the new Carpet Warehoude, 47 Washington St.,
JOHN G. PEASLEY & Co.
Boston.

in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
IX.

one

87%

RyomN J. PEASLEY & CO.

8 CARPETS.—The

(Transportation to
in Black Walnut Case.
be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
VIII.
i
>
For eighty-five new subscribers and
$212,560, we will give one of Baker and

Yor

forms,

gKIDDERMINSTERS

Kidderminster,

ington St., Boston.

and $27,-

subscribers

its

A FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.—We make a specialty
of these goods. ‘The largest assortment at the lowest prices, at our New Carpet. Warehouse, 47 Wash-

For sixty new subscribers and $150,and
of Baker
will give one
00, we
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,

In Gilford. Feb, 24; by Rev. A.D. Smith, Mr, George
E. Bailey, of Denmark, Me., and Miss Mary An

ater, and Mies Etta K, Sanborn, both of G.

Boston.

50, (with $1,836 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volPrice $10,00.
umes of the Oyclopapis:
1

Potter N. Y.

of G

.

all

Electro Carpets, imperfect in matching, 42 cents
yard.
New Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington

815,00,

and

Vi.
For

ALL-WOOL

New opening, Brussels,

subscribers

in

per yard; Dundee linen Carpets, 75 cents per yard;
Russia Cottage Carpets, 62!¢ and 50 cénts per yard;

-

Price $5,00.

F. Page, and Mr~. Luella Dimond, of Danville.
In Potter, N. Y. Jan. 14 by Rev, L. B. Starr, Mr.
Leacy V. Bush, and Mrs. Susan H. Downing, all of

Dockham,

25-HEAVY

| $1 per yard; heavy linen

with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopzdia.

In Alexandria Feb. 8, Mr. Silis Ballou of Hill and
Miss Abby Simons of Alexandria.
* Jan. — by Reve MW, Burlingame, Mr, Samuel W .
Lord and Miss Lizzie Chase, both 6f Hiram.
In Farmiogton, N. H., Feb. & by Rev. W, T. Smith
Fo Robert A. Gray of Sheffield , Vi, and Miss Mary
wnscom of Barnstead, N. H.—Feb, 23, by the
wme, Mr. David M. Brock; of Rochester, N. 11. and
Mies Lyoia F. Varaey, of Barrington, N. H.
Raymond,

six new

Complaint

16t11

Vv.
For

Liver

ly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.

oi

Price $2,00.

for

the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thorough-

the current year, commencing with the No.

Mr. William 1. Schut of Salsbury, Ct. and Miss Celia
H. Lewis of N.

In

the

3. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
Sabbath at Home,” for
we will send the
for January.

Proprietor, Dover, N. H.

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
Bilious Diseases, General Debitity, &c. They cleanse

Or,

Price $1,50.

tioned.

city.

o'

$7,-

respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

Randall's Five Octave double Reed

Mariel

Feloh

and

2. For three new subseribers and $7,50.
(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
we will sed a copy of the new $500,00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled * Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volgme of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
«¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excellence, high religious tone,and in many other

be

The next session of the Billsdale Q. M., Mich., will
Conference combe held wich the Hillsdale church,
10, at 3 o'clock, A. M.
mencing Satarday, April
Opening sermon the evening previous at? 1-2 o’clock.

Bean, Mr, Lewis B.

new subscribers

age) we will send “Life Scenes from
Ory
four Gospels.” Price $2.00.

lar theme.

can

three

at $1 per bottle,

B.F.RACKLEY,

¢ Buy me, and I'll do you good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay post-

Victor,

either ‘a steel plate, a large cartoon engraved on
wood, or an art supplement, illustrating some popu:

strengthens and relieves soreness

47

sure remedy

For

1.

inally announced as “By Command of the King,”
will be run through its pages. A striking novelty
will be its illustrations, which usually will be supplementary to the Journal itself, and will consist of

phor

les.
Sold by all Druggists

Price $1,20.
i
$

pagages.

_
*

OMAUI’'S PERSIAN WASH
‘is the only reliable
and safe remedy for removing Moth and Freck-

Or,

$1,60.

«¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479

It

cludingfiction,essays,sketches,adventures,discussions
of art and literature, and *‘papers upon all the various
subjects that pertain to the pursuits and recreations

aver-

age time spent at the Asylum is four months,
but some stay a year. For persons of culture
and self-respect, the institution is regarded as a

der of the evening,

3,00

Dover, N. H.

5. For the same, and (20 ceats additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of

will contain a liberal supply of popular literature, in-

‘The patients must learn, and
uable medicine.
deeply realize that when they yielded to drink,
and that the only
they gave up their self-control,

As

2,00

12,67

subsecribersand $5,00,

Price

ology,” 456 pages.

for it seems from a discovery of Dr. Day that al- |.

rich and rare.

25,00
3,00
1,00
6.35
41.61
12,711
5,00

1,00 each, So Parsonsfield, Me per F W Town

(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send

NEW JOURNA

APPLETON’S

THE QUERTION SETTLED. Those eminent men,
Dr, James Clark, Physician to Queen Victoria, and

ure were the patients ignorant and depraved.

Revivals.

The interest in Rochester, N. Y., is unabated;
children’s meetings are held Saturday afternoon 8
in four churches.——The first Sabbath in March,

17,00

Jos Wood
Moulton,

Elizabeth Hort n. Puituey,N Y, per
J Pease, Mrs A 8 Hilton, Margaret

the book entitled *¢ Sunny Skies ; or Advenks
tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,

Messrs. Appleton & Co. are about entering into the
field of periodical literature, and promise us a Weekly Journal inthe course of a week or two, which
shallbe ‘valuable as an organ of thought, and pleasing to all the members of the household, on account

period. The youngest inmate is about twenty,
the oldest fifty, while the average age is thirty.
They belong many of them to the best class in

The

Foreign Missions,
St, Dover, N H, towards supQab Sch. Wash
port of Wm Bukr, in In iia. per Wm B Foss
Huntington Q M, Vt, per E B Fuller
Ch Laconia. N H. to con Mrs Aun V Lawrence
and Miss £lla A Lawrence, L M's
Waterville Q M. Me, per 8 Bowden
James Merrill, Smithfield, Me, per 8 Bowden
Ch Pheonix, NY, per W H smith
Col Lewi:ton. Main 8t Church, Mc
Col Aubury, Court St Church, Me
J Quackenbush, On-ounta, N Y.per E M Mi'ler

b}

111.

new

two

Treasurer.

@

5. ¢“ The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
6. ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
194 pages; or,
The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
"7.
Latham Clark, 174 pages. ~ Price of each
:

22,25
450
1,00

CORRECTION.~In the Star of March 10, the aggregate
of the 8 uns contributed by F. W. Towne, and others, to
the Freedmen's Mission should read $15,00 instead of $1,00.

3. ¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,

1. For

450

31942

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,

of thesé books, 75 cents.

6,00
6

. Concord, N. H.

just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,

4. ¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 1556 pages;

MISSION,

SILAS CURTIS,

|

2, * Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,

is placed 1n a cell for two or three days, and not
allowed to leave the grounds for a considerable

and if a patient becomes drunk on such a Visit, he

‘power left them is that of resistance.

FREEDMEN'S

Col by Teressa Gross, and Elmira J Piper, Up- A
per Gilmanton. N H, per H Quinby
E D Tarbell, Chester, Vi
J L Pudeant, Kenuebunkport, Me, for Cairo
Mis fon
Col by C F Waterhouse, G A Grey, Geo A
Place.J L Critehett.Cla: ton C Foss, 3,00 each
Miss M P Redell, 4,20, Miss Lydia A Smith,
3,05, 8 8 In third church, Straftord, N H, per
A 8 Parshley
A'S Parshley, for Col Child at Home
Mrs D Bastmaa, Suttoh, Vt, per W 8S Noyes

12 cents additional to. pay postage)
(with
we will send any one of the fullowing books,

the

gums and teeth, and maintains them constantly
in a healthy state: “Used daily, as a preventive
for the toothache, it is invalughle. OBTAIN only
DentiSaponaceous
Camphorated
“Brown’s
frice,” made only by John I. Brown & Sons, and
sold by most dealers at 25 cts.

We were made happy by heax = | Bromide of Potassium, which acts directly upon
the nervous centers, is regarded as the most val-

ing converts tell what God had done for them
and in seeing them follow their Saviour in the
We were favored with
ordinance of baptism.
the presence and labors of Rev. M. Merrill and
J. Spring, from the Anson Q. M., and 8, Bean
and—Brooks, from the Farmington Q. M.

pledged at Gen Con
W Va,
BE oy Li) Cy J B Higgins and wife, 50 cts
each, Uren Randall 5 ets, Canterbury, XN H, :
.
per J B Higgins
Col Parsonsfield Q M, Me, per T A Philbrick,

$2.50,

and

subscriber

new

1. For one

the country, and are well educated.” Among them
cured. Dr. Wistar knew this when he discovered his
are farmers, merchants, bankers, clerks, and even now widely known BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY, and
session
Feb.
its
IND.—Held
M.,
Q.
RipLEY
No
experience has proved the correctness of his opinion,
with the. Spurta ‘church.
The churches were al 1| clergymen, with one Doctor of Divinity.
In
A good season was enjoyed, Next distinction is made between rich and poor.
represented.
term with Franklin church. commencing May order to the successful treatment of a patient, it, _ ‘The whitest, worst looking hair, resumes its youth21.
WM. RISINGER, Clerk.
is necessary that he be a man of feeling, intelli=" ful beauty, by using Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair
He is not warranted a cure,
gence, and honor.
Renewer. Try it.

its last session

Rev J A Lowell, Lewiston, Me, for Mission tn" a

2. “Bright Days; or Herbert and Meggy,” and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
these preparations are advertized as not a dye
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
$5,00,
and
subscribers
new
two
For
3.
and as containing no nitrate of silver. The first
postage) . For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.
pay
to
additional
cents
20
(with
latter,
the
is true only in a certain sense, and
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.82, 10.55 A. M., 5.08
send a copy of the new ‘Book of
though really a fact, is no recommendation, | we will
P. M.,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 PM,
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
‘since nitrate of silver is harmless in comparison
Leave Begtbn for Dover at 7.30 A. M.,
12 M,,3, SP. M
$5,00,
and
subscribers
new
two
For
4.
nd.
compou
with the lead
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Thewe
L.

pt

WATERVILLE Q. M..—Held

Y per J 8 Staples

| subscribers to the Star.

out, ‘ Three cheers for
whole audience immedigave them with a will,
the lecturer.
One of the English scientific papers is doing a»
good service in exposing the injurious character
of the hair restorers in common use. Among those
exposed are halfa dozen of those made in this
country and extensively advertised in American
It is shown that the composition of all
papers.
of them is nearly the same, the proportion of the
The
different ingredients only being changed.
principle of all is the formation of black sulphide
of lead in the hair, a substance that is exceedingly
injurious and induces diseases analogous to lead
colic, lead poisoning and even par alysis. Most of

ship, and 62 other .coadjutors. Of the second
class there are 139 fathers in England, 15 in Constantinople and the vicinity, 46 in New York, 90
in Maryland, 84 in Missouri, 35 in New Orleans,
84 in California, and 14 in the Rocky Mountains.
These places, we judge, are the names given to
districts of the United States and include’ the
whole country. Besides these there®are many
more scholastics and ‘brother coadjutors.”

of education?

in favor of the cause

Home Missions.

We offer the following premiums for new

succeed.

to

2

.

‘ Mrs E F Morgan, Mohawk, Wis
Col Jefferson Q M, N
N i
ph
Rev B Van+Dame, Nottingham,
Levi True, Ogden, N Y
=
Mass,
Lawrence,
Soc,
Mission
Fem
Curtis
con Hanaah Shay L M, per 8:M Durrell 2
Ch in Wayne, Me
Mrs Mary Burr, Exeter M e
Col Bowdoin Q M. Me, per ¢o Libby
con Mrs Virgena E Root
Colin a
L M, P Winslow, 2,00, W 8 Brann, C Budge,
‘A Morrill, B Chamberlin, J W Sprague. 1,00
each, O B Curtis, G W Morrison,H Scribner,
has Owen, Two Friends, ,50 éach,J P Rines,
i
A Friend 25 each

1. *¢ The Manual; The Scriptural Doctrine of the Trinity Investigated and Defended,” 119 pages; or,
2. “The Spirit of Roger Williams,” 94

when some one cried
The
Martin Luther!”
ately rose en masse and
greatly to the disgust of

46 scholastics not yet introduced to full member-

So the society is out of

debt with a hew church finished and furnished.
.
The religious interest is very good,
though the revival interest is somewhat less.

’

UNITY Q. M., Me.—Held its March

the church at Unity Village. On account of the
recent snow storm our meeting was very thinly

subscription for one
time before the first
will send, postpaid,
the following books,

his
any
we
of

N'Y

- EXPRESS,
Fo
H P Lamprey, Potter Place, Andover, NHI
Rev F Reed, Farmington, Me

viz.:

address was listened to in silence till its close,

50 fathers; of China, 42 fathers; and of other
places, including 8 vicars apostolic, 188 fathers,

J. C. SmuTz, Clerk.

church, June 18—20.

libraries will contain

they are not unlikely

our whole country.

interest where they are now located, (their
meeting house being two miles out of town
in a thinly settled place,) bave rented a
beautiful and commodious hall in Waynesgions throughout the world is 8,429, of whom
ville, and have resolved to rally there and
some ‘have their own local mission which they
keep up preaching with a view of building * Van Buren Q. M., Towa—Held its last term carry on, while others are auxillaries of the
with the Hillsboro’ ¢htirch,March 5—7.
All the
a church. This is evidently a wise move- churches were represented by letter i @nd dele- Church. Of the former class are the vicariates
conidtion
pleasantof Hindostan and Bombay, 28 fathers ; of Madura,
The Q. M. is in a prosperous
ates.
ment; for Waynesville is oneof the

est towns in Southern Ohio. Itissituated on

1.

who will renew
year in advance at
day of May, 1869,
one copy of either

pose; and that Romanism is destined to subject

| Beecher says many a man is too pious to shave
| his own face on Sunday who spends the whole
{ week in shaving other men’s notes.

everal of the churches were blessed with revivals during the past winter.
The next session will convene with the Ripley

)

«. To every old Subscriber to the Star,

, Catha Roman
‘The Rev Father J. F. Hecker

During the past ten months of the current year
of the American and Foreign Christian Union, it
has received 30 per cent more contributions than
during the corresponding period of last year.
appropriations for the year, however,
The
amountingto $140,000, were 40 per cent in adThe society’s work has been
vance of last year.
given by the Q. M., rather than by individual thoroughly reorganized during the past year;
churches; but in case a church decides to license and it certainly needed it, as it had greatly sufone of its members to preach, such church should
The
of proper management.
first call a counci! of ministers. to examine the fered from want
candidate as to his qualifications, doctrine, charges lately made against the society do not af8,
: fect its grand work.
Next sBssion ith the church at Rockland,
The total number of Jesuits employed on misClerk.
Prescott,
E.
June 18—20.

church,

and

Look af them.

Offers to Old Subscribers.

olic lecturer, says a correspondent of .the Presbyterian has recently been addressing the Young
Men’s Christian Associations in the Northwest,
His lecture is
upon* Luther and his times,”
intended to represent that the ‘Reformation was
needless; that the great Reformer was a very.
different personage from what we usually sup-

hundred

80.

an

varied

numerous,

are

maké

liberal.

These things will gradually work their rain.

Mrs. Lydia Beecher, widow of the late Lyman
Beecher, D. D., died recently in Brooklyn, aged

Greenfield,

and

ences,

Church, four hundred thousand;
(not

without

Premiums for New Subscribers. -

MONTVILLE Q. M., Me.—Held its last session
with the church at So. China, Feb, 19—21.
The
meetings of worship were spiritual and deeply
interesting.
We were favored with the presence
and labors of Rev, C. O. Libby who presented
the claims of the Foreign Mission Society, which
were responded to by a collection of $61.
Resolved. That licenses to preach should be

WAYNESVILLE.
Wayne

and

Quarterly Meetings.

have united with the church and others are
expected to do so soon. It is hoped that
the good work may become general.
The brethren of the first

church

|

Several

H. “Drake.

Baptist

Pa., for a donationof $65.

one of our Academies, has recently been
blessed with quite an interesting work of
grace under the -labors of their devoted
Thomas

and Greek
thousand.

Rev. J. Tillinghast extends thanks to the F.

. CHESHIRE.

Rev.

Greek United

of these

" Books Forwarded.
By MA.
Ye
Abram Artmman, Daneville, Livingston Co,
J
§ © Kimball, Newmarket. NH
M A
Quimby, Limerick, Me
E C
Hodge, €
ni
8 D Wiggin, No Sandwich, N Hl
Miss I C Jopes, Addison, N Y
:)
1 Hersey, Richmond Corner; Me.

The Tablgt, speaking for the Roman Catholics
in this country, says :—
The real enemies to us, among Protestant
sects in this country, are the Methodists, admi.
pages; or,
rably organized for aggresssion, and who in their 14 3. “The Free Communionist,” 214 padevosensible
and
animalnature
the
to
appeals
.
ges; or,
tion, acquire no little power over the sensitive,
4. * An appeal to Conscience,” 108 ‘pathe ignorant, and the superstitious. They, howges; or,
.
1
ity
ever,aré laying the foundation of their own ruin.
They are becoming wealthy, are building fine
5. Four copies of ‘The communion of
churches, founding colleges and theological semSaints the communion of the Bible,” paminaries, and are taking their place among the
phlet, 45 pages.
:
respectable sects of the country, A strong party
among them, almost a majority, are struggling
to introduce lay. representation in their confer-

The entire population of Hungary is divided,
according to religion, nearly as follows: Hungarian Roman Catholic,
two hundred thousand ; Reformed Evangelical Church, from three hundred
to three hundred and fifty thousand; Lutheran,
twenty
thousand; Unitarian, fifty thousand;

2

a donation of $85 62.

Each

his way.

| ed.”

Donations.

of six, three from the African

about forty volumes; costing $30, and will be
placed
where they will be likely to be of the
greatest service.
.

Eight years ago, the first Sunday school in Germany was established at Bremen by Mr. Albert
Woodruffof Brooklyn. Now there are 66 schools,
of the Register for 1869. I with 981 teachers and 11,299 scholars; and in
Freewill Baptist church in German Switzerland, 19 schools, 222 teachers,
* Heres” says *‘ The Occiwas chosen pastor for one and 2.353 scholars.
dent,” * is a cheering and blessed harvest from
J. TILLINGHAST.
| the seed sown by a faithful man as he journey-

Rev. J. Chick and wife extend thanks to the
2d F. Baptist church and friends in Ossipee,
for a friendly visit made them Jan. 26th, and for

Ww

organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one’ of
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The offers which

this
:

ers at Wilberforce, particularly for the compensation of the professors of Antioch College who
lecture there; to apply a certain amount of money to the circulation
of such tracts and books as.
are approved by the joint committee; and to establish libraries for the better education of minjuss and others who may seek improvement in

. A correspondent of ‘ The Christian World,”
speaking of Rationalism among the Protestants
of France, says, that, ‘out of eleven hundred
pastors of. all denominations, there are seven
hundred who preach faithfully the gospel,” and
that the number of evangelical preachers is increasing every year.
He does notstate whether
the number of Rationalists is also increasing;
but the tone of the letter is hopeful.

church and society at Meredith Center reheld a levee, the proceeds of which are to
purchase an organ.
The entertainment
good one, and the affair was a success.

My name is left out
am a member of the
Greenfield, Pa., and
year from last April.

tougness of the way would ve regarded as
a trifling evil, especially if the seminary itgolf wfforded its fuir share of aids and incitements to study and to spiritual growth.
8S. S.

pastor,

Churches:

that

stitutions ; to contribute to the support of teach-

Rev. J. A. Lowell, of Lewiston, Me., has accepted a call from the Freewill Baptist church in
Newmarket.

culture, of

which these twenty churches would
natural

strife

and

0. C. HiLLs.

Sm

church, Dover,

however small in numbers, be

Association proposes to aid worthy and needy |
students at Wilberforce Gollege and in other inwe now

the present time, when the high prices of pews
make it quite impossible in many cases for any
but the rich to attend public worship, except as
paupers; this example of a strong city church
ought to stir up many others.
Rev. Thomas K. Beecher for a year past has
preached in the Opera House of Elmira, on Sunday evenings.
From 800 to 1,500 persons have attended these meetings, although most of the oth| er pastors have discountenanced them.

Rev. D.

land,” “My

of practical couperation between these two
bodies. The plan covers four particulars. The

tions. of those interested in keeping open a place
of worship where the rich have no privileges

upon his labors immediately.

and activity, all the social and literary cul- |, go
contact

to rich and poor alike, paying the salary. of the
minister and all the other expenses of its admin-

tev. D. Moody has receivéd and accepted a
cull from the church at Nomh Weare.
He enters

gressive F. Baptist churches; and let it be
surrounded by all the business enterprise
ture, all the intellectual

work, and

Ministers and

pro-

therefore

in the

X

" Let New Hampton retain all“its present
difficulties of access; but let it be within
sight of the spires of twenty church edifices,
three or four of these belonging to efficient,
gpiritual,

faithfully

native

Methodist Church and three from the Unitarian
Association, have arranged the details of a plan

vived his work in this place. A series of on account of their wealth,and where the poor are
meetings have been held which continued subjected to no invidious discriminatioits. At

the home of such an institution. Mere distance is an element of far less consequence,
‘now, than it was when it cost your prede-

onein Chicago.

A committee

time has kept the seats in its place of worship free

Nori SANFORD, PA. The Lord has re-

different kind, are held, especially by the
coming generation, to be indispensable in

prayers

pressive and inspiring. We presume
of
custom will be hereafter permanent.

Clarke,

etson

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two
good organs. Let other churches go and
do likewise, and let no one of our churches, | 3

were full of fervor; and the singing, by the vast

never in 80 promising a condition as now,
by voluntary contributions. The new
and the friends are encouraged to hope that istration
house is a plain, commodious building neatly furthe seasqn, of darkness is passing away no nished, and adapted to the wantsof a large conmore to return ;cand may all who love the gregation. It cost $70.000,and was entirely paid
for before dedication by the voluntary contribuSaviour say, Amen.
W. CLARKE.

pupils of. all ages, renders it eminently noinary.

Freeman

The church was crowded; the

audience, of “God bless our

D. D., is pastor, has just dedicated a new house
of worship.
The church has’ existed 28 years
under the same pastorate, and during all this

church, and has met

Our interest in that beautiful village was

location of a literary seminary, admitting

religious associations

Boston, of which Rev, James

of sinners, and

verted and believers are revived.

is the fact that the isolation of the place,
while it is a desirable characteristic in the
lt to be the location

for the conversion

Church.

EB

Swain—C H Smith—8 H Small—

part of the

the

Street

ars, the’ Washington

country, ’tis of thee,” and other hymns, was im-

of the Disciples (Unitarian) in

:

St. Paul's Church, Robbins..of the 2d. Congrega-|.church members and Sabbath school. schol- | Wor

tional (usually classed as Unitarian) Church;
Hague of the Shawmut-avenue Baptist Church,
and Kirk of\ Mt. Vernon (Congregationalist)

ed in the lessons and arguments’ for their doctrines than his were for those of their own.”

The Church

i
good our promises.
By a united effort on

South,”—once occupied by British soldiers as a
riding-school,—the exercises being conducted by
Rev. Drs. Blagden, senior pastor, Nicholson of

—~G

ts PRS

commend his efforts to marked respect.
A writer-assures-us-that
Roman Catholic
Sunday

observance of “inauguration prayer-meet-

ings” on the 4th of March was quite general, and fact, as we have recently learned that some
full of interest. In Boston, a union prayer-meet- of our letters sent with money to pay for
rob the “Old
‘Ol
ing was held in that old historic church;
¢ wish to.make |

ealley— Mrs

hor-3 Bhlls
M Peushelll &

gh eck per pen

The

i

Ww en—1 8 M.Mifoliol—
fH Madden
Any one having sent for one of th 6 Py LT | 2Vorse—8
Mi
9
el
—J C
miums offered last year, and not having re- | M J Neal
i
ceived it, is requested to inform us of the

with a singing procession of
= [3
k

Bi

To

Shroye Tuesday,
heathen priests.

V

hton—S8 Leavitt—

a

y

a

—

word for Mercury ; but it must have seemed eurious to them,
we should say, to stand up there, on

Jondad : M Kaye

Jth—D J Jo
althD

Premiuams.

;

¥

y

the

torial charge of The Church Union. * His vigorous and able defense of religious liberty and. of

“We are en-

-j¢-L returning
and confessing their wanderings.

J

taken

Dr. Osgood, “were there , and both spoke 8 good

we
edi-

joying quite a good religious interest. ~ Sin- Christian unity, for which he has suffered exeisners are coming to Jesus, backsliders are ion from the church of which he was a member,

connect themselves

advantage to all who

——

the church at this place says:

ment of distances. Let the seminary be located where it can give the largest possible
with it—

General,
Rev. Crammond Kennedy has

So. PARSONSFIELD,
ME.- The pastor of

measure-

simple

should it be settled by- a

a

&ec.

RA

Revivals,

But these considerations alone should not
settle the question of location.~ Still less

ders—A Felton—L Glven—A
risGould—Phebe
Garfield—B Goodrich—D tireen—AN Huntingdon—W Hal.
Wold) L Giles—E A Gr fith—T
)
Holmes
G Holbrook H B
den—Hoyt & Fogg—R
melia Hagan
Hills—R 8 Howard —C Hodsdon—F Hugg—A
Harding—dJ D Hullng
Hopkins—E H Higbee—8 H A Hubbar
—E
—~W Hoxsle—
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—W_M
~C BE Handy
M Howe—d E
W Hale—L D Hayvock—A Joslen=-I*
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prices, pres=nting
sale and retail at greatly redu
for years
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an opportunity that has not
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at
selves
for purchasers to supply t
:
he open to
ices. Our entire §toc
8,
Th
s,
Tapestrie
Jers, comprising Brussels,
0,
H, &0.
{dderminsters, superflnes, extra
Can.
Stair Carpets in large variety, Floor Oil Cloths,
ton Mattings. Rugs, Mats, &, NEW ENGLAND BAR
PET

Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,
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Poetry.
The

‘you was,—you are such a home body, and
always up to the ears in work.”

“Walk into the sitting-room ;” said Mrs.

cl

a

Gp.

ADELAIDE

ments, and her eyes were everywhere at

STOUT.

* O%er wood-flower, tremulous with dew,
~~~

“Than softly did a holy spell

:

O’er a young brow.

0, friend, and is thy heart’s deep spring
Thus troubled by so frail a thing
As the first flower?

.

0, whisper not of frail,
It only speaks of life to me,—
Of life and power!

ly ? 'tis true I'm alone now,

‘More beautiful than ocean gems,—
Vale lilies pure;
Unfolding, from the earth’s embrace,

7

Fair pages where I meekly trace

now.
But ah, me! this is a world of
trouble,—a world of trouble! Oh, dear! I

A promise sure!
You do not know how soul of mine,
‘When germs were hid neath snowy rime,
Bowed to the dust:
But the first flowers! they speak anew,
God’s holy promises all true,—
Of. childlike trust.
Thoughts undefined at first, but sweet,

Were wafted thro’ the silence deep;
But now, O Lord,
is
Loud notes of holy triumph roll,
As thou hadst swept within my soul
Its master chord!

Renewed life! “Life from the dead,”
For our beloved, is whispered
Through wood and glen!
Each flower, in its mossy cell,
Low chimeth like a silvery bell,—

“They'll iiye again!”

True

-~

Heroism.
hd

- Let others write of battles fought
On bloody, ghastly field,

Where honor greets the man who wins,
yields;

But I will write of him who fights
And vanquishes his sins,
‘Who struggles on through weary years,
Against himself, and wins.
He is a hero staunch and brave,
‘Who fights an unseen foe,
And puts at last beneath his feet

. Has pagsions base and low,
And stands erect in manhood’s might,
Undaunted, undismayed—

The bravest man that drew a sword
In foray or in raid.
It calls for something more than brawn

Or muscle to o’ercoma
An enemy who marcheth not

:

With banner, plume, and drum—
A foe forever lurking nigh,
With silent, stealthy tread,
Forever near your board by day,
At night beside your bed.
All honor then to that brave heart,
Though pooror rich he be,
Who struggles with his baser part—
‘Who conquers, and is free.

He may not wear a hero’s crown,
"Or fill a hero's grave;
But truth will place his name among
The bravest of the brave.

ironing-board.

«No.»

“Iam sorry, as this is our day for

fish

and potatoes ; we have them once a week.”
“Oh, never mind me,—if I can’t eat one

about

work, as I said before.”

farmers’

:
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M:s. Payne now returned to the stove to
see to her bread. Thathad got a harsh bake.
“Your stove is a wretched baker, I sée;”
said Mrs. Croone, “I gever knew mine to

newly married couple in her neighborhood,
of which tale Mrs. Payne only heard a few

burn a loaf like thatin

my life,

but the

crusts soaked in milk will be good for your
chickens ; farmers never need to lose any-

J

:

sentences here and there, so hindered
harrassed was she about her work.

and

A boy at length came from the corn field,
saying the men would be in for their dinner
at a quarter before twelve, as they wanted
to go off a distance plowing in the afté€rnoon.
This added to Mrs. Payne's perplexities.
She thrust pine knots under her fish kettle,

and dragged out the round table.
“I shall have to. ask

you

to

said to her visitor, “my dinner dishes are
«
#m not over, neat, as you know.”
in the cupboard against which you are
“Oh, don’t say a word,” the visitor ex- leaning.”
:
claimed, holding out a hand, protestingly,
“Law !—am1 in the way bere ?” said Mrs,
“don’t I know?
Well, cobwebs spin quick Croone, springing up quickly, “well, I
this time of year. “I go round every day at guess I'll go and look round.in the parlory
home to see to them, but I hardly ever find and elsewhere, a little; perhaps you have
ore in my house.”
got something new since I was here last,
Mrs. Payne stepped into her kitchen, and and I always like to see new things.”
opened the door of the stove oven. Her apThis mention of the parlor caused Mrs.
ple pies were spoiled, blistered and burnt Payne to think of the muslin curtains,
on the surface, while the fruit was raw in which she had intended to do up and restore
the center. She put them out of sight as to their places that morning, still she did
soon as possible, set the charn in the pan- not seek to hinder her visitors explorations.
try, and dragged the tub of apples after it.
‘Anything to get her out of the kitchen
By this time, Mrs. Croone, knitting work in ten minutes,” she thought.
a
hand, appeared in the Kitchen.
Mrs.
Croone
..went
on
-her
way,
“I'm going to stay where-you are,” she and visited not only
the parlor, but
said, “‘and you needn’t put by your work on other apartments, where she discovered unmy account. I aint one of the sort to make
made beds and dusty, misplaced furniture;
trouble where Igo. Iknow what it is to sights which she viewed with a grim satislive on & farm; and how much there is to be faction.
For Mrs. Croone would hardly
done in the fall of the year. Drying ap- have enjoyed a visit where she could find
ples, I fee; you string them, don’t you? nothing to criticise or condemn.
I always used to slice mine ; they are much

nicer that way. My busband, Mr. Croone,
never would eat strung apples; he said

The bell now rang sharply, and dinner
was served at a few moments before twelve.

folks were so apt not to get the core all out;

[8
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quickly, ‘“ doing good is better than

:

doing

apples,—and I shall not mind the care at all

Good bye, Mrs.
had a delightful afternoon.

Payne, I've

Linn

days.”—

in its cor-| forg-many
contentedly

white they are!

p | ner; anda few flies buzzing on the windows | Her
bright face was gone before Mrs.
through which the October sunshine shone Payne could thank her for.the assistance
fresh and inviting. I'm glad I am here fo! across the yellow painted floor.
and relief she had ‘afforded her during the
Mrs. Dove lifted a white cloth and saw the few hours of her informal, neighborly vishelp you hang them as soon as they are

ironed,

for that is better than

to fold

and

nicely baked pies and piled-up plate of light

lay them by, I think, don't you ?”

; cup cakes. ' Near a raised window was an
“Yes, much better, but I was expecting earthen pan, and through its thin, strainerto put them by, for I could not attendto the cloth covering shone the golden butter
hanging of them to-day,”
a
just taken from the churn.
Mrs. Dove
The ironing was accomplished in a re- picked out a lump with a knife, and spread.

fore.

short

Mrs. Dove

period of time,

had, by

and

some

when

ing it on a biscuit, returned. to the sitting
room. Mrs. Payne was opening the door
into the different sleeping apartments,

sleight of

hand, done the little-dusting and arranging
which was needed, and the parlor now
looked-in perfect trim, as tidy and inviting
an apartment as any farm-house could boast.
The apples were all strung, and now the
visitor announced her intention to churn.
“Oh, no,you will get your clothes soiled,”

said Mrs.
hard work
ter is a
that,—you
down now

“When did you make all these beds, and
sweep all these rooms ?” she asked,
prise, as she turned

in sur-

and encountered

Dove eating” with much

relish her

Mrs,

biscuit

spread with new butter.
“While

you

were

taking

care of

the

churn,” she answered.
‘Well, I declare
don’t see but I have got” as neat a looking

Payne, “and besides it is very house as any body now,” said Mrs. Payne,
at this time of year, and the but- ‘‘though this morning when Mrs. Croone
great while coming. I will do was here, it certainly seemed to be nothing
have helped me enough: sit but dirt and confusion from one end to the
to your own work.”
v
other, and I felt very much as though it
“Let me churn fifteen minutes,” said th
was always to be soin spite of me. I was
visitor, ‘‘and then I'll go off to the sitting- nevermore put out and discouraged by a
room.”
visit in my life. She appeared to think me
She unfastened the wide apron her friend the dirtiest, most unskillful housekeeper in
wore, tied it over her own dress, and took the town, and pretty well impressed me
her place at the churn. Mrs. Payne went with the belief that she was not far from
to the buttery and made some cup cakes for right.”
tea; also hashed the fish and potatoes left
“Mrs. Croone is a singular woman, I
and

cleaned

the

sauce-pan

on

which the pumpkin baked in the morning.
«“Well,” she said,

“my work

is

all get

ting done some way; I shall have nothing
to do directly.”
“Yes, you will,” answered a voice from
the churn.
“What will it be 2"
‘Can't you tell by the sound ?”
Mrs. Payne came to the buttery.door and
heard the swash of buttermilk in the old
“up-and-down”
churn, and the steady
pound of the dash on the solid mass at its
bottom.

:

“Victory I” said Mrs. Dove,
“here’s the butter, sound

peeping

and sweet.”

ature,”

said

the

visitor,

tying the

think” said Mrs.

Dove;

‘‘she

seems

pos-

sessed by the spirit of unrest; she will try,
and confuse any one who will suffer it.”
“How can any person avoid being confused by her, I wonder?" said Mrs. Payne.
‘She never vexes me much,” returned
Mrs. Dove; “for when I see her approaching
my door, I always send up an earnest, ejaculatory prayer to God for a double portion
of grace and patience.
Thus I am generally

enabled

to

carry

Mrs.

Croone

easily

along without having my usual balance disturbed. 1 feel more piry than anything else
for her captious, meddlesome ¢pirit, for she

in, | makes herself unhappy, and disagreeable to
Oh,

how" good it smells; send for the Dr's ‘wife
when you want your charfiing done in time.”
“It never came so quick before,” said
Mrs. Payne, looking well pleased.
*‘The cream was just at the right temperwide

otliers, when she might otherwise be pleasant and welcome to all.”
Mrs. Payne was silent and thoughtful
over her knitting work a few moments,
“Do you think,” she asked at length,‘ ‘that
God isinterested in the petty details of our
daily lives ?”

apron round her friend's waist, and stroll‘Certainly I do,” was the answer,
given
ing into the buttery.
in
a
hearty,
earnest
tone,
‘‘how
could
I
en‘What a nice, roomy-place this is,” she
said, “and what a spicy smell it has; it dureto live if I thought otherwise; how.

really mades me feel hungry.

Here is some

could I bear my daily burdens? Does he not

pumpkin pie,—it is good, too.
I think say that a sparrow shall'not fallto the ground
there is nothing quite equal to ginger for without his notice? Think of his amazing love displayed in the suffering of Christ,
pumpkin pies after all. Oh, what a pity
those apple pies got scorched, and I sup- the Saviour, on the cross for our sins,—think
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|“ Oh, no,” she said, putting on her shaw]

@

such curtains,
but they make a parlor appear

at dinner,
move,” she

you so suddenly,” said

kettle singing from the rear‘of the stove, “if Ican help the sufferer.

| hand assisting her friend. ‘How clear and { apple-frame standing

the curtains were hung, Mrs. Payne thought
she had never seen them look so well be-

all

the pantry, the tea-

care to come upon
Mrs. Payne.

‘Let me help you draw them, so they'll
God was very good to allow me to enjoy it. run smoothly,” said the visitor, with ready | the stove washed up clean, the well filled | (sme and see me and my new patient be-

markably

trouble, I know

There was the smell of cooking cake and
the churn tipped up on the arch near by,
the red brick hearth and sheet zinc round

any

satchel ? I guess you carried it off
my shawl,—never mind, I suppose ‘it
the bedroom.
I will get it myself as
as I am a bit rested.”
Mrs. Croone’s restless eyes traveled
every obiect in the room while she

‘‘ Perhaps a cob-web,” suggested Mrs.
Payne, smiling slightly, ‘‘you must not be
surprised if you find such in my house,—I

:

thing, I ¢4n another ; I never want to make

Mrs. Croone:now resumed her chair, tipping it back against the cupboard door, and
commencing a long narrative in regard to a

piece of gauze hanging ?”

smooth, round face wore an expression in
exact keeping with her name.
gy
Mrs. Payne placed her muslins on the

The table was decently laid, but without
such extras as napkins and silver forks.
and then he fancied they tasted of the Mrs. Payne's face plainly showed the trials
string, too. Mr. Croone was a man of and annoyances of .the morning ; she look- pose the fruit in them is not cooked.”
‘Yes, they are spoiled,” said Mrs, Payne,
very delicate taste What do I smell? ed both tired and discouraged, and was very
“they burnt while I was busy with my comsomething burning on your stove”
silent during the meal.
Two Visitors.
~ Mrs. Payne lifted the lid of the sauce — Mrs. Croone took leave before one o'clock, pany this morning, and T shall have to
saying she had another visit to make.
‘She throw them away.”
Paa:
oo
BY F. H.
:
“Ob, stewing
pumpkin,”
said Mrs: would be glad togarry longer with her dear
“Oh, no,” said the visitor, “I see you
Two visitors came one day in harvest Croone.
‘I always steam mine, it is friend, Mrs. Payne,and next time she came, have some dough here, I should remove the
time to the house of Farmer Payne. The much nicer, and no danger of burning: —
upper crust, puton a new one, and set them
intended to spend a whole day.”
good wife remarked at breakfast, which guess you have spoiled that batch of pies.
They'll be just as good as
Mrs. Payne saw her visitor to the door, in the oven.
was partaken of at the early hour of six, so Well, accidents will happen, and you have
said a, faint ¢*Good afternoon,” and return- new, I assure you. Ifyou have no objecthat the men could be in the corn fields by enough more pumpkins ;—farmers are the
ed to the washing of her dinner dishes. tion, I'll ‘doctor’ the pies.”
daylight, that she “had got everything to richest people in the world I tell them.”
The churn came back -to- its snug, warm
Mrs. Dove laughed, and Mrs: Payne asdo, nearly, and felt just as if she was going
Mrs. Croone darted her swift eyes about corner by the stove, and - the tub of apples sented. The four pies soon issued from the
to have company.”
the kitchen
was brought forth.
eh
pantry looking as tlaky ahd- white as need
Mrs. Payne was at .the head of a large
“Men folks bring in a sight of dirt, don't
She had hardly got seated to the string- be, and were set in the stove oven.
family, and, as is the custom with farmers: they?” she said,
taking out her pocket ing of these before there was a light tap on
“The under crust needs more cooking.”
wives in the country, did her own work. handkerchief to dust a chair before sitting the kitchen door, and Mrs. Dove ‘entered;
said
Mrs. Dove, *‘and I tell you, they'll
She wis a good sort of a woman, rather in- down; “now I'll get into a corner somea trim little woman in a clean calico dress, come out in an even bake, and be delicious
telligent, not more nervous than usual, and where so as to be out of your way,”—and
with a round, pleasant face and gentle man- for tea. There is nothing nicer than a real
neat, but not fastidious.
She liked to
tlie visitor took her seat directly in fropt of ner. Mrs. Payne brightened the moment fat, farmer's apple-pie moderately warm
do her work in a quiet" way, and on this a cupboard door.
:
shesawher.
~~
TT
for supper. Now I am going into the sitsunny October morning, as soon as the
“What a sight of flies you have got,”
“I'm glad it is only you,” she said, ‘for ting room, and leave you to yourself while
kitchen was clear of men folks, she swept she said, ¢‘it will be a job to clean this paint I've had company this forenoon, and my
you salt your butter, and clear up after the
the round table of breakfast dishes, piling I'll bet.
I suppose you wipe your windows work has gone by sixes and sevens.” churning ; there are some things a woman
them in the corner of the sink, and brought every day.”
:
“I noticed you were looking worried,” can always do best and quickest alone.”
forth her baking materials from the pantry.
“No; when fly time is over I shall clean said the new comer, taking off her shawl,
The little woman disappearad, taking the
There were pumpkin pies, apple pies, rais- up my kitchen,” said Mrs. Payne; ‘for the
“and I have come in a good time, for if broom from the cellar-way as she passed ined bread and brown bread to be codked bepresent, I let it go with simply washing the there is anything I like to do, it is to string to the sitting-room. In a short time the
fore dinner.
A churn stood on the hearth,
floor once or twice a week.”
apples, so I'll take that job right off of your tumbled beds in the adjoining apartments
and a wash tub of apples cored ready for
“How can youP—but, there, folks are hands.”
x
were made up plump and smooth, the floors
stringing was mounted on the wood box.
different. I wash my windows every other
Oh, no,” said Mrs. Payne, “I know you swept, furniture dusted, and placed in orThere seemed to be work enough for one
day, though I don’t believe there are a doz- have your sewing work with you ;—just sit der. Then she kindled a brisk fire in the
to do in a forenoon right here in the kitchen flies in my house, and as to my floor, I down and cheer me up with your company,
open Franklin, brushed the hearth clean,
en, but while Mrs. Payne moved about in
couldn’t tell the times I do that over in a and Ishall do nicely.”
drew two rocking: chairs up before it, and
the accomplishment of these tasks, she had
“But I am determined
to string those ap- started to bring her friend in to enjoy the
week ; folks say they can see their faces ‘in
in her mind not a few others which she
ples,” returned the lide woman, laughing cozy pleasantness of the fire-lighted sittingity.
must perform in the course of the day.
‘My folks have to use a looking-glass for pleasantly, ‘‘and you may as well let me room. Mrs. Payne met her at the door in
There were beds to make, rooms to sweep,
have my way.”
a clean afternoon dress with knitting work
lampsto trim, stoves to brush, and the par- that purpose,” remarked Mrs. Payne, ‘and
Mrs. Payne laughed too, and assented.
perhaps
if
you
had
seven
in
a
family
you
in hand.
lor muslins to starch and iron. This last
“Then I williron my parlor muslins,”
was a particular job, and she always want- wouldn't wash your windows or floors any
“What! have you got a fire going?” she
she said, giving up her seat to Mrs. Dove, asked, “well, I never would have believed
ed her best strength and patience to do it. oftener than I do.”
Mrs. Croone hitched uneasily at these ‘and by that time the cream in the churn when I got up this morning that I was to
Upon the whole, Mrs. Payne thought she
never saw a day when she had so much to words, and soon followed Mrs. Payne into will get sufficiently warm to come to but- have a moment to sit down to-day.
I
ter.”
do as on this one just begun, and she was the pantry, whither she went to sift her
thought if I got through my work by nine
~ “What nice fruit this is for drying,” re- o’clock to-night, T should do well, but some
almost sure she should have company, for pumpkin. There she saw the cored apples
: marked the new visitor, already tying her way, things have gone remarkably and in“it always happened so.” This made her and the churn.
“So you make butter this fall,” she said, first string and hanging it on the empty
feel rather flustered and hurried, so she did
stead of being tired, all I have done this afnot go as systematically to her tasks as “Ihope you don’t color it with carrots, as a frame, ‘and how very neatly they. are par- ternoon seems to have rested me.
I'm
I callit a dirty prac- ed and cored! Did you de them yourself?” fresher than I was when I got up this mornusual.
She made false moves, and took un- good many folks do.
necessary steps. When the clock struck tice, ind a deceitful one, too;—trying to
““‘No,—or at least, I only helped at the ing. You've swept and dusted this room,
nine, she was surprised to find how little make people believe fall butter is as yellow coring last evening ; the boys did the rest; haven't you? Well, the little work there is
"she had accomplished. The pumpkin was as June. What are you going to do with they were a quantity of grafts that the wind left to ‘be done, I can do after supper, so I
stewing in the sauce pan; the bread was ris- rthese apples! how black they are! I should
blew off, and being bruised, were not fit for shall have quite a while to sit with you.”
ing on the stove hearth; the apple pies think they had been pared a week.”
barreling ; so I concluded to dry them.”
The clock on the mantel struck three.
were baking. She thought she would do
“They were cut and cored lust evening,”
“They will be excellent for sauce and Mrs. Payne started. ‘“Can it be that it is
the churning next, and commenced the said Mrs. Payne, ‘‘and.I was going to pies ;—how I liketo visit at a farm house in no later than that?” she said, ‘two hours
task. It was an old-fashioned, dash churn. string them this morning, but had too the busy season of harvest, when men and and a half before I shall have to move &
She had got her apron well “bespattered much else to do and didn’ get 16 it.”
wvomen both have a press of work on their finger towards supper, or any work in the
with cream when the door bell rang. The
“Well, I should throw then away if they hand«,—especially if I can bave a finger. in kitchen.”
:
poor woman gave an involuntary start at were mine ; apples that set round so long the pie,as I'm now doing, and I always
“Just about a fashionable hour to start
the sound, and a hopeless expression dart- are not fit for use when dried, and you think how thankful and grateful to God out visiting.” said Mrs.
Dove, bringing her
ed across her face. She washed her hands have enough more.”
farmers ought to be when they gather in ‘satchel along, ‘so you can consider me
and took off her spattered apron. The be}! "it is quite too much work to get them the rich stores which the earth Mas yielded company for the rest of the afternoon, if
.rang a second time as she started for the done to throw them away because they asa reward fOr their patient toils, When yon please, though I doubt if I shall enjoy
must stad a few hours before going on to T'look at the varietiesof fruits, grains and | the parlor any better, if even as well, as
door.
3
“Good
morning, Mrs. Payne, how do the frames.” said Mrs. Payne, sweetening vegetables, I am led10 exclaim in wonder the churning, and pie-baking in the kitch
op do? A lovely day. I told my cousin her pumpkin.
how many good things God has made for en. By the way, how have the pies come
“What, are you making pies out of your man,—and how ought we all to serve him, out P—you minded them of course.”
28
ino plans tc oy at home and I
was coming to see you, for never should burnt pumpkin P” asked the visitor, darting and render unceasthg gratitude for his
“You'll find them on the pantry table,”
‘get sight
of you unless I did ‘come where to the side of Mrs. Payne, and putting. her gooditess 1”
replied Mrs. Payne.
“I'll step out and see

The Family Circle.

.

yeast bread P”

“I don’t have much time for such work.”
“Oh, it wouldn't take long.
I fixed
mine in & day and a half,—where is my

“What is that up there over the clock ?”
she fhked, giuinting in that direction,—‘‘a

‘Oh, what a charm-

pies floating out from

thing, I tell them.”

with
is in
soon
:
over
was

them,” she answered.”

will eat most any thing. It is easy work to
cook for farmers.
Do you make milk

a bit-

have walked pretty fast; guess I'll take the
rocking chair, and if I had a pillow to put:
to my back, it would rest me mightily. I
have my chair all cushioned over at home,
and I should think you would fix this one
up that way, Mrs. Payne,—you would find it
very comfortable.”

1 $peaking.

~

-

And death, tke man who

but I wasn't

always ;—no, thank the Lord. I once had
things as comfortable ‘as any-body,—husband and children, cows, corn and apples;
in fact everything to do with, as you have

Then bring me pearled on tiny stems, —

placed another string on the
She looked as interested in

terish taste, but laboring men are hearty and ‘the work as if it was her own, and her

smell it was spoiled, and I see it has

!

Mrs. Dove
apple-frame.

ing home-place is a farmer’s kitchen when
the work is done up after.dinner!”

object to another,
I saw some cakes on the shelf that lookspying into corners, and roaming over the ed dreadful dry, so I thought it might be
reeling andwals,TTT
that you did; for that is the
1 *Tve not had time to fixup the sitting- dry up tkat ever was made. Afterall there
room this morning;” said Mrs. Payne, is nothing like old-fashioned hop yeast
‘‘you must excuse its appearance.”
to raise bread,—don’t you know that?”
“Don’t say a word,” returned the visitor, . “I use potato yeast.”
:
whose name was Mrs. Croone; ‘not one | ! «Well, that is poor stuff in my opinion,—
word, Mrs. Payne : —don’t I know ‘what it do you use much salt fish in your family
;
is tolive on u farm and havea great fami- that is something I never eat.”

J

...

‘I thought by the

once; darting from one

‘We’d watched-the sunlight flashing through
Yet not more visibly it fell,

:

Payne, slowly.
8
The visitor entered. She was rather an
old lady, bit of very quick, sprightly move-

First Wood-Flower.,
BY

finger in the mixture.

bY

of the

promises

on

the

sacred

page

made to his children ; and if Iam a child of
God, am Inotan object of his special care ?
I feel that his love and protection are always extended toward me.

He says;

“Call

on me in the day of trouble, and I will deliver thee.” I haveoften had his promises,
verified. I have never cried to him out of

it.

;
Thus ended the day at the farm house.
‘* You had a tedious time of it this morn-

ing with old. mother Croornié, didn’t you?"
asked Mr. Payne, gathering up a tray of
apples to core.
:
4
“ “Yes, but I've quite forgotten it, save in
the way of pleasant contrast, since the
grateful hours passed with Mrs. Dove this af-

ternoon. She helped me through my belated
tasks, and left quite a space for social visit-

ing besides.”
*¢ That is her way. Mrs. Croone willmake
9 calm into tempest, while Mrs. Dove is oil
on troubled waters.”
‘*“ That is true,”
thoughtfully. .

replied

Mrs.

Reader, had you ever 4 Mrs.

Payne

Croone and

a Mrs. Dove to visit you in a. day? If so
thank God that the Dove came last, for she
will send you to quiet pillows, where you
may beseech your Maker that he will create in you
a like spirit of gentleness, trust
and submission.
~

Literary Review.
.

id

We have already called attention to Prof, Day's
excellent “ Introduction to the Study of English
Literature.”
We wish it might be widely circu-

lated and carefully studied, for, more
work

of

similar

aim

which

we

than other

have

met,

its

method is philosophical, and it puts the student
on what must prove the successful path.” Here
J-i8.an extract from its chapter on the ‘‘ Formation
and growth of Language,” that is worth reading:
Language may begin with the thought of an
attribute.
Adam, we are taught, gave names

t8 the beasts of the field, as’ they were presented

to him one after another, successively.
He may
have recognized the object first,~the beast of the
field, as a single, concrete thing, a whole, before
distinguishing any one attribute ; or he may have
first recognized some one attribute, as size, color,
motion, sound, and then referred this attribute te
the object.
Both ways of thinking are alike natural,

alike

common;

and

88

words

are but

the

expressions of our thoughts, and sre determined
and shaped by them, the first words may as naturally be subject-words, since our tirst thoughts
may be subject-thoughts, as attribute-words ; and
the latter ax naturally as the former, since our
first thoughts may be attribute-thoughts,
The
child names its parent evidently as a subject first,
und then afterwards
thinks of the
attribyjce
which characterizes the parent, and extends that
attribute to other beings.
Nothing in the pature
of the case, nothing in the mature of thought or
of language, forbids the belief, then, that the beginning, the starting-point in the formation of
words, was in either subject or attribute; although it may be supposed
that the subject
would be rather taken in the infancy of language,
and the attribute in the more advanced maturity
of thought and speech.
Herder,in his prize es.
say on the ** Origin of Speech,” supposes a sheep
with its divers attributes—white, soft, woolly—
to present itself to the sight of the primitive
man, the primitive speech-former; the sheep at
‘length bleatx, and the name is at once suggested,

fs the primitive speaker exclaims, * Thou art the

bleater.”
Speech

is originated, so soon

thus given to the object.

as the

name Is

It is just as natural to

suppose that the name should have been determined by any of the possible relationships of the

object to the observer; as by one of its inherent

attributes ¢ by the sheep's being in the tield,s
field-thing, as by the attribute of bleating. a bleat-

ing thing, or bleater,

A visitor to a Deaf and

Dumb Asylum related to a class of pupils a story which was strunge and incredible.
As soon
as it was rendered, to the class by the teacher,
whole class simultaneously made the sign
the midst of trouble and perplexity but tha: the
“false.” The visitor was afierwards known by
he has appeared for my relief. Why should that sign. The name of the first ohject named,
I not then trust him, and believe that he is still further, it is perfectly supposable, may have
been determined by any sound of surprise, of
interested in me, and feels a fatherly com- 1 joy, or other feeling prompted by it, without the
passion toward my weaknesses-and infirmi- recognition of any attribute whatever, intrinsic
orrelative.
But we cannot suppose speech to
ties? Itis an all-abounding grace which originate without an occasion—to begin out of all
conditions
:
and
nothing but the objeet of which
saves us, poor creatures, and if we ask forit
we think, can be recognized as such an occasion,
in large measures, shall we not receive. it or as furnishing such condition,
« Speech, then, begins with some object thought.
thus P
:
:
It may be thought and occasionally named as &
Mrs. Payne listened with attention to her concrete
whole, without .referenge” to any particfriend : she marked the quiet, trusting ex- 4 ular attribute, whether-of property r of relathat is, us a subject; or with governing refpression of her face while she spoke. She tion,
erence to an attribute, either intrinsic ‘or relahad known Mrs. Dove for years, and always tive, that is, as a predicate. The first words in
and also new words that are not derivwondered at the remarkable ease with language,
ed from those already in use, but are prompted
which she met and performed her varied directly by the objects which they denote, may
duties; for she had many cares and respon- be either subject-words or attribute-words,

sibilities, being a wife ofa physician and a
mother of a large family of ‘ehildren. Yet
instead of having a disordered home, and
being pressed and hurried with work, go
when you

might,

Mrs.

Dove's

house

was

always a place where you would love to
linger, and she apparently at perfect leisure to welcome and entertain you,
Now Mrs. Payne heard her declare
that all the ability, strength and quietuded
she possessed came from God at her direct

It may be a matter of interest to read the same
portion of Seripture,as it appeared in four of

the leading successive

versions, which we

copy

from the same volume.
We select, as a specimen, John 14: 1-7.
The version and the date
of each are indicated, and will exhibit the progress of the work of translation.
The fourth is
from the version in common use.
WYCLIFFE—1380,
1 BE not youre herte affraied: ne drede it, yo
bileuen in god { and bileue ye in me, 2 in
the
hous of my fadir, ben many dwellyngis, if ony
thing lasse I hadde-seid t6 you,
:

intercession.
Mrs.
Dove
evidently
be-o
r I go to make redi to you a place, eftsone
lieved this too; and was it an unreasonable
I come and I schal take you
to my silf, that

view ?
:
Mrs. Payne thought the subject worthy of
her serious attention.
A religion that could
fortify against daily trials was worth possessing. Sheread the pure word on the sacred page, buphad never deemed it possible to attain to that wisdom which is first
‘¢ pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to

‘be

entreated,

full

of mercy

and

mind to spend the evening and join in the,
to her, pleasing pastime of doing apples.
Bat while she was livelily discussing the
matter with two of the farm boys, who were

much pleased with the prospect of her companionship and assistance,

one of her little

girls came in and said, **Ma

must come right

for

a man

was

hurt and

brought.

into their house for Pa to bind up his wounds,
and he wanted her to make bandages.

man had got to stay ill he was

The

better and

would require a room and attendance.”
** Poor fellow,” gaid Mrs. Dove, ** I will

make all haste to be there.”
“ Your evening is spoiled,—and

4 and whidir I go ye witen: and ye witen the
wey, 6 thomas seith to hym, lord we witen not
oldie thou goist, and hou moun we wite the

weie,

‘

6 ihesus

Si
what a

;

seith to him,

lif, no man cometh

I am

weye

to the fadir:

truthe

7

1 AND

knowe
knowe

TYNDALE—15634.
he

sayd

vnto

inme,

mansjons.

2 In

my

:
-

his

disciples:

fathers

house

oure herte be troubled.
eve

and

but bi me, 7 if

ye hadden knowe me { sothli ye hadden
also my fadir, and aftirwarde ye schuln
him, and ye han seen hym.

good

fruits.”
But it now looked to be a most desirable
thing to her, and if her neighbor could attain
it, might not the also?
These thoughts occupied her as the time
passed by in pleasant conversation till the
evening board was spread.
Mrs. Dove's rebaked apple. pie proved
excellent. The kind lady assisted in wash:
ing the supper dishes, quite making up her

home;

where I am {ye be,

Beleve in god

If it were not 8o.[ wolde

Let

not

and be-

are many

have tolde

you. Lgo to prepare-a place for you. 8 And yf
go to prepare a place for you, [ will come agayne,
and receave you even vnto my selfe, that where I
am, there maye ye be also. 4 And whither I go
ye knowe, and the waye ye knowe,
dh

6 Thomas sayde

vnto him: Lorde we

knowe

how is it possible

Also

not whyther thou goest.

for veto knowe the way? 6 Iesus sayd vnto
bim: I am the waye, the truthe and the life.
And no man

eommeth

vnto

father, but

the

by

me. 7 Yfye had knowen me, ye hud knowen
my futher also. And now ye knowe him, and
have sene him,
‘

GENEVA=—165T7,
AND

he rayd vato his

disciples, Let

not your

hart be troubled. ye beleue in God: beleue also
in me, 2 In my Fathers housse are many dwell
ing places: if it were not ko, I would

haue tolde

you: I go 10 prepara a place for you, 8 And if
g0 to prepare a place for you, I wil come again,
and reeenue you, euen voto my selfe: that where

1 am. there may ye
go ye knowe, und the

ns wuyd voto hym, Lord

also. 4 And whyther I
way ye knowe. 6 Thomwe

know

not whither

thou goest: how then is it possible fur vs to
knowe

tle way?

the Way, and

6 lesus sayd

the Truth, and

vnto

the Life,

hym, | am
No man

cometh vito the Futher, but by me, 7 If ve had
knowen me, ye sholde have knowen my Father
also, and e¢uen now ye knowe him, and haue
sene hym,
:
?

nl

Ww

OB

. —
of which the. compositor's name wis, as
appended.
When the proof was
Fathers house sent out to the author there appeared a line
God, beleeue also in me. 2 In my
are many mansions; if it were not so, I would drawn down the margin of a certain page
haue od ou: I goe to prepare a place for you. with the word “Twaddle” at the side.
Mr.
3 And if {goo and prepare a place for you, I will Hook received his proof, read
it, and
againe,and recine you vito my selfe, that
AUTHORIZED—1611.

Let not your heart be troubled :

come

where I am, thereye may
er 1goe

and

know,

yee

Jee beleeue in usual,

0

know.

way ye

Thomas saith
vnto him, Lord, we know not
Whidher thotf goest: and how can we know the
way
.
6 Jesus saith vnto him, I am the Way, the
Trueth,
and the Lif 0
Tan. commeth vito the
If yee had knowen me;
“Father but by mee.
Father also: and
ye should haue knowen m
im, and haue sene
from henceforth ye know
‘We append to these
translation

of

specimens, Dr.

Tischendorf’s

New

Noyes’s

Testament,

which may properly be regarded as representing
“the Iatest results of critical scholarship in this
department of study.

.

Let not your heart be troubled.

God,

and

have faith

house are many
would have told

Have faith in

in me. '2 In

my Father’s

mansions; if it were

not so,

don’t letit occur again.

The

case,

up

and

down

dom, no vacant,

the room,

niches

Club Re-

during his so-called

I

recollect,

learned the

the

compositors,

fact that the

article

was

but with a catholic nature. If he mistakes,
it is because he too frequently measures
men by his own standard. If he is deceived, it is because the honesty of his own
nature is so vast, and pure, and all-embracing that he cannot believe in guile in
others.
The ideal Horace Greeley is a

The

Statue

is a Con-

He looks upon the mar-

rigge-vow with the austerity of a Calvinist
or a Roman Catholic. He has no patience
with Greek or Latin, and thinks no idleness
more pernicious than the fresh and budding
years so many young men gife to Homer
and Virgil. He is a formalist. There are
many
phenomena in society which attract
his cariosity, and he will grant them a hear-

dispensation, was

«noughto defy his generation and appeal
to
posterity by writing his name upon the
bail-bond of Jefferson
Davis.
To

attempt this is caricature. And when a
—man in his day fills the spaceof Mr. Greeley any view is apt to be one-sided. You
-stand near the Sphinx, and it is a clumsy,
ponderous, shapeless rock. . You go from
it, and there comes upon you ‘‘the sad,
earnest eyes, and tranquil mien everlasting” which
have impressed travelers with
wondrous meaning. This is not the time

nor are we the men to, draw the real Hor-

ace Greeley. When his work is done we
can see what it really is, and the manner
of man that did it.
But if we were to write that character
- in a sentence,

We say

the risk of offending the tailors and
less charity,

of courage,

and

Our

drapers.

Here is a man of pure life, of sweet speech,
from whose lips no vileness comes, oftiound-

Own
—

the

best-inforrced men

to

This

kill

him

is what

to preserve

its economy.”

an enemy, a man

of station

and renown, once said to the writer. The
sarcasm is only just so far as it expresses

and do

Faces.

vices or passions.

profound face. Our fine sculptors,
Ward, Palmer and Thompson, have

Continental

about

their faces,

but

as if illumi-

not lpok narrow,

nated by a ray of theideal. The finest faces
in Europe were the faces. of Shakspeare,’
Moliere and Goethe. Their faces prove to
us that just in the measure that we escape
sordid thoughts and material cares, and oc-

cupy our minds with the beauty of nature,
the wit of men, the poetry of life, we set to

«the fooling that Mr. Greeley’s intellect op- work

a skillful sculptor, who day by: day

presses.
It is the intellect of a warrior. models with an imperceptible and sure hand
1t is always under arms, and, if you are in the heavy, expressionless clay ; and in time
the way, it marches upon you at the point the rude features become almost grand with
of the bayonet. This is the source of the goodness like Lincoln's, beautiful with trantremendous power Mr. Greeley has shown
uility like Washington's, or Titanic lke
in the political wars of America. Without
ebster’s.
3
1 .
it
Page
trick, or fence, or strategy, he moves directly upon his opponents and crushes
them. He disdains cunning. You see his
Specialties in Science.

whole array.

A

ly

———
RECOLLECTIONS.

The man who sharpened the points of nee-

London Proof Reader.

attempts

to carry on every

I remembers somewhat ludicrous anecdote velated b
@ late Theodore Hook.
In the printing office of Mr. Bentley, brother of the Dubk sher, there was aneld com-

dles all his

positor

One artisan tempers

“Twaddle.”

Gos

By carefully cultivating any one particular branch, more progress is made in accurate knowl
than when an individual

went

b

the

nickname

of

In completing a sheet of one

of Mr. Hook's novels, the copy was given

out in small takes, or portions, to each

them with

one

life,

exclusively,

much better than workmen
eyes and points.

Specialties are now

cuts

screws,

a third

department.

could

do

it

who made both

MARY,

wife

of Rev.

Baptist

church

\

of

cash

died

in

ing of that

in Fraunklinville, of

with

For

COAL SIFTER.

the

“1. One

the ¥. W.

and

whose

size of the

memory

He leaves

Mrs. MARY WARREN died in Abbot, Me.,
March 2, aged 85
years. She had’ lived an ex-

Her husband, Mr. Samuel Warren, aged

circle of

their son,

Bro.

Samuel

War-

Persons
remit the

tion to

Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
R. P. HALL

PURPOSES,

ult,

wishing
amount

the price.

in
’

cure

it cured the inventor and hundreds of ac-

York.

streets, New

Select

Flavors

FRUITS AND

Strength

and

Great

SPICES.

Economy

+
are ad-

Machines made by

L. JACKSON,

find them very

8. Harris’ Patent Coal Ash Sifters we have had in
use three years, at our stores and oy,
to ourentire satisfaction.

ARNOLD, CONST

E CO:

8

TRE

1

en Lane, N.Y.

PR

and

When

your

system

Neuralg

pain, and you cannot even turn yourself in bed, or
gitting
in a chair,
you must sit and suffer, in the
‘norn g wishing it as night, and at night wishing
ic was morning:

When you have the
NEURALGIA,
when every nerve in your being is like‘the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very
Veiys of madness:
“When you have the
SCIATICA,
;
(that I have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, mos! strength-destroying most
spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of all the diseases that can afflict our poor

When

human

you have the

LUMBAGO,

~

nature:

Neuralgic painwill be dis-

solved and pass off by the kidneys.
MANUFACTURED

Donald

BY

Kennedy,

:
Roxbury,
Wholesale Agents, Geo:

Mass.
C. Goodwin & Co., M.

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence,
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle.

*

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.
A full supply of Freewill Baptist
Books

ENGINE,

At retail
24134
may

$256

200

quire

of the

HENRY

1. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per

Purchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages

for sale.

In.

Bro.

Boston

WALTER

a

twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
This Register has a blank page for memo-

boarding.
419

long

«"C. 0. Libby,

experience

and

familiar ac-

Cor. Sec. F. M. Boc., Dover,N. H.

‘¢
«
“

LL.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
J."Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass.
Jamee A. Howe, Glneyville, R. IL

“

L.Dewey,

East Troy,

:

Pa.

[=

{FIT DOES NOT 8p :

by the

Salt

Fish

ILIOUS, DYSDEpy

$3,00.

Rooms

Is the best and only r¢liable Medicine known for
the sure d« struction of Worms of every kind in
stomach or intestines of children or adults. It has
, been t: sted for years and never known to fail in'a
over all
single instance. It has a double advan
other preparations, in that it invariably aoccomlishes the. object desired, and at the same time
eing plensant and agreeable to the taste.
It does
COMPOUND,
IT 18 A PURELY VEGETABLE
not alwavs b' ing tue worms away whole, but in a
mass of strings and shreds, combined with mucus
and morbid mutter. EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED,
Prepared ahd put up by DR. HENRY SMITH,

athis Botanic Dispensary, eign of the Good Sa
Mativath Neo. 2 Fourth

self-

0. E. BAKER, Supt.

BRADFORD ACADEMY,
BRADFORD, MASS.
TIED Term opens Mareh 31, 1860, Application
incipal,
may be made to Miss A. H. Jonusal,eyiioston,
ANDERSON, DD: KINGSBURY,
or R.
418
Bradford, Mass., Feb. 17, 1800,

VE

Cordial.

Worm

201838

for

=== >

Great Joy to- the Afflioted.
SMITH’S

of Wilton Seminary
comTuition and Iucidentals,

$2,756 and

Wo

EV RY OM, THE GOST guar )
sYM ~ REFUNDED. B¢

Co.

HOLT & Co, 102 Nassau

WILTON SEMINARY.

Boarding,

Harmon's

quaintance with all tha First Class Firms,enables him
to give valuable
rmation to all enquirers,
Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.

SOLD.—The Maguatie Pocket TIME.
20,000
KEEPER and
COMPASS, in a hand.
some case, with glass ¢rystal, white enameled dial
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, soun:
Warranted to denote
rreet time
| and serviceable.
ton fparantecd.
and keep in order two years. Batis:
Sent
post-paid for $1, or 8 for $2.
Agents®wanted,—

#7,00;

our

rethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,
at the very lowest figures.

Codfish..

Street, New York City.

it sent by mail, will
of postage in addi-

ONS

week to keep up a Music Store.
II. By sending Instruments directly from
the manufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to
give satisfac
tion after a few weeks’ use, MR. H
ON will re
fund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
ud he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
ve years.
:
.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs.
(Terms as low asthe Firm allows.) Al
80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering
Song’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
For circulars address
Rev, L, L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H,
|. We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.
L. L.
Harmon’s NEW METHOD of supplyidg Musical
Instruments in any part of the Uni
States, makes

DODD, TARR & Qo., @loucester.

.

purchasers

favored by Rey. L. L.

No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in,
exchange for New. He does this:

MAYO & Oo, Boston,and

Circulars free,

12w40

MELODEONS!

Attention is called to the fact that many

are being reatl

Onepound equal to four pounds in the usual state,
Put up ready for immediate use. Can be freshened
in TWO MINUTES.
Every family should try it.
A@-For sale by all Grocers.

enlirged

.

ORGANS!

L. R. BURLINGAME.

Manufactured

&

MACHINE.

subscriber at the Morning

Desiccated
Gloucester

of flowers

new method of sending
Melodeons, Organs and. Pianos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the leas
risk in any way.
wens per cent. is saved by purchasing of Mr,
HARMON,
He gives valuable information in re-

A Good Chance for Investment.
tar Office, Dover N. H,

ENITTING

PIANOS!

Sale.
BONDS

VEGETABLE

FOR
1869.
Every lover

Boston, Mass.

advertisement in another column,

CITY OF DOVER

SEEDS,
THE

ANTELD '~Buvirs and Sellers for the BICKFORD FAMILY KNITTER, the most reliable. invention for the household .ever made. It
knits 20,000 stitches a Haws, runs back and
and sets up its own work.
Parties
are making from
$3°to $5 per day at their homes, Our new Book of
instructions is.
plain and
licit. BICKFORD
KNITTING MACHINE CO,
Bromfield Street,

be

found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all par
ties desiring them, at our published rates, See thei

For

AND

TO

spect to keeping instruments in good tune,

-

lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
ourself in bed, and every movement will go to your
fear like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of
any of these diseases in a few days
is not the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age,
us what is!
Directions to Use.
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and

OF

GUIDE

ANSTED.—A LOAN OF $2002 ¥OR FIVE
.
YEARS on first mortgage oa lot and iwo story
and basement house in Chieagd. The house rvuts for
-$600-a year; and the Pier is-worth pot less than
$5000. Prinsipal and interest payable in exchange,
and- interest semi-annpally. GRAHAM & PIRRY,
Roox 8; Major Block, Chic
Jil,
M6

is racked with

RHEUMATIC

FREE!

Yishing this new work, free of Sharpe, should address
immediately Mf. O’KELFE, SON & CO., Ellw
&
Barry’s Blok, ROCHESVER, N.Y.
ne

FaDtham may consider this a sort of a spread:
eagle heading, but I mean every word ofit. 1

«

CATALOGUE
GARDEN
Published in January.

Dissolvent.

have been there.

[ eowly.

M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S

FLOWER

BLESSING
“iw

.

CATALOGUES

GREATEST

Kennedy's Rheumatic

Titcomb), author of
Mass., says:
They

are the Standard in all this vicinity.”
Dealers treble their sales with them.
Ask your Grocer or Druggist for them, J. W. Coltons, N. Y., Depot, Dickinson and Lathrop, 71 Maid-

AND

MEDICAL
Dr.

fine.”

olland ( Timoth,
Dr. J. G.
Kathrina, &c., of
Springfield,

MASS.

F.F. BATTLES, Agt. Mass, Cotton Mills.

nter-

on

have a positive

Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Un=
rivaled

8. Burr
& Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,
Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
Boston. W.F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port-

postage

Proprietors.

os

FRIEND.—We

OF THE CHOICEST

LOWELL,

HE SPRING TERM
mences March 10,

The

Nashua, N, HI.

Colton’s

S. HARRIS, Esq., Springfield, Mass:
e have used your Patent Sifters at
Dear Sir—
these Mills for ten years or more, and I have one also
at my house. They give entire satisfaction, and I
them to all persons who may
cheerfully recommen
want a good sifter.

N.S. C.

otherwise

and

& Co.

For sale by all druggists.

Nass.

J.

single copy is 2 eents,—six copies,6 cents—

Ham MARI of Southport, Me., lost his life
of the 26th

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING !

way and Futon

iy

or $7,00 per hundred.

received every comfort that
they
ren, where
And now,
Christian affection could bestow.
though sorrowing, their numerous family rejoice

ii the storm on the evening

OF

tracting a trade
from Lovers of Choice
Flavors
which 18 without a Parallel.
The great secret of their success is they are the true
rich flavors of the fruits ot GREAT STRENGTH.
James Y. Smith of Providence, R. I
the best Sifting Machines we have ever seen, and | EX=Gov.
wife pronounces them superior to any
cheerfully recommend them to the favorable regard | says: ‘My
she has eyer used.”
Extracts
Flavoring
.
of the public.
Ex- Gov. Wim. A. Buckingham of €onnectiR. HOE & CO.
New York.
time we have used them, and
long
a
For
*
cut says:
J. P.MOTT.

livery, withoutrthe privilege of returning,
at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

86; died Jan. 5, Though long subject to sickness,
in their old age these venerable Christian people
have at last pused suddenly away from the

home

No better evidence of its superiority need be
adduced than the fact that so many imitations of
it are offered to the public.

|

We have used the Patent Siftin,

F. Baptist Register for 1869.
This work is offered for sale, cash on de-

her early youth, and

died in full assurance of a glorious immortality,
having been borne up for months and years with
a faith which made her long
to depart and be with

Christ.

Star,

prin.

‘'oundry, and for othMr. Samuel Harris, in our Iron
er purposes, for some time past. -- We consider them

“Mighty Conquerer

PORTABLE

aged persons, as it furnishes the nucritive

ciple by which the hair is nourished and supported.
It will prevent the hair from falling out, and does
not stain the skin.

Superior Coal Ash Sifters, avolding all Dust.

our operations, thus necessitating larger
and different machines,
Persons wishing to purchase any one or
all of these, or to make inquiries concerning theth, will please address.the subL. R. BURLINGAME.
seriber.
Dover, N. H.

a widow in the evening of life'to
mourn his de‘parture.
M. W. BURLINGAME,

cellent Christian life from

very

quaintances; we will give $1,000 for a case it will not
relieve, and will send a sample free to any ‘sufferer
who will address us, SAYRE & CO., corner Broad:
“816

Springficld,

Sale.

five-hbrsé

Color

By its use.
It will make Hair grow upon bald heads. except in

Harris,

SIFTING

HAIR

GRAY

Restored to its Original Youthful

WITH EVERY KIND AND GRADE OF SIEVES.

the child-

We now have for sale at this office:

another a minister of the gospel, and another
is practicing law in the West.
Bro. P. was well
acquainted with Elder John Buzzell and a number of the fathers of our denomination,’
with
worship,

the

1 Gilman& Bro.

the confidence that they have reached their
the order of the day. inhome
gun-springs, another | invade.above which sickness and death can ever
M,
Inspects the bore, a

fourth gauges the sight, for example, and
thus every part is well done, Naturalists

day when

shall appear.”

sustained a good reputation, bore a distressing
and protracted illness with fortitude, and rests
in glorious hope.
He has left a widow and seven sons and daughters.
One son is a
physician,

he cherished with alfoctionats regund.

with

for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs

with eight-horse boiler—all in good conBaptist church in N. Tunbridge.
She was loved
by all who knew her, and was an ornament
dition.
She died peacefully, and we trust
to-the church.
2. One CugTIS & BAILEY'S ADDRESSING
is mow with the angels on high. She has left
parents, two brothers and many
other rela- MACHINE, nearly new and in good conditives to mourn their loss.
‘D. B.G.
tion.
BRrO. WARREN ALLEN died in Cornish, Me.,
8. One Newspaper FoLpEr,—8. C. ForMarch 1, aged 45 gp
He embraced religion in
Nov. last and died in hope.
He leaves a widow
saith’s patent,—which will fold a paper
and seven children to mourn their loss.
about 28 by 40 inches.
BRO. SAMUEL PENDEXTER died in Cornish;
We know these to be good machines, beMarch 5, aged nearly 74.
Bro. P. made a profuswe have used them in this office and
cause
sion of religion some 47 years
ago, and was baptized by Eld. Christopher Bullock. He was li- proved them.
Our reasons for selling them
censed to preach some thirty years ago, and his
ry.
. We have increased the
satisfacto
are
labors were blessed to the good of souls.
He

whomhe used to

begins

and Throat,

David and Caroline

united

one.

STEEMED

germ of what are now Bates |
helped to plant the
College and Maine State Seminary; and from the
results of the appropriation of that which was
committed to them, we believe fountains will be
formed from which will issue streams that will
In her later and
make glad the city of God.
lonely years, Mrs. Hathorn received feat comhristians ;
fort and enjoyment from the visits of
and especially as to a beloved som, did she look
for encouragement and sympathy from that
and servant of Christ, Rev.
faithful minister
She chose him to preach at her
Nahum Brooks.
funeral, which was attended by several other
ministers; and then the worn and wasted body
was laid away to await in hope the joyful dawn-

Grant, died of consumption in N. Tunbridge, Vt.
Nov. 29,1868, aged 18 years.
She experience
religion and was baptized by Rev. 8. E. Root,

about three years ago,

volume

OF ANY SIZE FOR ALL

31, 1868. aged

their property, they became

WATER,

SCROFWLA in all its forms!
CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!

breath
of oriental spice flowers, are not so entrancing as the . perfume of PHALON’S
‘ FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief,
Sold by all druggists.

Patent Sifting Machines,

ested ir the immediate wants of our schools; and
their timely aid and well judged benevolence

N. A. JACKSON.

ELLA, only daughter

a single

1y40

Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 36 Dey st, N.Y,
GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the

is 24

on 8 copies,
and 8, when

. MANUFACTURER

tion as above all human leadership, yet did they
not despise the means of training qur youth, our
young men in the learning of the schools, that
thus they might become men that need not be

which she remained a member until the church
lost its visibility. She lived a consistent life and
her end was peaceful.
Funeral services by the

writer.

The

Samuel

the command of the great Captain of our salva-

Franklinville, June 16, 1868, aged 71 years.
She
experienced religion some 40 years since, was
baptized by Rev. A. C. Andrus and united with

the F. W.

law,

Cures
Cures

- Adbertisements.

hood and in the years of the vigorous youth of
the peopleof their choice, yet they attested by
the acts of their’ latest days that they comprehended the needs of any religious organization
that would ccntend successfully with the sins
and errors of tha age. While they recognized

an insertion.

Windsor,

IODINE

L. B. STARR.

had lived almost at the birth, through

Not more than a

B.

new

hs

DR. H. ANDERS’

Orders are solicitfirst number in April.
ed.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

wich church, and remained thus till summoned
to the fellowship of the church triumphant.
Though they were numbered among the pioneer
men and women of our beloved denomination,and

single square can well be afforded to. any single
obituary. - Verses. are inadmissible.

Horace Greeley is the. greatest of them all. and beautiful face ; Rembrandt, a sagacious,
something

livery.

of the

tial, eternal, unchangeable love.” She and her
membersof the Woolhusband early became

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published in'the Morning Star, who do not
accompany

the

sent to one address, than on

77 years, while on a visit to Vt., the place ot his
youth. His remains were brought back to Moores
for interment by the side of dear ones that had
He embraced religion at
passed on before him.
an early age, and was one of the number that
made up the first F. W. B. church in northern
At the sare meeting he was: chosen deaN.Y.
faithful member
as a
and -continued
con,
while the church sustained its visibility. He then
united with the new church in the west part of
“the town, and attended the last covenant meeting with his brethren just before going to Vt:
Bro. Hall had taken the Moraing Star for more
than thirty years. and was a warm friend of all the
benevolent enterprises of the day. He came into this town when it was a literal wilderness, and
had to undergo all the hardships connected with
He lived to see the wilderness
pioneer life.
changed to a fruitful field. He was a- great sufferer for the last few years of hislife,on account
He bore all
of a fall which made him a cripple.
was
his afflictions with Christian patience. He
neigha good man a good townsman, an excellent of the
bor, a kind and indulgent father and one
He leaves a faithful wife,
best of husbands.
*
four sons and one danghter to mourn their loss.

disposition of

patronize it, must

MORE, Prop’r, 86 Dey st., N. Y,

Do-

The postage is payable at the office of de-

ashamed of whatever work the Master might
the
perform. While contemplating
call them to

in America, and with information upon all
t is a great misfortune to be preoccupied
subjects. If we wantedan essay on Brown- with vulgar or trivial things; they cannot
ing, or an analysis of the singular genius of make the heroic face. The reason that poSwinburne, or an estimate of the goueral- ets have such beautiful faces, in spite of
sib of Grant, we would select Mr. Greeley habits like Burns’ and Poe’s, is that they
as the one fitted to do the work. The Hor- contemplate beautiful things
and think
ace Greeley marshaling the hosts of a
d and generous thoughts.
All the
mighty party, and daily cheering on ‘Men great painters have been handscme and reand Brethren,” is not the Horace Greeley of markable-looking men.
Titian, and Rahis friends, the man we see and love. “I
hael, and Rubens, and Vandyke, readily
have known most of the men called great,” fustrate my statement.
Tintoret” had a
said a cold and keen judge of men; ‘‘but solemn and grand face; Da Vinci, a noble
honest,
Brown,

most

under

cents: a year; and no more
or any number between one

Seth
of the late Dea.
Mgrs. MARY, widow
Hathorn, died in Woolwich, Me., Aug. 20, 1868,
aged 87 years. While for several years life had
she had been
been gradually receding, and
slowly yet surely advancing to the last conflict,
dead and
the
of
tion
her faith in the resurrec
eternal life did not fail. The religion which she
sought in her youth, and the Saviour whom she
then made her friend, supported and comforted
her, and even down to old age she found “impar-

Gp—

Bgared by bodily habits,

When you come to see
great men intimately, they
generally shrink. The nearer I
come to
Mr. Greeley the greater he becomes.” Thisis what a friend says. “If
Horace Greeley were not a fool, he is
a man" of such vast and oppressive intellectual power that the world would have

and

hand and true genius that fashioned it. The
only regret that I feel about it is that it is
not to be put in bronze in America, by our
good friends at Chicopee.

a mysterious revelation. The life experiand wit. Without the scholarship that ence traces itself upon the living clay, and
would be consulted in deciding upon the for a brief moment the soul looks through a
merits of Mr. Longfellow’s translation of splendid mask of time, transfigured or disDante, he is one of

of the Myrtle,

HINKLEY.

He spent

He died Sept.

Clinton Co., N. Y.

and does the highest hottor to the cunning

equal to five cents a line, to insure

BURLINGAME,

aq

their noblest ideal of the man it represents,

The human facelis a sublime, a beautiful,

self-reliance,

was

DEA. BENJAMIN HALL was born in N. H., but
removed with his father's family at an early age to
Orange Co., Vt. In 1823, he removed to Moores,

of Philadelphia,

Brevity is specially important.

this at

7, <MARY

;

regard to this statue, and that is that it fills

we would call Mr. Greeley,

The American Gentleman.

should be sent to L. R.
ver, N. H.

first 20 years of his life in Amsterdam, N.Y.
He experienced religion when young; but soon
gave up his profession.
He lived
some four
years in Canandaigua.
During his stay here, he
was reclaimed, after which he ever lived a devoted servant of Christ.
Some 46 years ago, he
moved into Middlesex, was baptized by Rev. |
Samuel Wire, and joined tbe Middlesex church
soon after its organization.
He took an active interest in our publications. and was always deepin the success of the Morning Star
ly interested
And
and the prosperity of our beloved Zion.
during the past40 years, the prosperity and Hfe
of the church in M. has depended very much upHis self-sucrificing
on his activity and energy.
labors have often cheered on many a Christian
As he
victory.
the
and
soldier to the conflict
died of cancer, his sufferings have been intense
Still he was remarkafor the past two years.
In his death, the
bly submissive and patient.
town has lost a worthy citizen; the church, a succompanion, one
;-his
faith
the
cessful defender of
of the Kindestof hushands, and a large circle of
children, one of the best of fathers.

coln in her life, and of course was totthed
by no personal associations. There is but
one voice among all the Americans here in

of speed do blow in the editorial sanctum,
and that it is—saving your authorship—
enough to read without explaining why the
reading is not satisfactory.
Ah, but says Artaxerxes,it is so disagreeable, so mortifying, to receive your manuscript” back again. And how long would
you buy a jagazine conducted upon the
principle of printing whatever was sent in
order to spare the feelings of the writer?
No, good friends and fellow-authors, use
‘the same sagacity in dealing with the mag-,
azine and your contributions that you do in
all other relations and business, and you
will not regard an editor as not only your
natural enemy, but a proud and insolent
tyrant likewise.— Harper's Magazine.

R. Hayden.

born in Fairfield, Conn.

that she remained in the apartment, yet I
was assured she had never seen Mr,
Lin-

to editors, little know how the stormy winds

Bre-

departe

DEA. IRA HAWLEY died in Middlesex, N. Y.,
of cancer, Jan, 20, aged 76
years. Bro. H. was

through which he had been brought to the
crowning act of his life, and hissense ofthe
importance of the act itself. Such was the
effect of the statue upon.one lady whom I
noticed in the little gathering of Americans
present, that she wept during all the time

it, the publication of the magazine would
necessarily be suspended. You gentlemen,
who sit at home at ease and write epic poems and novels and essays, and mail them

brave

You can write no man in a sentence.

Rev.

Abraham Lincoln in his frock-coat and trousers. The face, deeply lined, earnest, solemn, sad, tells its own story of the struggle

He felt ev- bution that he must return, why he returned

battle;
and those who knew his heart
, no doubt, say that those years of blood
were to him Gethsemane years, and dark as
Calvary. Yet the man who looked upon

Our

themselves to God. His funeral was attended by
a large and sorrowing congregation. Sermon by

this cloak is the only ‘‘accessory.” In one
hand itholds an open scroll, representing
the.emancipation proclamation, and in the
There is nothing else but plain |
other-a pen.

wie;” that is, what is magazineable.
It
would take him a very long time to exPi
fe like the sea-breezes. Down in his plain, and he might not satisfy you after
heart, we have no doubt, he ranks Mrs. all in the particular case of your article.
Hemians aboye Tennyson.
He compares But his-instinet is final for his purpose, and
one of Browning's most noted compositions you ought to understand that it is no kind
to Macbeth and Hamlet! He does not ac- of reflection upon your article. If he should
cept woman's rights. The war jarred upon stop to explain to every writer of a contri-

died in Douglas,

Nov. 20, “1868.

becoming paralyzed, he signified his desire that
all his relatives and friends should consecrate

ap-

a cloak,

Iowa,

:
. KEENE.

before reason left him and when his tongue

Lincoln.

thrown

N.JouNsSTON

Cures Dyspepsia and IDebility.
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Vitalizes and sed
the | tended for
addres
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CAUTION.—All
e has the-name ‘ PERUto Rev. J. M. BArLEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.
| VIAN SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
All orders and remittances for the paper glass. A 82-page pamphlet sent free. J. P. DINS-
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‘Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
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hy
PostaGge.—The postage on a single copy
his bed and gave them his parting counsel. - Just

bronze, possess in-it the finest representation

chair, over which is

Co.,

a

Invigorates the Brain,

obtrusive in manners, in every place in which
he lived he was an esteemed and respected citizen. His last illness was typhoid fever, and his
sufferings were extreme, but he bore them with
Christian fortitude. He called his family around

Q—

suceess, and th®'cigg

A

brother was born in Holland, Vt., July 26th, 1829,
was converted when young, and fourteen
years
o joined the F. W. B. church. Quiet and un-

extant of the honored and lameated subject.
The figure of Mr. Lincoln was not an elegant one, and the marvel of the statue is
that, without the addition of a single fictitious grace,it presents Mr. Lincoln to the eye
as'a grand man. The figure is seated in a

but an editor feels the false note as surely
as the teacher.
He knows instinctively—
or he is not a good editor—what is ‘‘availa-

ing; but he gives them no support.
His
oly is conservative.
Browning gives

war as a_ terrible

EDWIN

mer

for which it has been modeled; will, after
the Munich founders have translated it into

not state bis reasons for declining a contribution. Dear sir, an editor is an autocrat.
The king wills it—that is his reason. In
other words, he does not know his reason.
When a sensitive teacher is instructing his
Wei upon the piano he exclaims, ‘Hi! hi!
t's a false note!” But, good ‘‘Imperator,” shall he undertake to show to her exactly why itis a false note? Now editing
ig by no means so exact a science as music;

tariffs, land, education, society, labor, .poetry, religion, all receive conservative sup-

his humanity, and pained him.

*

What do you suppose I went first to see

grand

sus-

BR a

rew ‘her

time of trial came her faith was Suons.

in Rome ? Not St. Peters, nor the - Coliseum,.but Randolph Rogers’ colossal statue of
Abraham Lincoln. [t was unveiled to the
public the morning after my arrival, and I
wig among the first to pay it attention and
homigge: It is, withopt any qualification, a

Wo

fiend.

mind from the things of this world, and when

Dr. Holland, writing from Rome to the
Springfield Republican, says: |,
.

from

“Imperator” wishes to know why, in the
interest of a sound literature, the editor will

servative. Take any question about which
men differ, and Mr. Greeley will be found
to have conservative tendencies. Marriage,

of Abraham
——

Editor.
—

enlarged

i

WITEICUT ALOOEIOLy

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

pleasure of her ac

tain in her death the loss of a worthy
:
:

smooth caliber, and fluids circulate through
them with the same freedom that the vitalized blood of an elephant runs its rounds
from the center to the periphery of that
huge mass of mighty muscles.
:
How grand the thought, how solemn the
contemplation of the attributes of the God
of all, who by a fiat of his will said, Lux, ef
uz fuit—*‘Let there be light, and there was
light."— Hearth and Home.

when

"Tonic,

excellence i# equal to that of any other pa-

the

nice a finish

Iron

quaintance, speak in high terms of her and

but others who enjoyed the

Tubes, the four thousandth part of the diameter of a fine hair, have a beautifully

editorship,

the pen of Thackeray, they saw with others’
eyes, and discovered beauties in what they
had previously considered incoherent nonsense.
:
aN

opinions,

ery

As

An

ness in her household and those of near relatives,

unoccupied spot or place.

of creation.

PERUVIAN SYRUP,
Makes the Weak Strong.

Living forms gush into being every where,
in water, air, and the profoundest, darkest

called upon to ‘‘charge their lines,” being
puzzled what to name an article so sent in,
one suggested “A Tale without a Name;”
but at last they agreed to call it “The Raving of a Madman.” When, however, they

ports. That's Horace all over.” To those
~who know the real Horace Greeley, the ideal
is a poor and annoying imitation.
Mr.

port from him.

that covers

~

|. “Cures Chronic Diseases.

and fight too, among

membrane,

The Myrtle.

first of April. It is printed on paper ofa
very superior quality, and its mechanical

a collaborator dwells
with exceeding interest on the character of
or

“5

and much improved about the

In one of the recent numbers of the Mi-

the issue,

:

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

PERMELIA, wife of Mr. George 8. Stevens,

themselves, like politicians.

Twaddle,indeed ?”

to me an article which afterward

Cornhill

eccentric genius, who

Radical ; the real Horace Greeley

earthy, they quarrel,

well,” he" ob¥#

and the number of pages set up and deleted
would scarcely be credited. He was too
good natured to refuse a paper submitted
by a friend, and too little of an editor to go
through the drudgery of reading articles in
manuscript, generally confining himself to
the composition of his own papers, to some
of which he occasionally failed to give titles till they came to him in proofs. In one

wears a white coat and is wise upon electionreturns and sub-soil plowing.
Wendell
Phillips speaks of the distress he inflicted
upon a simple-minded farmer, who was
driving him todecture in some far-off Western town, bysaying that Mr. Greeley was
not the author of the Market Reports and
the Book Reviews of the Weekly Tribune.

of pronounced

papers on minute discoveries—so small the

and only daughter of Jason and Permelia King;
died in Monmouth, Me., Feb. 24, aged 33 years.
e-was-baptized-by-Rev.-A,
Strout, -and-united

Thackeray was a very careful writer, put- pertains to each and all, however humble,
ting in all the points necessary to the sense, ‘lowly, or small, as in the highest types of
No slighted workand leaving moding to be added by com- intellectual manhood.
positor or reader.
was engaged on the manship can be detected within or without.

ideal and the real. The ideal is an odd
combination. It is the work of James Gordon Bennett and the Weekly Tribune, a kind
of grotesque Socrates; a sublime, magnifi-

‘Yes, but he writes them Farmer

wos

~world -never-would
have believed “there | with
Sb the I, W. B. church in 8. Dover, Me, The
were such little, invisible monsters, in the death of Sister Stevens has not only caused sad-

appeared in a popular magazine.
And not
a little proud was I of the honor done me.

—

Greeley is a man

walked

dictating

The Independent has an article on Mr.
Greeley, from which we make the following

¢

ngto return and attend the burialon Sunday, but
was himself bm ied inthe ragiog waters, without coffin or shroud.
P. HINKLEY.

tongue of certain reptiles. Who but him
deavored to translate into sense. I found would ever have thought it a topic of any
him busy writing in his chambers, and hum- importance, one way or the other? Butit
bly represented
that his manuscript was is solely by special attention to distinct obscarcely as plain as it might be. ‘‘Plain,” jects in the field of inquiry, that an aggreexclaimed
his lordship; “it is illegible! gation of facts, the product of many invesHere, boy,. can you write?” I told
him T tigations, finally establishes something that
otherwise might not have been suspected—
could.
‘Well, then,” said he, ‘sit down
and write what I tell you.” And for three namely: that there is no void in the king-

Horace Greeley.

cent, erratic fool ; an

There is a Microscopical Society in Lon-

the compositors and readers had in vain en-

hours he

Orders are solicited from all parts of the
country.

don, that deals in little things not to be seen
by unassisted optics. It also issues a monthly publication, that abounds'in very learned

Mvertisments.

day be-

Georgetown,

Afterwards, with a boy, he went to Bath and

ing minute differences in species.

careléss writers. Itonce happened to me
to take to his lordship a manuscript which

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

Greeleys.

Jrocdred a coffin and robe for his brother, intend-

of describ-

Lord Brougham was oné of those fast,.| croscopic Journal,

I am, ye al-

~ so may be. 4 And ye know the way whither I go.
5 Thomas saith to him, Lord, we know not
. whither thou goest; how then do we know the
way? 6 Jesus saith to him, I am the way, and the
truth. and the life; no one comethto the Father
but through me. 7 If ye knew me, ye would
know my Father also; and from this time ye
know him, and have seen him.

There are two Horace

have only generalized, instead

served, ‘I shall sayno more about it; but

a place for you; and when I have gone away and
prepured a place for you, I will come again, and

extract:

“Well,

on the

and had left his home: at two o’clogk that morning to visit the afflicted family and relatives,

full enjoyment of life, had the microscope
| plaio_away the matier _in that fashion. I not been invented. One is amazed atthe
in this
periodical.
ave
read the passage over: Rod DYOR SEain evelations appearing
:
inl)
and
though it is certainly not very brilliant, “Whole nath 5
I don’t think
it deservesto be called, ‘Twad- surface that could not be recognized withdle!” The reader protested, and assured out a multiplying glass of extraordinary
him that the man was so called in the of- powers. They have quick locomotion, vofice, and offered to send for him to confirm racious appetites, and, what more than any
his assertion. But Theodore Hook would thing else shows they are of the earth,

1|not be convinced.

He had

fore of the death of his brother

escaped the sharp-eyed philosophers who

icism, he did not think the reader was quite
the man to make it. Mr. Bentley sent for
the reader, who explained the circumstance
to the novelist. Mr. Hook heard him pa:
y,
but-was
by no means satisfied with’
the explanation offered. ‘It is very ingenious of you, Mr, Reader,” said he, ‘to ex-

you. 8 For I go away to prepare

take you to myself; that where

to his home.

brought it back to the .office with the re-'
mark that, ‘though he was not above crit-

be also. 4 And whith-

the

are some studying the structure of bones,
some the nerves, others the organs of sense,
and many in search.of i
that have

re

‘ab

orders

be
should

sta,

Dover, N. H.~t0 whom )

addressed.

2

Dover, N. X., Oct. 1808.
we
hereby cert
We the undereiged,
and
used Dr Smith’s celebrated Worm HY
ean cheerfully recommend 4tas one of the
b

medcienes in 180, and are confident it will accom:

plish all that be c'aims for it.
Mr:. George Kingsvury, Nathaniel Brad
Co son, Alvert 8 . Tash, 1. N. Wentworth,
.
Ricker, Mary E, Baker—Dover N. IH,

‘
”

Hirar
ar
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berlain, who opened the door, noticed that

the

stands is—Stearns, 35,761; Bedel,

gt

31,096; scatter. _gural contains about public _¢redit and payment

and it Was passed ater some debate by a ing, 31. Three small towns remain tobe heard |
vote of 42 to 18. Inthe House a large number | from which gave last year Republican 13, Demo-=

ingold.
But there is a debt just as sacred as the
bonds, the debt we owe to the Southern loyalists,

of bills were introduced and referred, after which | cratic, 24.

the Standing Committees were announced.
The
Committees of Ways and Means, Appropriations,

black and white.

|

Hon. James Guthrie died at Louisville, Ky., on
Judiciary, Banking, and Currency, Claims, Par || the 10th inst., in his 77th year, He was a lawyer,
cific Railroads, Public Lands, and Private Land and served in both branches of the Kentucky

Claims are especially strong.

"at the head of Ways and Means, with Hooper,
Allison, Maypard and Brooks, who were members of the Committee in the last Congress. |
McCarthy takes Griswold’s place, Kelly that of

Moorhead, and Marshall

is substituted

|

this Cowmnmittee Beaman and Kelsey remain. |
Schofield was promoted to the Chairmanship of |
Naval Affairs, and Dickey put in his stead. |
Judge Lawrence

was

transferred

from

the

Ju-

diciary Committee, and Washburne of Wisconsin,

Sargent of California, Col. Niblack, and Beck. |

added, in place of Spalding, Butler,

Nicholson.

The Committee

on

4

for Ni-

black. ‘Dawes succeeds Washburne
as Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations.
On

Phelps,

Banking

“A bill repealing and altering certain tests and
statutes aflecting the constitutions of the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, has been
passed to a second‘ reading in the British House
of Commons.
A petition of ‘Irishmen for the disestablishment of the Irish church has been presented to
Queen Victoria.

and

Currency is greatly strengthened by the promotion of Garfield to'the Chairmanship, and the seA nephew of Senor Olozaga, the late Spanish
lection of Lynch of Maine.
Mr. Bingham is pro- |
representative at Paris, was killed at Madrid in a
moted to the Chairmanship of the Committee on
duel on Wednesday.
.
the Judiciary. Judge Noah Davis of New York
The Cuban insurgents are reported to have
is second on this Committee, and Gen. Butler
won decisive victories at Mayori and Villa Clara.
third.
Gen. Butler takes Boutwell’s place as
antl there was a rumor to the effect that SantiaChairman of the Committee on Reconstruction.
go de Cuba had fallen into their hands, - A minCullom of Illinois succeeds Ashley as Chairman
ister from thei provisional government has arrivof the Committee on Territories. Clark of Kan-

‘sas replaces

Windom as Chairman

Commerce.

Gen.

Logan

takes

of the Com-

Garfield's

posi-

tion at the head of the Committee on Military
Affairs.
Ingersoll leayes the District of Columbia, and takes charge of the Committee on Roads
and Canals, and Coburn takes Hurlburd’s place
as Chairman of the Committee on Public Ex.
penditures.
Banks remains at the head of the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Farnsworth at

the head of the Committee
Post

Roads,

Laflin

on Post-Offices and

in charge

of

the

Public

Printing, and Morrell at the head of the Committee on Manufactures.
.
A joint resolution for the protection of the government interest in the Union Pacific Railroad
Company, and a bill relating to judge-advocates
in’ the army, were passed, and a large amount of
business on the Speaker’s table was disposed of.

On Tuesday, the Senate

laid the House reso-

lution to adjourn on the 26th instant on the table, and passed the joint resolution in relation
to the provisionsl government of Virginia and
Texas, and the bill to reorganize the navy,
The

. bill to repeal
up and
siderable
thereon,
sion, and
the bill

the tenure-of-office act was taken

debated at great length and with conspirit, but before any action was had
the Senate went into an executive sesafterwards adjourned.
In the House
relating to ‘nickel coinage was taken up,

and after some

discussion recommitted,

and

af-

ter the announcement of some changes in the
‘Committees, the Jlouse adjourned.
On Wednesday, the morning hour in the United States Senate was taken up in the. introduction of bills. and resolutions, andat its expiration the bill to repeal the tenure-of-office
act came up and was discussed until; the «ad-

journment.

LL. D. from his Alma Mater.

Inthe House a joint resolution sup-

the bill to sell the

Chattanooga rolling mills, and the resolution
directing the committee on printing to consid
er the expediency of
printing the journal
of Willian
Maclay,
a Senator from
Pennsyl-

vania in the first Congress, containing
of secret debates,

were

passed.

The

debate

on

and con-

tinued until adjournment.
In the House the
resolution ordering the Capitol grounds to be

cleared of certain buildings, and the joint resolution for the relief of Mr. Blanton Duncan were
passed. A joint resolution providing that commanders- of southern military districts shall be

_ allowed thirty days in which
® removal of officers ineligible

12

to complete the
uhder the four-

of light milori green.

The thirty cents have

an

eagle facing to the left, with outspread wings
teenth amendment, was introduced, debated at resting on a shield, with flags grouped on either
considerable length and finally, the House reside. Above the eagle are thirteen stars, arrangfusing
to second the previous question, the reso- ed in a semi-circle. The eagle ‘and shield is in
lution was recommitted to the Reconstruction | carmine, while the flags are in blue.
The ninety
Committee.
:
cent stamps bear.the head of Lincoln in an 'oval.
The portrait is in black, while the surrounding
On Friday, inthe Senate, bills continuing the
ornamental scroll work is carmine. All the deeducational and collection departments of the
Freedmen’s Bureau until January 1st, 1870, con- signs mentioned above are surrounded by handsome ornamental stroll work. The thirty-cent
cerning divorce cases in the District of Columbia,
and regulating the rights of married women in stamp is the most beautiful of the lot,for it blends
the District of Columbia, were passed.
The bill in one group all the national emblems—the eagle,
the shield, the flag and the stars—and algo the
to earry into effect the decreesof United States
national colors, red, white and blue.
courts awarding compensation for British vessels
illegally seized, during the rebellion, was discussed with considerable spirit until the close of
the morning hour, when the tenure-of-office debate was begun and continued wuntil the end of
the legislative session.
Inthe House, the consideration of the Indian appropriation bill in
committee
of the whole occupied nearly the
whole session. Just before the adjournment the
bill was reported to the House and passed.
The
bill appropriates over four willions of dollars,

. GOVERNOR WISE has-at

The bill’ to repeal the tenure-of-office act was

then taken up aod debated, without action, until
the adjournment,

)

WHILE

Inaugural

MISCELLANEOUS,

An order has heen

issued

by

lins directing the consolidation

Secrétary

Raw-

of the

infantry

regiments in the service, in accordance

with the

new law for the reduction of the army.
three white

and two negro regiments

GENERAL

Address

GRANT

to the

was

reading

Twentywill

com-

prise the permanent force.

to

his

tens of thougands in

front of the Capitol, his little daughter, a fair haired girl, dressed in blue, being most uncomfortably
crowded near by, pressed through and innocently made her way to the side of her father, where
she stood evidently cbnscious that she was now
entirely safe. The scene was touchingly impressive, and almost overwhelming to every beholder.
There stood the Great Hero, calmly proclaiming
his policy in burning words, going every whither
on the wings of lightning to the ends of the earth;
and beside him his innocent child, fondly clinging
to him for that safety and protection which

" Hon.

and. #s

Samuel

est rivers of North Ameriea.

production of this invaluable cereal, and in 1860
it stood eight—while in the former year it was
the twenty-fifth in the number of acres improv-|
ed, and in 1860 the fifieenth.
:

In 1849, Jowa stood eighteenth in the States in
the production of corn, coming next to the old
State of New Jersey at that early day. In 1859,
it was the seventh, raising about five per cent.
of all the corn produced in the country, and now
ranking next to Tennessee; the other States
standing above her being, in their order, Illinois,
Missouri, Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky.
The
census of 1870 will very probably place Iowa
third in the order of the States in the production
of this grain.
Stock-raising and wool-growing are profitable
pursuits, all kinds of live stock thriving finely in
all parts of the State, no contagious or epidemic
diseases having ever prevailed.
Fruit-raising amply remunerates the producer.
Of late years attention has been largely devoted
to the cultivation of grapes, with the most gratifying success. In 1800, there were 549,179 pounds
of grapes raised, against 390,409 in 1864. In 1866,
there were 1,075,177 fruit trees in bearing, and
in 1864, 636,458. These figures tell their own
story, and show the steady advance in productive ~wealth. »
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. prineipal political supporter was Senator Pomeroy, who pressed her appointment earnestly, not
only onsccount
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of her services to the Union, but
rec
of woman’s rights,
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attitude of the English Embassador in the United
States.
9s LETTER from Paris states that at the fourth

court ball at the Tuileries, both the Emperor and
the Empress lavished attentions and marks of
kindness on Mr, and Mrs, Burlingame. The

Empress bégged Mrs. Burlingame to accept a
“| splendid brush set| with pearls and diamonds
at her hands, and the Emperor went_ with Mr,
Burlingame for half an hour into the smoking
room, where he handed him one of his own
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principle of evaporation and absorption is the only
method by which inflammation ean be instantly removed,
But the absorbents will not drink
readily, for the flesh 18 of an oily nature, and

water
water

rolls off. Hot liniments have utterly failed, for they
always inflame and burn the flesh wherever applied,
while oils or ointments clog the pores and prevent
the escape of morbid matter. Bat a preparation has
been made and already tested on over 500,000 people,
suffering all kinds of pain and disease that is possible
to enumerate, and it acts like magic on each and every
individual, Itis limpid as water, and is as harmless;
will not stain or smart, and so prepared that the ab-
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The number of pounds of grapes produced in
Ohio in 1867, was nearly four times as large as in
1866, and more than twice as large asin 1865. In
1867 the number of pounds of grapes gathered was
5,626,277; in 1866, 1,469,467 ; and in 1865, 2,487,607.
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In these days, when diseases of the throat prevail, and particularly a dry, hacking cough, which
is notonly distressing to ourselves, but to our
friends and to those with whom we are brought
into business contact, those thus afflicted may
be benefited by trying the following remedy : Last
fall we were induced to try what virtue there
was in common salt. We commenced by using it
three times a day, morning, noon and night.
We

ant, and after a few days’ use, no person who
loves a nice, clean mouth, and a first rate sharpener of the appetite, will abandon it.
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gargle have the impression
that it is unpleasant.
Such is not the case. On the contrary it 1s pleas-

Illustrations will form an important feature in the

Plan of he JOURNAL. Neatly every number will be

ase

Southern,sup . .. @.. .. | Beans, ¥. bush.
haup 6% @ 8 50 | Smal ip
1128425

with

about half a tumblerful of cold water.
With this
we gargled the throat most thoroughly just before meal-time.
The result has been that during
the entire winter we were not only free from the
usual coughs and colds to which, as far as our
memory extends, we have always been subject,
but the dry, hacking cough has entirely disappeared. - Weattribute it entirely to the salt gargle, and do most cordially recommend it to those
of our readers who are subject to disease of the
.
throat.
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bread-food for a year, * The king himself is served by the field.”
May our King receive His due!

cissolved a large teaspoonful of common

and in its practice as. an
receive the full consideration to which it is

will

medium do..7 00 @ 8 00 | Lard, bbl. B....19. @ 19%
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than half a million of acres will be tilled and
seeded, between Jan. 1st and Feb 15th.producing,
at the estimate of an average crop, 6,000,000 centals of wheat; worth, at present prices, more than
$10,000,000, and sufficient to supply a population

in California,

Pork,

choice extrall % @13 Ww |

Vallejo, where the

three times larger than ours

MEAL,

6 50 @

Wedirh sup-5 = : 3 %

eye can range over a considerable portion of three
or four agricultural counties, it gladdens the heart

to see the broad rich belts of dark loam widening
perceptibly and daily under the plow. More

AND

extra brand

The past week has been remarkable for the
vast extent of soil put under tillage. The rains
were late, so that all cultivators were prepared to
improve the opportunity.
A greater number of
farmers are in the country than ever before.
More improved machinery for fallowing and seedingisemployed.
And the copious yet gentle rains
of the first of the month prepared the earth admirably for culture.
Standing upon the summit of

one of the high hills back of

| 8h

ick.5 50 @ 9 00 | Eastern...18 00 @19 00 | undeniably emitled.

St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. o. | Clear......% 00 837 00

withstanding, the following paragraph from the
San Francisco Occident of Jan. 10th *‘smells like
a goodly field :”
»

minutes; or mount a bucket of gram if set down
while in a hurry, and devour half of it; or dip
their not always tidy bills into a pail of milk

using them,
In the summer about one dog and two or
three boys are required to keep the hens out of
the garden and strawberry patch; and ‘drive
them home from the neighbors,~and,by the way,
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Seeding Time in California.

grain to four times pay the value of her body,
to say nothing about the annoyance of having
a flock of twenty or thirty plunge into the corn

1

poultry

{1
£X 150M

all ..ens.6 00 @ 6 25 | Kerosene.......38 @.. 40 | Power of clear and impressive statement.

FEATHER!
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FLOUR.
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which is set upon the barn floor while filling
another, and lucky if some overgrown shanghai
does not jump into,it, or upset the whole;or
having to clean a harness, fork and shovel hand-

Shee

down as a false prophet.— Ohio Farmer.

WhiteWest'rn1

ted entailed the mission of Mr. Reverdy
Johnson.
But the blunder was fatal. The
fegotiations
should have been carried on at Washington, and crib every time the door is left open for a few

the position and attitude of Mr. Reverdy Johnson
in England should have been the position and

than

gives

the

He will lose dollargswhere dimes

sible, * of high rank,”*but,
at any rate, “ of fore-

bassador to

who

APPLES,

farmer who has no other convenienceg
fyr them
than a pole put up in the barn for a perdh, and

an’ who was fo devoted to our soldiers Tiring
fully acknowledged by the officers of the Union

business

it profitable.

that

man

at will, and have a'taste for the Smprovement of

the writer says, is attributable

fact
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amount to three times the value of all the eggs
received,
and carcasses besides, he may put us

Pay?

may be truthfully answered
no, by others.
The profits
keeping
fowls
depend
enfacilities for the business.
poultry-houses
constructed
may be confined and liberated

no picket fence around his garden,

the

keep pace.

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, March 17, 1869.

ps

publishes a letter recommending that John Bright
be sent on a mission to the United States to carry
outthe Alabama negotiation, the failure of which,
to

not

17 |Cuba, tart......03 @.
60 | do sweet....00
@.

eiraanernsd0. Ge 81 |

JAVA

cause is, we do not know, but should attribute
it to the inherent difficulty of fowls deteriorating

to two

the fifteenth of the. States of the Union in the

Mr. Thornton, a mere diplomatist, was sent Em-

army as having rendered efficient aid during
their operations against the rebel capital. Her

Its area is 55.045

but on the prairies it is usnally from one

President Grant bas appointed as Post-mistress
of Richmond,
Va., Miss Van Lew, the loyal wom-

the war, and whose services have been so grate-

of Iowa, ad-

{ thus deseribed by an‘eminent geologist who examined it with the critical eye of science—Dr.
James Hall,of Albany, N.Y.
He says: “The
upper portion of the material constituting the
superficial covering of the prairie is always finely comminuted, and usually has few loose boulders or fragments of rock scattered through it,
although they sometimes lie upon the surface in
| isolated groups, or singly. Upon the great prairies in Central Iowa one may frequently travel
over a large extent of surface without seeing a
single stone, not even so much asthe smallest
pebble.
In the swales and in some of the bottom lands, especially in the southern part of the
State, the rich black vegetable mold is very deep,

' A PROMINENT

and

portionate profit does

MOLASSES.
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ing is made an extensive business. "On a small
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scale it is often highly profitable,
but when the
number is increased to a large amount, the pro-

up after them;

dresses a letter to Peter Cooper in which he
gives, in detail, a description of the state of Iowa
and its resources.
We extract the following:
The State of Iowa is situated centrally in the
Union, bounded east and west by the two great-

gn
people but of all the noble, freedom-loving race of carth, . God bless father and child!

only of

and

summer keeping, can make poultry business pay,
if not carried to too great an extent. Itis very
seldom that any one succeeds when poultry-keep-

attention

Resources.

a
Merrill, Governor

This question
yes, by some, and
and losses from
tirely upon the
Those who
have
so that their flock

-beaytifully illustrated the condition not

-S

:

last surrendered

John Brown.
He thus makes his confession :—
For myself I praise God for the war every
day, notwithstanding its disaster and deaths, as a
special providence, indispensable to free me and
my heirs forever from the weakness, if not wickedness, of African slavery.

On Saturday,in the Senate, a bill relating to
judge<advocates in the army was ‘introduced and
its immediate consideration asked, but the Senate ordered its indetinite postponement.
A resolution for the appointment of a committee of
seven on political disabilitios was adopted, and

the committee was afterwards announced with
Mr. Robertson of South Carolina as chairman.
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CANDLES.

late and

their depredations, mark down the amount of
grain fed and destroyed; fruit stolen by them;
injury done in the garden; time spent cleaning

feet. The subsoil is almost invariably a quite
cents are orange color, and bear a shield on which argillaceous loam, and there is a gradual passage
rests an eagle with outstretched
wings,
the . downward into a material in which, though contwelve cent denominations are in milori green,
taining sandy portions and occasional pebbles,
with a representation of an ocean steamship. The
the
argillaceous
element greatly preponderfifteen conbglenominations represent the landing ates.” =
:
of Columbus.
The picture is in Prussian blue,
A few statistics of the crops of 1866 and other
and the scroll and ornamental work is in pale, years, will give some idea of our resources.
India red. The twenty-four cent stamps have an
Wheat is grown in every county of the State,
admirably executed representation of the Declaand no part seems unfavorable to its production
ration of Independence, the picture being in pur- in generous quantities. Spring wheat is the vaple lake, while the scroll and ornamentsl work is
riety mostly raised. ‘As early as 1850, Iowa was

sketches

the tenure-of-office act was then begun

_

Tue Post OFFICE Department will, in a few
days, or as soon as the present issue of stamps is
disposed of, commence the issue of the new series.
These new stamps were prepared by the American Bank Note Company, and are in the very
highest style of art. The symbols upon the
stamps are in-keeping with the spirit of the age
and the peculiar character of our institution. The
one cent stamp has the head of Franklin; the
color is Roman ochre.
The two cent denominations are light bronze,and have the post horse and
rider; while the three cent stamps, which are of
of imperial ultramarine, have a locomotive heading to the right. The six cent stamps are of the
same color as the three cent denominations, and
bear the head of Washington.
Those of ten

plying omissions in the enrollment of some of the
General appropriation bills of the last session,
was reported and passed.
During its discussion
an excited debate sprung up between General
Batler and Mr. Schenck, which was as personal
and contradictory as parliamentary rules would
allow.

On Thursday, in the Senate,

ny Domestic.

~,

pleasure in preparing good and comfortable win-

Let

square miles, nearly as great as that. of all England, much greater than that of Ireland, and
nearly twice as large as Scotland.
Its surface is
over ninety per cent. prairie, nearly all !‘ rolling” or undulating; only a small part being what
is denominated ‘flat prairie;” and while there
are no mountains, there is a constant succession
of gentle elevations and depressions, and along
the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, bold emied at New York, and will at once go vo Wash- nences and picturesque valleys heighten the
beauty of the scenery.
The table lands between |
ington and endeavor to obtain official recognithe waters of the two great rivers, according to
tion.
the report of our State Geological survey, attain
inthe northern part of the State an altitude of
Paragraphs.
1,400 feet above the level of the sea.
EX-GOV. SAMUEL DINSMOOR of New HampThe State has many fine streams.
The Des
shire recently died in Keene. Ie was born in, Moines river, over three hundred miles long, the
that
town
in the. year
1799,
and was in Iowa, the Cedar, and other large streams, flow
the seventieth year
of
his age.
He gradinto the Mississippi, while numerous tributaries
uated at Dartmouth College in 1814, when not of the Missouri drain the western counties.
quite fifteen ygars old.
He subsequently read
These streams are almost invariably skirted with
law, was admitted to the bar, and commenced
timber, sone of them heavily wooded. This
practice in Keene about 1822. From his father—
timber consists of elm, black walnut, oak, linSamuel Dinsmoor the elder—who was alse
Govden, cottonwood, hackberry, sycamore, poplar,
ernor of New Hampshire, and a membh®of Conash, and other varieties of forest trees.
gress besides, young Dinsmoor inherited strong’
Coal, which is found in many
parts of the
Democratic principles, and was frequently given
State,’is a source of vast wealth, which is being
positions-of honor by his party.
He was
four
rapidly developed.
In 1866, our State Census
years Clerk of the State Senate,and was Governor
shows there were 99,320 tons taken out, against
in 1849, 1850 and 1851. The duties of Chief Magis66,664 in 1864. Peat has also been discovered
trate of his State he discharged in an able, faithwithin a few years in many parts of the State, in
ful and acceptable manner.
In 1851 the “John
quantities which promise an abundant supply of
Atwood trouble” arose in the Democratic ranks
fuel.
;
of New Hampshire. and there was no election of
This part of the republic. is favored with a deGovernor by the people, and Mr. Dinsmoor was
lighttul climate, eminently conducive to health
chosen by the Legislature.
Some twenty years
and longevity.
Pulmonary complaints, in parago or more, the deceased retired from business
ticular, are comparatively rare.
This is espeto énjoy a large property left him by his futi®r,
cially worthy of consideration by the immigrant
who died in 1835, at almost exactly the same age
from the old world.
:
as that of his son.
Among
Gov. Dinsmoor’s
A soil of surpassing richness affords an abun.
classmates at Dartmouth was the late Hon. Thaddant supply of all the necessaries. and many of
deus Stevens.
-In 1851 he received the degree of the luxuries of life. The character of this soil is|

mittee on Indian Affairs. Dixon of Rhode Island
succeeds Eliot as Chairman of the Committee on

tlie same day

to bad management. -

FOREIGN.

The Duke of Montpensier says that while he
does not seek the Spanish throne, he will accept
the crown if it shoyld be offered him.

and

This debt is their immediate

“and perfect protection.
If either debt is entitled
to precedence, this comes first in obligation’ and
importance.
This is to be paid in blood long

Legislature ; was Secratary. of the Treasury un. |der Pierce; 'and was afterwards United States
Senator.

Schenck remains

ARE
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any other
re-planted,

tr
business,

"ter quarters, and fits up proper

ER

~~=~""Senate,

before

The vote for Governor in this state, as it now

not very abundant.
The man who loves. the

#3

the House was submitted for the one

|

what he says. He calls for a prompt and severe
execution of the law in the South. - He says:
We say amen, most heartily, to all the Inau-

than
and

and although the seeds * come up”

8

as unfinished business; the bill which had passed |

pardons under consideration, and it is understood that he decided that the revocation of
President Grant will not stand in law.
¢

sas

24, 1869.

they are put in, garden sauce is usually

SBR

The

hens

planted

XE

bills and the passage of several resolutions.

bill to strengthen the public credit then came up |

is

-

the Senate was occupied with the introduction of

Napo-

leon III. patted the American Embassador of the
Chinese Emperor very cordially on the back.
WENDELL Puirrirs is delighted with the
Inaugural, He thinks that the President means

The garden

ao

CONGRESSIONAL.
y
State.
On Monday, both Houses met -pursuant to the | A Washington despatch says that Attorney
adjournment of Friday.
The morning hour in General Hoar . has had Johnson's last criminal

unraly and unrestrained
cause.

ees

of the

cigarettes, and laughed and chatted ,with him.
‘When the two left the smoking room, the cham-

s Sea
88333

conservatives

been ,nominated

supported by the
northeastern part of the
.
:

Ossce
—

Hon. A. J. Hamilton has
| for. TheGovernor
of Texas, and is
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N. Y., has a greater

number of patients,

with

every

type of disease, than any hospital in America or
Europe. This fact alone enables him to give the best
practical advice to those who suffer from any malady,
disease or pain.
1t cosets the patient nothing for advice, beside all pain is instantly removed free of cost,
Tens of thousands given up as hopeless are per:

manently cured, and restored to the actiVity of life,

A large share of these applicants ruffer with dru
disease, and have had eh whole system mu dicate
and poisoned throngh and through with medicine,
DR. WOLCOTT condemns most emphatically. all drug
treatment, and proves practically thet disease can be
radically expelled from the system without dosing
the stomach,
The advent of Pain Paint overturns
the old theory of cure; and medical practitioners are

at their wits’ end in beholaing such undeniable and
astonishing cures of those cases considered by themselv- 8 as utterly hopeless.
Hundreds come over one
thousand
miles to obtain
trestment avd
advice;

many have b-en suffering
for years who are uvable
from sicknees or poverty to make the journey. To all

such it will te more practicable to

purchase

his rem-

edies and have them sent free of express charges, A
pint of Pain Paint (double strength) will be sent for
85; a quart for $%, or a gallon ‘for $20, on receipt of

the mouey at No, 181 Chatham

doz.pints of Wolcott's

Square, N.

Annihilator,

Y.,

or

%

for the cure of

Catarrh, $6 with full directions and advice,

Small

bottles can be bought at all first class Drug
Stores.
Beware of all imitators who offer worthless ‘compounds. Wolcott’s signature is very large on white
wrapoers arouud each bottle of sll his remedies.
4w10

Prophetic

Chart.

and for sa’e by. Rev, A. D, F
J UST
Bas,published
a Seriptural Chart 84 inches by
t8
object18 to aidin the study

of

hoy.
t 18
illustrated by numerous engravi
explanatory
notes. Tre nosition of those i
raOkon the time
and oud of Daniel and Johw's
thereby claim:
ing to
know when Christ shall come, is auth ntically
A cr chat n exposed
colors at 8cents
Boa
Fully
ain,n, 00 cents,
;
Address,
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"AD. PATRBANKS

Leighton’s Corner, N.

[Trademark % Copyrighted.)

“PAIN KILLER,”
OUR FIRST PHYSICIANS
And

recommend

USE

IT,

its uge; the apothecary finds it first

among the medicines called for, and the wholesale
rug
calls it a leading article of his trade.
All the dealers in medigines speak in ite fa.

vor; and its reputation as a medicine of
great merit and virtue, is fully and
permanently established, and it|
is the great

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE.
4
3
TAKEN INTERNALLY, IT CURES:
Dysentery, Cholera, Disrrheen and Cramp and Pain in
the Stomach, Bowel Complaint, Painters’ Colle,
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia or Indigostion, Sore Throat, Sudden Colds,
Coughs, &e.
f
!
APPLIED EXTERNALLY, IT CURES :
Befls, Felons, Cuts,

Bruises, Burns

snd Sealds, Old

~Bores, Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Toothache,
Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheumatism,
©

CA

Frosted

TF

Feet,

&e.

&c

&e.

*
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R!Q’ FOR COUGHS, COLDS,

RIER'S

ASTHMA, &O.
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Mon and Boys Making Money.
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view of its consequences, ns shown in fre
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Dr. Bewall’s diagrams.
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‘‘As an exhibition of truth

know of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.
Price
by-mail $2,50. ‘Half
Pastors. Address BLACK

224, Boston.
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